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ae- k A DAY—Crystal McWherter munches on an apple to pass the
a waits for Mom and Dad. Crystal is the two-year old daughter
ene McWherter, of Puryear.
The Murray Ledger & Times
Volume 98 No. 47 In Our 98th Year Murray Ky Friday Afternoon ervuary ._., H7: 15' Per Copy Two Sections 26 Page,
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Total of the base bids was $199.000.
The low base bids, which were ac-
cepted by the board last night, were:
boiler room construction, Crouch
Construction Co., $17,899; acoustical
treatment, Lassiter Plaster, $8,358;
mechanical and plumbing, Presley
Plumbing and Heating. $119,499; and
electrical, Don Stimson, $53,244.
The low base bids were accepted last
night by the board, but since two
members were absent, the alternates
will be reviewed again on March 10 by
the full board, and contracts will be
awarded within 10 days.
In other action at the board meeting
last night, the board heard a report
from Margaret Franklin on the in-
structional program. Mrs. Franklin
told the board that testing programs in
grades one through four revealed that
local students rank high in reading, and
that local fourth graders are above both
the state and national averages. .
The board discussed a court order
from the Calloway Fiscal Court, in-
forming them of the discontinuing of in-
lieu of tax payments from TVA. The
court had previotisly distributed those
payments to local school boards, but
will deposit them in the court's general
inside today 
fund this year.
The board agreed that since the
payment to the city district would be so
small, that it would have little effect on
the board's finances, but that if other
in-lieu of tax payments were discon-
Untied, it could have serious financial
effects.
A request by the classes of 1974 and
1975 concerning fund balances was
approved by the board last night. The
class of 1974 will have $300 of their
remaining balance deposited for a
future class reunion, and the remaining
$584 will be used to purchase a
scoreboard for the Murray High gym.
The class of 1975 will donate $200 for
improvements in the public address
system at Holland Stadium, and the
remaining $268 will be kept for a class
reunion.
Supt. Fred Schultz reported that
temporary administrative
.arrangements have been made for
Carter and Robertson Elementary
Schools following the recent death of
Principal Dennis Taylor.
Mrs. Maxine Ryan has been
authorized to make administrative
decisions at Carter, with the advice of
Mrs. Margaret Franklin, and Mrs.
Pauline •McCoy will made decisions at
Robertson, with the help of Willie
Jackson.
A committee will screen applicants
for the position of principal, which -will
be filled for the 1977-78 school year.
A special section in today's Murray Ledger and Times
salutes the Murray Area Vocational Education- Center
DECA Chapter. With the aid of the newspaper staff, the D.
E. 1.1 class at the vocational school assisted in the
preparation and layout of this supplement.
Two %omen have charged that a State Police
requirement that troopers be at least 5 feet Er is sexually
discriminatory See the story on Page Eight.
Both the Calloway High and Murray High girls
basketball teams were defeated in area basketball action
last night. Sports Editor Mike Brandon has the story and
photos on Page Seven.
chance of rain today's index
Chance of rain tonight and
Saturday. Lows tonight in the
mid 40s. Highs - Saturday in the
low to mid, 5as. Winds
southwesterly to 10 miles an hour
tonight. Precipitation chances 70
per cent tonight and 90 per cent
eeSaturday









Deaths & Funerals 14
DECA Section • 12 Pages
For Murray Police On 7-5 Vote
A proposal to buy a fleet of 21 cars for
the _Murray Police Department was
defeated by the., nerraY Conunon
Council on a 7-5 vote last night.
The proposal, „ which was
unanimous) reconunended by the
police committee at the council's
regular meeting Thursday, was
designed in rePlaCe the MPD's present
six cars llittethe fleet.
Voting. uist tklk..Pro.posal wag
council members Loyd Arnold. W R
Furches, Ruby Hale, Melvin Henley,
Woodrow Rickman, Bud l Stalls Jr and
Dave Willis Council members favoring
the proposal were Ed Chrisman.
Hoard Koenen. Art Lee, Dr C. C.
Lowry and Tommy Rushing
Police committee chairman Ed
Chrisman said it was the committee's
feelings that the fleet would help to
decrease the city's crime rate in ad-
dition to saving the city money over a
three year period
In essence, the proposal. had it been
by the. council _would have
assigned a vehicle lo each patrolman on
the MPE) force, to be driven in both on-
duty and off-duty hours It was pointed
out that the patrolmen would not have
been at tow ectto the ears outside of
Calloway L'outity ..urarig off -duty hours
and that they w( uel be responsible for
theituen gasoline' i1 oh -tens driving.
Chrisman said esa. e additional
thetked patrol ca-s on the atreet would
be a deterrent to rale ar d added that
the- , pruitriun h. s wealwif well in
tabellttewn air; 1 einerun where it
has ',wen umlauted
t,h er a three •,..e
Itieriese our net usa•aiment Would be
greater. Chnsitaesaid
el-efisnian exploit.* t lieu the fleet of
Veith e. would be •-sperted to be used
for a period of thres elms end that the
city is presently pur heurew nee patrol
cars e% ers nine to ve 'non ths
sey era owed-1 et Tiber s expressed
ucn ': : i er the ..o.t of the fleet.
estimated at a net xi t tric city of
approximetely 11117.0Koi er the three-
} ear period That fia. 'r .• 'Lc hased on a
trade-in vla, vf f 204 per a, at the
end of the three ear
14111E1ml:in Howa-d K o•hen, ad-
mitted he had been he hardest- reifie-
d this program * but seed t1-6t he had
corn invest himself t., it he eprogram
wei.111 tw sucesissful iett 'het -it would
be i;' !hi best intere f :Se_ city to
Carroll To Attend
Governors' Meeting
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP , Energy
and the environment will be the main
topics on Gov. Julian CarroWs schedule
next week in Washington, but he might
add a visit with federal 4,chsaster
assistance officials
Carroll is going to Washington for the
Natural- Genet Tees' Cenference He
may also look into the status of_Ken-
tucky's still unanswered plea for
federal aid with the damages and losses
of the severe winter, a spokesman said
Thursday.
John Nichols. the governor's press
secretary, said Carroll will be mainly
concerned with his duties as chairmar
of the governors' conference.
Committee on Natural Resources and
'Environmental Management.
The committee will meet Monday
with Interior Secretary Cecil Andrus
and President Carter's energy adviser
James Schlesinger. to discuss the
Carter administration's energy
program.
The governors also will meet at the
White House Monday with Carter, Vice
President Walter Mondale and cabinet
members.
Tuesday, the group will discuss en:
vironmental protection issues with U S
Environmental Protection Agenc
officials.
Theschedule also includes a luncheor
with congressional leaders and a vise
by' the governors and their wives wet
President and Mrs. Carter on Tuesday
evening at the White House
On Wednesday, before returning te ,
Kentucky. Carroll will testify before the
Senate subcommittee on energy and the




Gov. Julian Carroll has extended th,
deadline for purchasing 1977 license
plate decals to March 15 according t
an announcement made in Frankfrir*
yesterday afternoon.
., Carroll cited lost income and close,
courthouse due to bad weather an
.....shortages of fuel as' re lieb111.




Murray City Police report ea ,
arrests here this week, including one
for wanton endangerment and one for
burglary.
Police said Tracey Jay. age 21. 105
South Sixth, has been released on $1 Me
bond after being charged with third
degree burglary.
The charge came in connection with
the alleged theft of $800 in jewelry from
a local residence on Feb. 12.
Police also repoqed that Bruce
Davis, 21, of Frank,— Hai., M.SC, has
been charged with wanton en-
dangerment of the first degree in
connection with the alleged assault and
attempted stabbing of another person
at Franklin /fall
Davis has been released on bond of
$200
's
The tiedult, does I' -I include
ke Kentueky ' .esiu-st for
ieder a; .,s,stanCe wig a'. istunated
in weeth. = - related
oartia.-. since Chr sti .1 s said
- _
But 's allots added. be there.
, suretruven (-tau c. Luc e ui ."
1 eLittle, a spokesina a!, r the step
1 ,, ision of lima:ear .ricreency
Se-vices, said Thursciay :odes to
Se, Walter Huddleston I Ky , had
reported no progress u, f 7.dmi out
%hen the FetreraT I hsasti r' .• ;S!stailtse
Administration --1-1tAA y-11 -irearuice
its decision or what the des sit. • *ill he
We're going te have te ri s :eir
congressional . delegatur . up there to
put some twat on. * Little se, el_ It's
eetting very frustrating 'We to
hear something
_ Kentucky's request was s ib to
the Atlanta regional FDA/, f e on
Feb 11 and was forwarded Ny Mencay
to the agency s Washing 4.16. fitce.
Little said
Even with the ijumbr: states
asking for assistan, •'. t - !""ef. ''*44
time," he said
Nichols said Came; sa' VJt in-
patient He ,understarets rho old
weather damage is less .es.
apparent and requires more. ...a'. *atom
and more backup material tn.71 ye
barn or a business. flatten*, . soy tt,T•
natio or carried away by a flees tie
t said
We want them to take ' fott_ 111 (̂1
look at it,- N'Ichols said 'We quek
we've established a good case tor
adopt this program
Fin very much aware of the
criticism that's been leveled at this
program by the people that do not make
an effort to understand what the
program is all atiekt before they level
their criticism," Keenen said
l'ita yen' much-. awere ef the _fact
that, pkalaticall), those of us who plan to
run for the council this spring would.not
be hurt _by v,, ainst this
program," Koenen added -A vote for
Koenen 
oeponelintiesaildly. could hurt some people.-
Koenen urged the council members
not to vote for or against the program
until they were convinced, one way or
another, themselves
If you're not convinced, one way or
the other, that it's good or bad, ask that
it be tabled,- Koenen said
Councilman C C Lowry told the
council that he felt the program had
been studied at length and that he did
not feel it needed inure study.
"I'll admit there are pros and cons to
rt.- Dr Lowry- said, " . we don't
believe it will cost the city any more
money and I think its worth air, "
Councilman W R. Furches said his
main reservation about the program
was borrowing the money to put in the
program
• I've had a lot of calls about it."
Furches said "I don't believe the
people are ready for it," he added. "I
pink owe'il..get a lot of et-Alcestis it iffe-,.
vote -for it."
Councilman Loyd Arnold directed a.
question to finance committee chair-
man Melvin Henley concerning the
amount budgeted for police cars during
the current year
Henley said that $20.000 had been
budgeted for buying police cars during
1977
Chrisman explained that the pur-
chase of the fleet would be over a three-
sear period and that ermual amounts
normallY budgeted foi• puttee ears-Over
that three year period should bsuf-
ficieot. m the committee's opinion, to
pay for the program
Chrisman said that the city could
burrow the remainder of the moues_
required at the present tune and that
ey en with the interest in the loan, it
sill cost as a little' less money over a
three-year period than we're currently
spending."
It was also pointed out that the in-
dividual patrolmen would be respon-
sible for liability insurance coverage on
the vehicles
The patrolmen would also be
required to keep an up-to-dale (heckled
on the vehicles, to insure that the cars 
twere receiving proper maintenance
After the proposal to purchase the 21-
. ier fleet was defeated. Police Chief
Brent Manning asked the council's
permission to buy five new patrol cars
for the department
1>r Henley questioned the need for
five new cars Chief Manning said that
the four patrol cars and the detective's
cars were all needing replacement at
"
Henley nicwed that thi. council take
bids on four automobile's but later with-
drew _his motion in favor of a motion to
eakehids on five cars
Water System Audit
Accepted By Council
The Murray Cenunon Council a.
cepted an audit of the Murray Water &
Sewer System at its regular meetin..
last night
The audit was presente4 h E I.
Howe Jr . CPA. of Richardson and
Trevathan accounting firni. who said
the audit presented a good profit pic-
ture for the system even though net
profits were down Irian the pr-evueis
year
Howe told the e'ouncil that one reasen
the 1976 net income of $113.486.34 was
down from the $104.860.73 net income in
1975. was that the system had ex-
perienced very little growth in total
revenue and at the same time, inflation
was adding to expenses.
He pointed out to the council that it is
good for the system to be building up
semi' profits now because of major
upgrading that will be necessary in the
near future to comply with federal
Environmental Protection Agency
regulations
Howe also pointed out to the council
that the system had retired $613.000 in
revenue bonds during.197.6
Arso at last night's meeting, the
council approved on the first reading an
ordinance establishing an affirmative
action plan for the city
The plan, which is required :a, :nice
for the city to qualify for federal
revenue sharing meney ' sets up
i,Lejt.imes for hiring ity empley es that
are non-dise'runinaterY
In other a('tion, the council
authorized the sanitation COM-
1411t44.W to negotiate with-the Amos Wahl
I 'onstruction Company for placing fill
material on city property adjacent to
the sanitation building on N 12th Street
and purchasing gravel from the • ity pit
at the same location,
accepted a resignator. from
Kenneth Dix from the Polar 1)epart-
tnent and hired Dean Alexander anti
Steven E Hale to fill two vacancieSen
the police force. -
approved the permanent em-
ptoyment ,rf Robert Larry hillitunon
with the Sanitation Dept .
approved an appropriation of $200
tor the purchase of an electridallY -
eperated stun gum' for use Le the le( al
.ieg warden in capturing 1.;..se,
arid
approved the taking .if bids en a
ham link fence for the Murray Nat oral
Gas System's new warehe ,use building
e
-
NATIONT11. MERIT FINIAL IS T —kesia A. Gowen, 17,tear old sernor_at Calloway Counts, High St hoot has been named as a
National Merit Scholarship Finalist firm." is the win of Mrs. Kenneth W Bowen Route Iwo. With 'him are ( ( HS
( ounselors Alberta korti and (errs PAVE .',111. As a finalist, BOWen, will be considered tor one ot the 1,000 National Merit
S1,000 settolarships that are allot at.-1 es .a state basisi.at reeding to each state's per( entage of the total L S high school
graduating class. A seleetion Comm ttee made up of c olleiite admissions off k ers and sec undarr hool guecianee «min-
%elfin Ridges all information about . 4(n inalest including his high st h001 a ademe rec ord. at ( omplishments leadership
qualities. estra-c concealer activitws os we:: as test ye ores The winners of these one-time awards of 61.000 will reties e a
single payment nest fall .after thes eoroll as lull-emu «illege undergraduates. 41w. he will he ( onsidered for a renewable.
four-year Merit Sc hold's's". from which r would I1.4 Pise up to Sl.".0() iSer yea, tor tour .y parsed College
, •








41‘ At Local Church
--
•
Funeral services for Mrs-.
Amy Brown of Murray Route
'Four are being held today at
two p. m. at the South
Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Church where she
was a member with the Rev.
Dr William P. Muffins, Jr.,
officiating. The Church Choir
is providing the music, and
Mrs Otto Erwin and Mrs. L.
1), Cook, Jr., are singing a
duet.
The Audie James Sunday
School Class of the church is
serving as an honorary 'group.
Active pallbearers_ are Bob
James, Dorris Clark, Bill
.Lowell Key, Glen
Edwin Paschall, and Dencil
Paschall. Burial will be in the
church cemetery with the
arrangements by the Blalock-
Coleman Funeral Home.
-Mrs. Brown, age 89, died
TueSday at 2:20 p. m. at the
. Westview Nursing Home. Her
husband, Lube M. Brown, died
June 23, 1958. Born January 3,
1888, in Calloway County, she
was the daughter of the late
W. A. and Sarah Jackson
James.
Survivors. include one son,
Hester Hugh Brown'and wife,
Clovis, Murray Route Four;
foster son, Charles Hum-
phreys, Warren, Mich.;
granddaughter, Mrs. Robert
Glenda) Hill, and three great
grandchildren, Bobby, Leah,
and Jimmy Hill, 1706
Keeneland, Murray: one
sister, Mrs. Grover (Bernice )
Dunn, 611 Flower, Calif.; two
foster grandchildren, Steven
and Laura Humphreys.
Mrs. Ruby M. Jones
Dies Wednesday;
Rites On Friday
Mrs. Ruby .Mae Jones of
Mayfield Route One, widow of
Charlie A. Jones-, died Wed-
negdayr- at 12:30 p.m. at the
Haws Nursing Home, Fulton.
She was 84 years of age:
The deceased was born
September 25, 1892, and was
the daughter of the late Frank
Sims and Jane Jetton Sims.
Mrs. Jones is survived by
one daughter, Mrs. Gilbert
Smith, -Mayfield: four sons,
Hoyt and Elmo Jones,
Mayfield. Dwight Jones.
Mayfield Route One, and
Codie Jones. Memphis, Tn.;




The funeral will • be held
Friday at two p.m. at the
chapel of the Byrn Funeral
Home, Mayfield, with the Rev.
Gary Frizzell officiating.
Grandsons will serve - as
pallbearers and burial will be
in the Beech Grove Cemetery
near Lynn Grove.





Marvin Boyle of 101 North
17th Street, Murray, died
Wednesday at 10:45 p. m. at
the Murray-Calloway Cowl),
Hospital. He was .71 years of
age.
The Murray man was a
member of the Seventh and
Poplar Church of Christ. Born
February 23, 1906, in Stewart
County, Tn., he was the son of
the late Dave Boyle and
Donnie Carney Boyle.
Mr Boyle is survived by his
wife, Mrs. Verta Newberry
Boyle, and one son, Keith
Boyle, 101 North 17th Street,
Murray; one daughter, Mrs.
Gerald (Jewell). Garner, and
four grandchildren, Terry,
Darren, Kevin, and Roger
Garner, Murray Route Eight. -
Also surviving are two
sisters, Mrs. Ethel Bailey,
'Benton,' and Mrs. Dcie
Pautala, Portland, Oregon; -
half sifter, Mrs. Clemie
Newberry, Sandwich, Ill.;
three half brothers, Carmel
Boyle, Wilmington,
Herbert Boyle, Murray ROute
Seven, and James Boyle,
Paducah Route Eight.
The funeral will be held
Saturday at two p. m. at the
chapel of the Max Churchill
Funeral Home with Bro. John
Dale and Bro. Henry Hargis
officiating. Burial will follow
in the Murray City Cemetery.
Friends may call at • the
funeral home after four p. m.
today ( Thursday
Mrs. Neit Ward Is
Dead At Age 84
Mrs. Neit Cochran Ward,
formerly of. Murray, died
Tuesday at 10:45 a. m. at the
Central Baptist Hospital,
Lexington. She was 84 years of
age and a resident of 2974
Jefferson Street, Paducah.
The deceased, the widow of
B. L. Ward, was born
February 5, 1893, to the late
Virgil Boyd Cochran and Ella
Nance Cochran. She was a
mernher of the First Baptist
Church, Paducah, and of
several civic organizations in
Paducah.
Mrs. Ward is survived by
one daughter, Mrs. William
t Louise ) Holt, Lexington; one
son, Billy Ward, Paducah; two
'sisters, Miss Clover Cochran,
Alton, .Ill., and Mrs. I. N.
Breazeale, Starke, Fla.; three
grandsons; five great grand-
children; three nieces.
Funeral services will be
held Friday at one p. m. at the
chapel of the Roth Funeral
Home, Paducah, with the Rev.
Dr. John A. Wood officiating.
Pallbearers will be William
Lane Holt, Ray Ward Holt,
David Waller Holt, William
Ray Holt, William K. Ben-
jamin, and Olaf Wilford.
Burial will be in the Highland
Park Cemetery at Mayfield.









'Prr e and price comparisons based on
Lprio 
i,ase four-door models, not including
Jc-.huntioh charges, taxes, and title.
C. Tr.pdrghly equipped, Royal Monaco
is i274 less than LTD. (Whitewalls, $437












Lonnie (Buster) Elkins of
Dexter was pronounced dead
on arrival at the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital on
Wednesday at 3:15 p. m.
The Dexter man was
stricken while employed by a
contractor on a construction
job at the Murray Division of
the Tappan Company. He was
60 years of age. Born May 12,
1916, in Calloway County, he
was the son of the late Van
Elkins and Davis Ellis Elkins.
Mr. Elkins is survived by his
wife, Mrs. Edith Pritchett
Elkins, Dexter; two
daughters, Mrs. Homer
(Betty )Ahart, Almo Route
One, and Mrs. Mike (Glenda)
Davenport, Hardin Route
One; one sister, Mrs. Murrell
White, Buena Vista, Tn.; three
brothers, Dallas and Darrell
Elkins, Dexter, and Andy
Cecil Elkins, Murray; six
grandchildren.
Funeral services will be
held Friday at two p. m. at the
chapel of the Max Churchill
Funeral Home with Bro. John
L. Hicks officiating and the
Dexter Church of Christ
singers providing the song
service.
Burial will be in the Stewart
Cemetery. -





Fellowship will show the film,
"Parable,- at the meeting on
Sunday, February 27, from
6:00 to 6:45 p. m. at the United
Campus Ministry, North 15th
Street.
A discussion will follow the -
film and all persons are
welcome to attend, a
fellowship spokesman said.
Stock Market
Prices of stock of local interest at noon
EDT. today, furnished to the Ledger 64
Times by First of Michigan, Corp. of

































Prices of stocks of local interest at
noon today furnished To the Ledger &
Times by I M Simon Co are as follows
Indus As,  .349
Airco „30%
Am. Motors e  4's uric
Ashland Oil 33% -42
A. T & T ....... .....  63% unc
Ford Motor 56%
Gen. Dynamics 56', -1
Gen. Motors ......... 69'.
. 27', uric
Goodrich.. .... . . 28% -%
Gulf Oil ...... . . 28S
Pennwalt 13 uric
Quaker Oats . . 23% "9
Republic Steel  33'. -111
Singer Mfg 21% -344
Tappan 10%
Western Union 18% uric
zenith Radio 24L. -5
Vo-Ed Classes
Are Re-Scheduled
The Typing H, Shorthand II,
and Small Engines classes
that were to have begun in
January but were cancelled
due to snow and fuel shortages
will begin next week.
The Shorthand II class will
begin on Monday, February 28
at 6.:30 p. m. All those who
have previously registered,
and any one else-interested in
the class should be present at
that time.
The Typing II class will
begin on Tuesday, March 1 at
6:30 p. m. All persons who
registered and any others
. interested should be present.
The small_Engines_ class
will begin on Tuesday, Murch
1 at 6:30 p. m. Only those who
were previously registered
should report for class.
Due to the gas shortage, the
temperatures will be kept at a
minimum in the classrooms.
Purchase Area
Hog Market
Federal State Market News Service
February 24,1977
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 8 Buying Stations
Receipts: Act. 601 Est. 500 Barrows &
Gilts fully 1.00 higher Sows mostly
steady- .50 higher
US 1-2 200-230 Its. .. $40.50-40.75 few 41.00
US 1-3 200-240 lbs. $40.00-40.50
US 2-4 240-260 lbs . . 939.25-40.00
US 3-4 280-210 lbei  938.25-39.25
Sows
US 1-2270-350 lbs. $33.00-33.50
U9 1-3 300-450 lbs .$33.0O-3t00
US 1-3 450-650 lbs 934.00-35.00




WASHINGTON ( AP -
Pick up your phone a week
from Saturday and give the
President a call.
You might not get 'through
the selection system they're
setting up to handle his first
talk show. But if you do, you
can ask or tell him almost
anything.
The system designed for
"Ask President Carter," the
two-hour broadcast talk-a
tPion hetween the President
and the public, will let only 20
callers reath thWhitliouse
at any one time. A White
House aide says the calls will
be prescreened - but not for
content.
There will be a seven-second
delay between the words as
they ar'e spoken _and when )
you'll hear them on the air. )
The CBS radio network, which
will carry the show, will use
that seven seconds to catch
aad cut off anyone who
becomes a busivear obscene.
Carter will take the calls
from 2 p.m. to 4 p.m. EST in
the Oval Office. His aides say
he  chose the time to give
working people at home on a
Saturday afternoon an op-
portunity to reach him. He'll
probably sit in an easy chair,
listen through a speaker phone
and talk through a
microphone around his neck.
A television camera will
record the proceedings for
delayed rebroadcast if the
networks choose to carry
portions of the show. Walter
Cronkite of CBS News will be
moderator.
Barry Jagoda, a 33-year-old
former employe of CBS and
NBC who now handles the
President's media and public
affairs, won't reveal the toll-
free number that will .connect
You with the President.
"You'll dial a 900-number.
That's the first time a 900-
number has ever been used.
It's a toll-free 900-number, as
opposed to an 800-number.
That's so the 800-system
doesn't get overloaded ....
We'll announce the number
next week," he said.
If you decide to call, here's
what Jagoda says will- hap-
pen:
"Somebody will answer the
phone and say, The White
House, ask President Carter.'
If you're lucky. The chances
are, though, the phone will
ring busy .... There probably
will be hundreds of thousands
of people who don't get their
questiOns answered."
Each call - the President
takes will have.-to-have sur-
vived a process of elimination
handled by telephone com-
pany computers.
Jagoda says each call will
compete first with hundreds of
others at loCal telephone
switching stations. Two calls
station by a computer
programmed to choose them
for geographical balance. The
two chosen calls will then be
routed from the local station
to one of 10 regional switching
centers.
"Each of those 10 will let six
calls through - again
balanced geographically. So
you've got 86 calls coming into
Washington' at a time. Now
we've only got 20 lines in
Washington, so we'll get 20
phone calls at theWhite House
-at a time." '
CBS operators will answer
those 20 lines.
Jagoda says they'll say:
"May we have your name and
phone number? We want to
verify the authenticity-of this
call. Thank you. very much.'
Blacksmithing Lecture
Is Set For Tonight
Breit Kington, ironiulptor
and a professor in the School
of Art at Southern Illinois
University, will present an all-
day blacksmithing workshop
.at Murray Stale .University
today and an evening slide-
lecture tonight.
The workshops by Kington,
who is recognized as one of the
top ironwork artists in the
country, will begin at 9:30 a.
m. in the sculpture courtyard
behind the Price Doyle Fine
Arts Center, with the slide-
lecture scheduled at 7:30 p.m.
in Room 423.
His the area as a
guest artist will also include a
slide-lecture presentation at 2
p. m. Friday, Feb. 25, at the
Next Week
They'll write the name and
phone number down and give
it to somebody else, who calls
back directory assistance, in
that distant town," Jagoda
says.
When directory assistance
verifies there is such a person
with that number in that town,
an operator will call that
person back - "In the order in
which the calls are received,"
Jagoda said. The operator will
say, "Mr Doe, this is the
White-House-Please -hold on,'
And he's in line to get through
to the Oval Office."
The operator will put John
Doe's name and address on a
small computer screen. It will
appear on an identical screen,
the size of a small: television'
set, in the Oval Office in front
of Cronkite and the President.
They will respond to the calls
on the screen in sequence.
Jagoda says it will go this
way: -Hello, this is J. 'initny
Carter, Mr. Doe. What's your
question, please?' Or, `Mr.
Doe, this is Walter Cronkite,
do you have a question for
President Carter?' If in
Cronkite's judgment he
(Carter) isn't fully respon-
sive, Cronkite will follow up, if
he wants to. He is a reporter. I
would hope he would." ,
So the President won't know
the question before John Doe
asks it?
"No, not at all. There are
folks in this country who think
they have points to make to
the President. And they're
fully entitled to make those
points: What you and I think is
insane might be fully sane to
the next person."
Local Students Take Honors
In Debating Competition
Laurie Beatty and Tom Murray freshman, competed
Riley; both of Murray, took in- the regular debate division
third place honors for Murray and posted a 3-3 record.
State University in the novice Debate coach Robert
debate division of the Valentine expressed his
University of Arkansas pleasure with the overall
Razorback Speech Tour- performance. He noted that
nament in Fayetteville, Ark., Stubblefield, competing as a
over the weekend, freshman in varsity com-
Miss Beatty, a junior, and petition, scored as best
Riley, a freshman, ranked speaker in two different
third at the end of preliminary rounds.
competition on the basis of "He's picking up a great
their record of four wins and deal of experience from
one loss. Maxedon," Valentine said.
They defeated highly rated "None of these terms had
Pan American University in a been in competition since last
close quarterfinal match semester," Valentine noted,
before losing to Cameron ''so Arkansas was supposed to
State University of Lawton, be a warm-up for them. We
Okla., the eventual tour- 'are very pleased with the
nament winner, in semifinal team record."
competition. The team's next outing is at
Rick Maxedon, Anchorage Eastern Kentucky University




AP) - Sheryl Christopher
and her husband vote at
village council meetings from
the comfort of their easy
chairs. A new cable-TV
hookup allows citizens to tune
in on meetings, register their
opinions and tune out if the
goings get dull.
"We couldn't get a baby
sitter and either both of us had
to stay home, or one could go
to the meeting. This, way we
both had a voice in ,the affairs
of our community," Mrs.
Christopher said.
The Grogan's Mill Village
Association, which handles
the-dfrarrifor seVeral hundred
properteowners in a section of
this. new_Houstoa suteirn of 
about 2,500 in Montgomery
County, has all its meetings
made available to subscibers
oft WCATV.
As discussions oridangerous
intersections or debates op
gas rate increases proceed,
viewers can punch buttons on
a handheld remote-control
unit and say, "Yes. I agree;
- No, I disagree: speak louder;
go slower, I want more
details; go faster, I want less
detail."
The 'Viewers' opinions are
counted by a computer and
printed out and televised to
the 'association members at
the meeting Within seconds. -
The system was given its
first test Monday night during
the monthly meeting.
Don Rozak, mandger of the
cable televisien'-station, said
the response "was pretty
good."
"There were some
problems, like one lengthy
presentation that didn't In
terest the viewers, and they
switched to another show but
most came back later for the
other discussions.
"We feel it will be a
tremendous success. There is
no other environment where
more than one person can
express an opinion at the same
time without -having chaos,-
he said. _ .
Randy Hanselka, the
Grogan's Mill Association
president, said. "To the best of
onr-.,-.Iiii-OWTedge no local
government meeting has ever
befsire been braight into
homes for two-way com-
munications."
Arts and Recreation Center at
Ft. Campbell.
Kington's appearances as a
visiting artist are part of a
series made possible by
grants from the Kentucky
Arts Commission and the
National Endowment for the
Arts, in conjunction with the
Department of Art at Murray
State.
A member of the faculty at
Sill since 1961, Kington
earned the B. F. A. degree at
the University of Kansas and
the M. F. A. degree at the
Cranbrook Academy of Art in
Bloomfield kill's, Mich.
He was the recipient of a
Craftsman Fellawship
awarded 'by the National
Endowment for the Arts,
Washington, DC-, in 1974. His
work is included in several
permanent collections, in-
cluding The Museum of
Contemporary Crafts in New
-York -City Ind-Objects: USA,
The Johnson Collection,
Racine, Wis.
Kington, who grew up in
Kansas, has won numerous
awards and his work has
appeared for the past 15 years
in exhibitions in 29 states from
coast-to-coast, and
Washington, D. C., as well as
Mexico City and Ontario and
Toronto, Canada.
He was presented the Aw4rd
for Excellence for art in steel
crafts in the "Design in Steel
Awards" show of the
American Iron and Steel
Institute in New York City in
1971. His work was also
exhibited in the "In Praise of
Hands" First World Crafts
International Invitational
Exhibition in the Ontario
Science,Center in 1974 and the
"Crafts Multiples" National
Competitive Exhibition in.
Renwick Gallery of the
SthithaQnian , Institute in
Washington, D. C., in 1975.
Kington, who served a year
as president of, the Society of
North- American Goldsmiths,
has alsb served as a juror,
visiting artist, panelist, and
lecturer-demonstrator in




FRANKFORT, Ky. .( AP )-
State employes end the last of
their fuel-saving four-day
work weeks today and Gov.
Julian Carroll says reaction to
the revised schedule was
mixed.
Starting Monday, state
offices will return to eight-
hour days and five-day weeks,
Carroll said Wednesday.
"I believe that Kentuckians
--have a right -To- aped -state
government to be available to
them five days a week," he
said.
Carroll put most state
agencies on 10-hour days and
four-day weeks Jan. 31, when
natural gas and other fuel
shortages: forced school
closings and layoffs in some
areas. _
He said the idea was to
"minimize what I knew would
be a loss of production, both in
the private sector and in the
service-related public sectors.
"It has been a very thin line
to walk," he said, "but I
believe what we did was just
as necessary as it is to return
now to a more normal work
schedule."
Carroll said he hoped the
switch to a four-day week had
served as an example to
homeowners, businesses and
industries to conserve fuel and
added that conservation is still
important.
Fuel savings so far have
"kept the wolves from the
door," he said. "We have not
had to declare a fuel
emergency. But that is only
because Kentuckians have
taken steps to burn less
natural gas, propane and fuel
oil.
"No one knows what the
summer will hold because of
the energy demands for air
conditioning, and no one
knows what next winter will
hold," he said. "Everything
we do to save now will stand us
in better stead then."
Thermostats in state offices
will remain at 65 degrees, he
said.
Carroll said that among
employes he talked to in visits
to state agencies this month,
"I would say the feeling was
about evenly split." Most
employes with young children
and most who travel long
distances to v71(511 - were
posed to the four-day week,
while others generally favored
it, he said.
The state Department -of
Personnel is polling about
5,000 - state employes con=
cerning the four-day week,
and Personnel Commissioner
Addie Stokley said the in-
formation should be useful if a
revised -schedule --is—adOj)ted-
again,
"All of these experiences
will be useful in allowing us to
plan for future winters,"
Carroll said. "It may be
necessary at some point in the
future, because of another
energy crisis, to return to a
revised work schedule."
Sorge state agencies, such
as the ,Division of Disaster and
Emergency Services and the
Division of Unemployment
Insurance, have remained on
a five-day week because of the
demand for their services
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AN APPLE A DAY—Crystal MeWherter munches on an apple to pass the..
time while she waits for Mom and Dad. Crystal is the two-year old daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Eugene McWherter, of Puryear.
Stan Photo by usvsd Hilt
City Board Receives
Middle School Bids
Bids.for the renovation of the Murray_
Middle School were well under the
architect's estimates, according to the
Murray City School Board.
Bids were opened at noon Thursday,
and reviewed by the board last night.
Total of the base bids was $199,000.
The low base bids, which were ac-
cepted by the board last night, were:
boiler room construction, Crouch
Construction Co., $17,899; acoustical
treatment, Lassiter Plaster, $8,358;
.mechanical and plumbing, Presley
Plumbing and Heating, $119,499; and
electrical, Don Stimson, $53,244.
The low base bids were accepted last
night by the board, but since two
members were absent, the alternates
will be reviewed again on March 10 by
the full board, and contracts will -be
awarded within 10 days.
In other action at the board meeting
last night, the board heard a report
from Margaret Franklin on the in-
structional program. Mrs. Franklin
told the board that testing programs in
grades one through four revealed that
local students rank high in reading, and
that local fourth graders are above both_
the state and national averages,- • '
The board discussed a court order
from the Calloway Fiscal -Court, in-
forming them oithe discontinuing of in-
lieu of tax payments from TVA. The
court had previously -distributed those
payments to local school boards, but
will deposit them in the court's general
inside today  
fund this year.
The board agreed that since the
payment to the-city district would-be-so-
small, that it would have little effect On
the board's finances, but that if other
in-lieu of tax payments were discon-
tinued, it could have serious financial
effects.
A request by the classes of 1974 and
1975 concerning fund balances was
approved by the board last night. The
class of 1974 will have $300 of their
- remaining balance deposited for a
future class reunion, and the remaining
$584 will be used to purchase a
scoreboard for the Murray High gym.
The class of 1975 will donate $200 for
improvements in the - public address
system at Holland Stadium, and the
remaining $268 will be kept fot a class
reunion.
Supt. Fred Schultz reported that
temporary administrative
arrangements have been made for
Carter and Robertson Elementary
Schools following the recent death of
Principal Dennis Taylor.
Mrs. Maxine Ryan has been
authorized to make administrative
decisions at Carter, with the advice of
Mrs. Margaret Franklin, and Mrs.
Pauline McCoy will made decisions at
Robertson, with the help of Willie
Jackson.
A committee will screen applicants
for the position of principal, Which will
be filled for the 1977-78 school year.
A special sMion in todases- -Murray Ledf and Times
salutes the Murray Area Vocational Education Center
DECA Chapter, With the aid of the newspaper staff, the D.
1."11---class at the-- Yoetit4enal-schoal s icier' j,o__the
preparation and layout of this supplement.
Two women have charged that a State Police
requirement that troopers be at least 5 'feet 6 is-sexually
discriminatory .... See the story on Page Eight.
Both the Calloway High and Murray High girls
basketball teams were defeated in area basketball action
last night. Sports Editor Mike Brandon has the story and
photos on Page:Seven.
chance of rain today's index
Chance of rain tonight and
Saturday. Lows tonight in the
mid 40s. Highs Saturday in the
low to mid 50s. Winds
southwesterly to 10 miles an hour
tonight. Precipitation chances 70
per cent tonight and 90 per cent
On Saturday. „
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Council Defeats Fleet Proposal
For Murray Police On 7-5 Vote
•
A propnal to buy a fleet of 21 cars for
the Murray Pplice Department  was
defeated by the Murray Common
Council on a 7-5 vote last night.
The , proposal, which was
unanimoiiixy recommended by the
'pollee " committee at the court-en
regular, meeting Thursday, was
destgnedto-reptace the MPD's present -
six cars with,the fleet.
Voting against the proposal were
Couacil-memberS" T nyd- Amidst,: W.
Furches, Ruby 'Hale, Melvin Henley,
Woodrow Rickman, Buel Stalls Jr., and
Dave Willis. Council members favoring
the proposal were Ed Chrisman,
Howard Koenen, Art Lee, Dr. C. C.
Lowry and Tommy Rushing.
Police committee chairman Ed
Chrisman said it was the committee's
feeling that the fleet would help to
decrease the city's crime rate in ad-
dition to saving the city money, over a
three year period.
In essence, the'proposal, had it been
accepted by the council, would have
assigned a vehicle to each patrolman on
the MPD force, to be driven in both on-
duty and off-duty hours. It was pointed
out that the patrolmen- would-flat-have
been allowed to drive the cars outside of
Calloway County during off-duty _hours
and that they would be responsible for
their own gasoline in off-duty driving.
Chrisman said that the additional
marked patrol cars on the street would
be a deterrent to crime and added that
the program has•---' worked well in
- Elizabethtown and-Lexington where it
has been instituted.
"Over a three year period I don't
believe -our net investment would be
-10W1/Yeater,' Christnan •-
Chrisman explained -that the fleet of
vehicles would be expected to be used
for a period of three years and that the
city is presently purchasing new patrol
cars every nine to twelve months.
Several council members expressed
concern over the cost of the fleet,
estimated at a net cost to the city of
approximately $87,000 over the three-
year period. That figure was based on a
trade-in value of $1,200 per car at the
end of the three years.
- Councilman Howard Koenen, ad-
mitted he had been "the hardest critic
of this program" but said that he had
convinced himself that the program
would be successful and that -it would
be in Ihe-best interest ef the ct to
Carroll To Attend
Governors Meeting
FRANKFORT, Ky. rAP - Energy
and the environment will be the main
topics on Gov-Julian Carroll's schedule
next week in Washington, but he might
add -a- visit-- with. federal disaster
assistance officials.
(larval is going to Washington for the
---Netional-Goyerners'  Conference Be
may ,also look into the status of Ken-
tucky's still unanswered plea for
federal aid with the damages and losses
of the severe winter, a spokesman said
Thursday.
John Nichols, the governor's press
secretaty, said Carroll will be mainly
concerned with his duties as chairman
of the governors'. conference-
Committee on Natural Resources and
_Enyiranmental Management.
_ _The committee will meet Monday
with Interior SiCretarys Cecil Andrus
and President Carter's energy adviser,
James Schlesinger, to discuss the
Carter administration's energy
program.
The governors also will meet at the
White House Monday with Carter, Vice
President Walter Mondale and cabinet
members. .
Tuesday, the group will discuss en-
vironmental protection issues with U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency
officials.
The schedule also includes a luncheon
with congressional leaders and a visit
by the governors and their wives with
President and Mrs. Cartgr on Tuesday
evening at the White House.
On Wednesday, before returning to
Kentucky, Carroll will-testify before the
Senate subcommittee on energy and the




Gov. Julian Carroll has extended the
deadline for purchasing 1977 license
plate decals to March 15 according to
an announcement made in Frankfort
yesterday afternoon.
'Carroll cited lost income and closed
courthouse due to bad weather and
shortages of fuel as' reasons behind




Murray City Police report two
arrests here this week, including one
for wanton endangerment and one for
burglary.
Police said Tracey Jay, age 21, 505
South-Sisaki, hasbeenreleasecton$1,000_
bond after being charged with third
degree burglary. • -
The charge came in connection with
the alleged theft of $800 in jewelry from
a local residence on Feb. 12.
ranPolice also reported that Bruce
Davis, 21, of F • Hall, MSU, has
been charged •th waBton en-
dangerment of the first degree in
connection with the alleged assault and
attempted stabbing of 'another person
at Franklin Hall. ,..)
Davis has been released on bond of
$200.
The schedule does not include'
checking on Kentucky's, request for •
federal acqixtance with an estimated
$428 million in weather related
damages since Christmas, said
Nichols.
But Nichols added, "He'll be there,
an4144,4_sure_thaut„coubizonaup2L,_
. Tom Little, a spokesman for the state
Division of Disaster and Emergency
Services, said Thursday that aides to
Sen. Walter Huddleston, 13-Ky., had
reported no progress in finding out
when the Federal -Diseater Assistance
Administration ( FDAA I will announce
its decision or what the decision will be.
"We're going to have to rely on our
( congressional I delegation up there to
put some heat 914" Little said. "It's _
getting very frustrating. We need to
hear something."
Kentucky's request was submitted to
the Atlanta regional FDAA office on
Feb. 11 and was forwarded by Monday
to the agency% Washington office,
Little said.
"Even with the number of states
"asking for assistance, it's been a long •
time," he said.
Nichols said Carroll was not as im-
patient. ."He unaerstands that cold
weather damage is less visible and less
apparent and requires more evaluation
and more backup material than would a
barn or a business flattened by a tor-
nado or carried away by a flood,"-he
said.
"We want them to take a good, hard
look at it," Nichols said. "We think
we've established a good case for it."
• I
adopt this program. •
"I'm very much aware of the
criticism that's been leveled at- this--
program by the people that do not make
an effort to understand what the
program is all about before they level
theft critielsin,"-Koenen said.
"I'm very much aware of the fact
that, politically, those of us whOplaille
- run for the council this spring would not
be hurt by voting against this
program," Koenen added. "A vote for
it, politically,-eould-hurt some-people,". -
Koenen said.
Koenen urged-the, council members
not to vote for or against the program
until they were convinced, one way or
another, themselves.
"If you're not convinced, one way or -
the other, that it's good or bad, sk that
it be tabled," Koenen said.
Councilman C. C. Lowry told the
council that he felt the program had
been studied at length and that he did
not feel it needed more study. _
"I'll admit there are pros-and cons to
it," Dr. Lowry said, ". . .we don't
believe it will cost the city any more
Mbney and I think it's worth a try."
Councilman W. R. Furches said his
-main i esti vation &boat -the program
was borrowing the money to put in the
program,
"I've had a lot of calls about it,"
Furches said. "I don't believe the
people are ready for it," he added. -I
think we'll ftet a lot of criticism if we
vote for it."
Councilman Loyd Arnold directed a
question to finance committee chair-




-- -Henley said thar rocnnia _luid been
budgeted for buying police cars during .
1977.
Chrisman explained that the pur- -
chase of tile fleet would be over a three-
year period and that annual amounts
normally budgeted for police cars over
that Three.
icient, in the committee's opinion, to
pay for the program.
_CbriSma_n Said that the _city cilitirt'- -
borrow the remainder of pie. money
required at_ the present timetand that 4.
"even with the interest on the loan, it
will cost us a little less money over a
three-year period than we're currently
spending."
It was also pointed out that the in-
dividual patrolmen would be respon-
sible for liability insurance coverage on
the vehicles.
The patrolmen would also be
required to keep an up-to-date checklist
on the vehicles, to insure that the cars
were rareiying proper maintenance.
After the proposal to purchase the 21-
car fleet was defeated, Police Chief
Brent Manning asked the council's
permission to buy five new patrol cars
for the department. _
Dr. Henley_qutstioned the need for
five new cars. Chief Manning said that
the four patrol cars and the detective's
cars were all needing replacement at
this time
Henley miii.ea that the coirriTirtike -- -
bids on four automobiles but later with- ,
drew his !notion in favor of a motion to




The Murray Common Couhcil ac-
cepted an audit of the Murray Water &
Sewer System at its regular meeting
last night. ' "
The audit was presented by E. L.
Howe Jr., CPA, of Richardson and
Trevathan accounting firm, who said
the audit presented a good profit pic-
ture for the system even though net
profits were clown from the previous
year.
Howe told the council that one reason
the 1976 net income of $83,486:34 was
downlfrom the $104,860.73 net income in
1975, was that the system had 'ex-
perienced very little growth in total
revenue and at the same time, inflation
was adding to expenses.
He pointed out to the council that it is
good for the system to be building up
some profits now because of major
upgrading that will betiecessary in the
near future to comply with federal
Environmental Protection Agency
regulations.
Howe also pointed out to the council
that. the system had retired $66,000 in
revenue bonds during 1976.
Also at last night's meeting, the
council approved on the first reading an
ordinance .establishing an affirmative
•
N▪ ATIONAL MERIT FINALIST—Kevin A. Bowen, 17-year old senior at Calloway County High School, has been named as a
National Merit Scholarship finalist. Bowen is the sp,silif Mr.' and Mrs. Kenneth W. Bowen, Route Two. With him are CCHS
COunselon Alberta Korb and Larry Paschall. As a finalist, Bowen, will be considered for one of the 1,000 National Merit
$1,000 scholarships that are allocated on a state basis, according to each state's percentage of the total U._S), high school
graduating dass. A selection committee made up of college admissions officers and secondary school guidance coun-
action plan for the city.
The plan, which is required in order
for the city to qualify for federal
revenue sharing money, sets up
guidelines for-hiring city ernployes that
are non-discriminatory.
In other action, the council:
- authorized the sanitation com-
mittee to negotiate with the Amos Wahl
Construction. Company for placing fill
material on city property adjacent to
the sanitation building on N. 12th Street
and purchasing gravel from the city pit
at the same location;
- accepted a resignation from
Kenneth Dix from the Police Depart-
ment and hired Dean Alexander and
Steven E. Hale to fill two vacancies on
the police force;
- approved the permanent_ em-
ployment of Robert Larry Billington
with the Sanitation Dept.;
- approved an appropriation of *200
for the purchase of an electrically
operated "stun gun" for use by the local
flog warden in capturing loose dogs,
and;
- approved the taking of bids on a
chain link fence for the Murray Natural
Gas System's new warehouse building.
setors judges all information about each fi
qu-alties, extra-cutricular activities, as well
single payment next fall, after they enroll is
ist, including his high school academic record, accomplishments, leadership
lest scores. The winners of these one-time awards of 51.000 will receive a
II-time college undergraduates. AlsO7he will be considered for a renewable
four-year Merit Scholarship, from which he would receive up to $1500 per year for four yi.ars of college.
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Calloway County Homemakers Club Council members attending the meeting at the
Rome of Joanne Cavitt, were, left to right, back row, Marilyn Herndon, LaVerna Hardie,
Jean Cloar, Wilma Beatty, Burma Fulton, front row, Greta Gargus, Maxine Scott, Murrell
Madrey, and Fay jacks. .
Staff photos by to Burkeen
Attending the meeting of the Calloway County Homemakers Club Council held at
the home of Joanne Cavitt were, left to right, front row, Donna Jackson, Glenda
Wilson, Dixie Palmer, Artie Morris, back row, Anna Mae Owen, Evelyn Dixon, Irene




Mrs. C. W. (Dortha) Jones is
a patient at the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital
after having suffered a
broken right ant in an ac-
cident on the carport of their
home on Monday night.
PATIENT AT BENTON
Keith Watkins of Hardin





Plans for activities for the
coming months by the
Calloway County
Homemakers Club were made
at the meeting of the Calloway
Council held at the home of the
president, Joanne Cavitt, at
North- -Sixteenth Street_and _
Poor Farm Road.
The clubs will again sponsor
the tasting luncheon in April
this year with the proceAds to
help pay for a possible
homemakers trip and also to
help pay for the expenses of
two county delegates to the
State Homemakers meeting at
Lexington May 11-13.
Programs for the various
clubs-ior the coming year
, were selected. The council
announced plans to observe
National Extension
Homemakers Week, May 1-7,
with special activities and
promotional events.
Mrs. Cavitt appointed a





Members will attend area
meetings at Mayfield during
the coming week.
Those present were Mrs.
Cavitt, county president;
Marilyn Bazzell, county vice-






Harris Grove president; Pam
Kelly, New Frontier




Pen4 'president and cbutity
issues and concerns chair-
man; Glenda Wilson,
Progressive president; Anna




Town and Country preSident;
Dtlie Palmer, Wadesboro
- president; Maxine Scott,
Shrine Club
Has Social
Members of the Murray
Shrine Club and their wives
met Saturday, February 19,
for their regular social
meeting at the Triangle Inn.
A delicious fanilly style
dinner was served at 6:30 p.m.
with the invocation being
given by the Rev. Henry
McKenzie.
Those attending were
Messrs and Mesdames Buford
Hurt, Jim Armbruster, Bruce
Wilson, Milton Jones, Norman
Klapp, Jack Norwine, Dan
Rodden, Bub Stacey, Ralph
Morris, Allen Jones, Charles
M. Baker, R. C. Jones, Bobby
Fike, Don Robinson, Rex
Donelson, Freed Cotham, Roy
Folsom, Jack Persall, Rev.
and Mrs. McKenzie, Mrs.
Hilda Jackson, and Mrs. Lora
Arnold, the latter a guest of
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county 441 Club chairman;
Fay Jacks, county -health
chairman; Marilyn Herndon,
county management chair-
man; LaVerna Hardie, county
and area family life chair-
man; Wilma Beatty, county
_home -furnishings eliakman_;
Burma Fulton, area home
management chairman; Jean
Cloar, county agent in home
economics.
Other clubs in the county
are Cheerful, Countryside,
New Concord, New
Providence, Paris Road, 6




The Willing Workers Sunday
School Class of the Sinking
Spring Baptist Church met en--
Monday, February 21, at
seven p.m. in the home of
Mildred Harrison with Judy
Hughes as co-hostess.
Mildred Harrison was in
charge of the program,
leading the class in a
discussion .of "Why we have
Sunday School."
The business meeting was
led by Patsy Neale, with a
treasurer's report given by
Linda Cooper, and a flower
fund report given by Loretta
Adams.
The meeting was closed
with a sentence prayer by all
members of the class.
The next meeting will be
March 21, in the home of Jane
Stallons with Patsy Neale as
co-hostess.
Members present were:
Betty Gentry, Kathryn Starks,
Linda --Cooper, _ ,_41ady_s.
Williamson, Loretta Adams,









Exhibitions of a three-
dimensional exhibition by
Mary Handshy, Spfingfield,
Ill., a graphics exhibition by
Mike Buckingham, Louisville,
and a painting exhibition by
Anthony  W. Dotson,
Hopkinsville, will open In the
Clara M. Eagle Gallery, Price
Doyle Fine Arts Center, MSU,




Woman's Club, will meet for
its noon luncheon at the club
.house.
Scholarship auditions for
high school students planning
to major in music at ?MU will
begin at nine a. m. in Farrell




by MSU Horsemanship Club,
will begin at six p. m. at the
Livestock and Exposition
Center.
Murray State Lady Racers
will play at 5:15 p. m. and
Murray State Varsity men will
play at 7:30 p. m. at the MSU




Church Women will continue
its mission study at the church
at seven p. m.
--Joint senior recital by
Denise Reynolds, Memphis,
Tn., soprano, and Sue A.
W4 Wain s,_1-lodgenville, flute,
will be at two p. ifird'a-
senior recital by David
Hartwein, baritone,
Louisville, will be at 3:30 p. m.-
in the Farrell Recital Hall,




Association will present their
advanced students in a recital
at 2:30 p.m. in the choir room
on the second floor of the new
Fine Arts Building, Murray
State University. The public is
invited and there is no _charge.
Wesley Stuslent Fellowship
will show the film, "Parable"
at the United Campus
Ministry from six to 6:45 p.m.
Gospel singing will be held
at the Dexter Baptist Church
at 1:30 p. in.
Monday, February 28
Recovery, Inc., will meet at




Murray Woman's Club, will
meet at 9:30 a. in. with the
program by Mar-Lane
Ceramics.
Mission study with the Rev.
Paul Dailey, Sr., as teacher
will be at the First Baptist
Church Fellowship Hall at
seven p. m.
.Meals for senior citizens will
be served at noon at the North





Discussion Group will not
meet at the Calloway County
Public Library.
Tuesday, March 1 -
N e w -:Providence
Homemakers Club will meet
with Waren Tiousderi at one'
p.m.
Jessie Ludwick Circle of
First Presbyterian Church
will meet with Mrs. Leroy




Per Pose In Living
Color






118 S. 12th 753-0035
Free Parking In Reer
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Sole Starts Saturday gic
DON'T MISS THESE SENSATIONAL SPRING FABRIC BUYS!











REPEATING A COMPLETE SELL-OUTI Reg. $2.99 TO $3.99 YD.
• RIB KNITS
% • 100% Polyester, Polyester & Cotton
• 24" to 60" Tubular Rib Knits
• All Full Bolts, Solids & Fancies
• For Tops, Body Shirts, etc. "
4
YD.
• • • • S S • • • • • •
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MONEY BACK GUARANTEE
YOU muu be Completely Satisfied
with Every Purattewor your
Mohey Back •
WE ARE NEVER UNDERSOLD!
if after pars-Ism yett And -
Identical Fabrics priced




II 204 VV. WASHINGTON Paris, Tn.
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- • Color TV
j'Aircomorttovirrsg-- -
• 2 double beds
•
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I)ist4(ivs At
1,11.)r,ar.N- "h' t-e
A collection of James
Burnley and his father, Bill
Burnley, is now on display at
the- Calloway County Public
!Library.' -
-1- The display includes Indian
jewelry, woven basket, cactus
_ fiber blanket, and carved
Mexican onyx 9bjeets
collected frdm different parts
of the wnrkl _James is a senior
at Murray High School.
Joe Graves of Murray has
his collection of baseball cards
and ball players' autographs
froth the early 20's. The
display will be up through the
month of March.
Both boys invite the public
to come by and see these in-
teresting ttems at the
County Public
Library, 710 Main Stireet. DE At ABBY: I am a 29-year-old woman who is being
11-adesboro Club
nHas Lucheon
At- Young ho rne
The Wade,_sbo.ro
Homemakers Club met in the
home of Mrs. Clete Young at
10:30 a. m. on Wednesday,
February 16 with Mrs. Dixie
Palmer, president, presiding.
Mrs. Betty Palmer
presented the main lesson on
"Using Sewing Machine At-
tachments."
C
The members filled out the
slips choostng the different
lessons for the coming club
year.
Others present were Mrs.
Mavis Hurt, Mrs. Opha
Mrs. LaVerna Hardie,
Mrs. Burma Fulton, and Mrs.
Ruby Burchett.
A potluck luncheon was
served at noon. .
The next meeting will be
March 16 at 10:30 a. m. at the
hortte-ot tktrchett-with-_
Mrs. Hardie to-give the lesson
on "Italian Cookery" which



















By Abigail Van Buren
1977 by 0,4cago InbunivN V Mos Syncl Inc
ma oon for the first -time--My-frxrice is 38. and this will
will be his second marriage. His first lasted four years and
• e ndedin.clivonce_bef ore .Lkzew hiinJ,ehiIdrenJHe never
mentions his ex-wife's name, and has never told me %%Alit
s% en t wrong with their _marriage.
His ex wife lives in this city, and it would be very easy
-far me to cora1-CI—hes-7* friend of mine has_suggesteci that
I call her, invite her to lunch and find out what went wrong
wit n tneir marriage.
-Tanrearions to knew w-hat-kiis-nozt-'Lltas to say. but on the.
other hand, I'm afraid of what I might hear.
Is ignorance really bliss. Abby'?
BLISSFULLY IGNORANT
DEAR IG: Nobody said, "Ignorance is bliss"; the quote
is: "IF ignorance is bliss. 'tis folly to be wise."
If there is any thing you want to know, ask your fiance.
One woman's leftovers is another woman's banquet. Skip
the lunch.
DEAR ABBY: My son and his family live near me. and for
the last eight months I have seen a male friend of theirs
- stop in for coffee every morning while my son,is at work.
My daughter-in-law and I have a close relationship, so I
told her that (-thought it looked bad for the neighbors to
see this fellow's car parked in front of her house every
morning—even though I was sure he was only ,a good
friend.
That was three months ago, and his car is still parked in
front of their house every mornilig.
Should I tell her that I will not be available to babysit
anymore unless thig-practice is Stopped?
NAMELESS, PLEASE
DF:AR NANIF:LESS: You've already told her that you
TIttragfrrit-fotriceet bad--far -the sveighisee*,-and
to faze her, so L doubt that threats to quit baby sitting for
her would produce. results. Even if your daughter-in-law is
innocent of any wrongdoing. for her own sake, she'd be
wise to avoid the appearance of evil.
DEAR ABBY: Please sax something in your column to
discourage the practice of paying children for getting good
grades in sChool.
0 u *eau gh-ter _grisdr:,S he's always been—•
wiont, hot hecause_her girlfriend is being paid $10
for every "A- and $5 for every "B- on her report card she
thinks we ought to reward her in the same manner.
We expect our kids to get good grades, and we don't feel
that they should be paid for it.
Kids always want what their friends have, and we think
handing out tens and . fives for "A's" and "B's" is wrong.
What do you think'?
FED UP IN TEXAS
DEAR FED f. P: Parents, not children, make the rules
in their own homes. You can't control *hat goes-on in other
homes, but you can tell your children that you won't pay
them for doing what they're expected to do, regardless of
what their friends' parents do.
Everyone has a problem. What's yours? For a personal
reply, write to ABBY: Box No, 69700, L.A., Calif. 90069
Enclose stamped, self-addressed envelope, please.
BENTON PATIENT
Lyda Watkins was
dismissed February 12 from
the Benton Municipal
Hospital.






Up to 4 Persons:
Sept 1-Dec 15 $14
Dec 16-Jun14 $18
•-kortS-Aug 30-22 -
So convenient to Disney World, the
Kennedy Space Center, Sea World,
Circus World, Cypress Gardens.
Stars Hall ot Fame, Busch .
Gardens . see them all!
Hideaw4y Inn
8 minutes from Disney
Winter Garden Inn





•ctuldren under 12 free in
same room with parent
For reser.a.on ,rfore,atton and confirmat,,on serd check or
money order 'Or $25.00. turtted number of rOornS are now
a.aoaote so hurry' Cancelled check guarantees your roorn
II, as as mlna••=••=rampana 
, Ch•CM 1st cho,• ...cow,. y Inn _ WInter Gain:1*n Inn_
Nam* •
Ada'..._ _ _ _ _ .,-. --...e. _ _:.. _ _ — _ —








from the Benton Municipal
Hospital was Thomas Manis of
Murray.
PATIENT AT HOSPITAL
Lois Rose of Kirksey was





from the Benton Hospital.
PATIENT AT BENTON
John Patterson of .Eirksey
was dismissed February 16
from the Benton Hospital.
BENTON PATIENT
Opal Lawler of Almo has
been a patient at the Benton
Hospital.
HOSPITAL PATIENT
A. V. Reeves of Dexter has





The D. E. I and D. E. II




both of-The local high schools
to form a school directory
entitled The Consolidated
Buzz Book.
This book includes %erne,
address and phone number of
many students from both of
the high schools.
The Consolidated Buzz Book
was just one of the many
Market Developmvt projects
conducted.by the Distributive











Pick a pretty 100 , i.• ottan,
sleeve gauze shirt wHtli
ds in fashion.
lar_ge.  
He,' s the funniest, friendliest, face-mak•Ing
Pal a pre-schooler ever had' All kinds of'
comical features to attach,
High School Chapter of the
Future Homemakers of
America, according .to the
announcement made at the
pep rally held Friday,
February 18, at the school. He
wai escorted by Laurie Crass,
historian.
Other candidates as their
escorts were: Lee Miller,
escorted by Beth Outland,
second vice-president; Danny
Richerson, escorted by Teresa
Cunningham, president;
Itaymond Sims, escorted by
Jan Outland, first vice-
president.
The FHA Beau was
presented with a FHA red rose
and a decorated heart shaped
cake with reci..roses and bow.
The winner . was determined
by votes with each vote being
one penny-and the proceeds




recreational leader, acted as
mistres-s of ceremonies and
Boston was once known as
Beantown because it was fa-
mous for its baked beans.
The Murray High FHA Beau
Eddie Rollins Is Named is
Eddie Rollins was named as I presented the speaker, Alan
the FHA Beau for the Murray Beane. Karen Bailey,
scholarship chairman,
discussed the state scholar-
ship project. This was one of
the many activities in
promotion of National FHA
Week, February 13-19.
The Muriay High Chapter
annually donates to the
scholarship fund from which
twelve scholarships of $400
each are presented to out-
standing FHA members at the
state meeting in April. One
$500 scholarship is given to the
outstanding appticant.
For persons to receive the
scholarship, they must have
some of the following at-
tributes: Be an outstanding
student in home economics,
plan to study home economics
In a • Kentucky college or
university, and received the
State Homemaker degree.
Scholarship wiruters from
Murray High School have
been Trudy Lilly 196.5, Mary
Keys Ruisell 1966, Jan Cooper
1968, Debbie Jones 1969, Susan
Hale 1970, Karen Alexander















Buy First Barbecie Sandwich Get Second
One Free With This Coupon
















al4 the•features of calcula-
tors. Has super clear print-
outs, modern keyboard designi-
plus buffered key and memory
ke
63" & 84" LENGTH
DRAPERIES
00
Grace your home w,th these magni-
ficent decorator-type draper es wove'
in acetate jacquard or an4 iquch sat!.
24" TO 45"- •
FOAM BACK
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11EARTIN
HEARTLINE
HEARTLINE is a .service for senior
citizens of all ages. Its purpose is to
answer questions and solve problems —
fast. If you have a question or a
problem not answered in these
columns, write HEARTLINE, 114 E.
Dayton St., West Alexandria, Ohio
15381. Senior citizens will receive
prompt replies, but you must include a
stamped, self-addressed envelope. The
mot useful replies will be printed in
this column.
. •
HEARTLINF: : I will be 72 years old
in April of 1977. I have been working
part-time ever since I started to draw
Social Security back in 1970. My em-
ployer tells me that he can find more
work for me if I am interested. I could
use the money, but I do not want to
affect my Social Security payments. I
know that there is some type of lawsfor
people over 72, but I am not sure what it
is. Can you help me out with this? E. C.
ANSWER: During 1977 a Social
Security beneficiary can earn $250 per
month or $3,000 per year without af-
fecting his Social Security monthly
--check. However, a person who is 72 or
older does not have this earning
limitation placed upon him. A person on
Social Security can start earning
unlimited income the month they
become 72. In your particular case,
your earnings would have to be $250 or
less per month for January, February
and March. Starting with April, you can
earn as much as you are capable of.
-Heartline -has—developed a -book--
covering the Social Security program
called "Heartline's Guide to Social
Security." This book was wtittert to,
help people better understand the
Social Security program and to let them
know what benefits they are eligible to
receive. This book is in easy-to-
understand, questionrand-answer form.
To order, send $2 to: Heartline's Guide
to Social Security, Box 4994, Des
Moines, Iowa 50306. The hook. has A
money-back guarantee. Please allow
six weeks for delivery.
HEARTLINE: lam 67 years old and I
worked part-time last year for a retail
clothing 'store. My income was $3,300,
and then I have interest income of $475
to give me a total income of $3,775. Do I
have to. file a federal income tax
return? H.S.
ANSWER: Yes. A single person over
age 65 must file a federal income tax
return if his total income is over $3,200
for the year 1976, People over Q5 who
have earned under $3,200 do not need to
file a federal income tax return.
However, if your employer has
withheld federal income taxes from
your salary and you are due a refund,
you must file a return to receive it. This
is true regardless of income.
HEARTI,INE: My husband and I are
thinking of buying a condominium. We
are going to retie next year, but we
have always liked to plan in advance.
We know very little about the rules and
regulations of doing this or things that
may be bad about buying one of these.
Can you give us any tips on this? F. A.
- ANSWER: There are many pros and --
cons to buying a condornimium A
person who lives in a condominium has
no yard work, nice recreation facilities
and many friends close by, and it is
usually cheaper than a home.
Yet there is another side. Con-
dominium owners have less privacy..lt
is not an ideal life for a pet, and you
may not be able to do any outside
decorating of your condominium. You -
may not be able to have a garden and
you have to pay a monthly maintenance
fee.
.Heartline has. developed . a free
brochure on buying condominiums. For
your copy, write: Heartline - Con-
dominium, 114 E. Dayton St., West
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. Please enclose




By Charles L. Valley, Pastor
Kirksey-Cole's Campground -
United Methodist Churches
If the Church is to fulfill its purposg,
and intent in the world today, it must
without reservation be 'a caring
community' - a caring community in
the sense that it recognizes the basic
needs and the basic differences in
persons and sees its role in the meeting
of these persons where they are. The
Christian Church can ill afford, in the
face of the commssion given to it by its
Lord, to sit hack and expect those who
need its ministries most to flock in as
they do to the several doctors' offices in
the community. Those who make up the
Church must reach the point in their
commitment to God and to all peoples,
that reaching out, risking the com-
fortable protection of the sanctuary
walls, daring to become - involved,
risking the possibility of rejection by
caring, becomes the natural attitude
and course of discipleship rather than
some once-a-year or sporadic, half-
hearted effort that at best will only
serve to salve the conscience of the
Church - the conscience that says some
effort must be made to reach outward
into the community.
Persons in the secular community
need to know that the-Christian Church,
regardless of its many labels, is in the
business of reaching persons for Christ.
Reaching persons, not because the
institution must be preserved but
because there is a caring for them as
individuals. A caring that is deeply
- nruvrd by the-great -variety OrfleerIS
that are prevalent in our community.
These needs not only deprive in-
dividuals qf happiness and fulfillment,
but are characterized -by .separation
and aloneness. Needs lead persons into
lives that only create more difficulty
for them. We, in the Church, feel that
we have a unique solution for these
needs. That solution, simply stated, is
love and caring. Everyone needs to tove
and be loved; to care and be cared for.
W., that in the family of God, His
Mirth, that one can have these needs
met. This is not to say thit anyone is
going to find the perfect Church. But
what one -can find is other persons7
seeking their Tulfillmht of the same
needs. So as long as those already
within the fellowship of the Church will
keep in mind that they are still seekers
and have not arrived at some safe
hiding 'plate- but are continuing "a
journey in the grace of God, they will
find it a part of their purpose to reach
out to others like themselves. In the act
of reaching out they will find op-
portunity to eXercise their ability to
love and care and thus in small wax
move closer to the realizatibn of the
intent of the commission of our Lord. -
In the forefront of this reaching out,
this caring, there must be persons who
are touched deeply by the words of the
Psalmist, "There was no man that
would know me: refuge failed me; no
man cared for my soul." The
realization that there are those about us
who feel such desperation and lostness
must become the driving force to bring
about a realignment of the priorities of
the Church. There should be no more
important function, program or goal of
the Church than to moire with all the
forces at hand to show openly and
without' discrimination to any that
caring and loving is the true character
of God's Church. The need for such
efforlt has probably never been more
pressing than in these present days.
Thus, the mandate for the Church is
to become more loving, more caring,
more inclusive and open, more aware
and sensitive, to reach out with more
concentrated effort to those who need
its redemptive ministries and to take by
the hand those who are reaching and
searching for some kind of meaning for
their lives.
I love God's Church, .the Lord's
Gospel upon which it was founded, and
the people whose lives have been
committed to its service. I love and
need this community of caring, this
supportive fellowship in my life. With
this in my heart, I commend to all, that
you too can find within 'the family of
God the deepest meaning and
fulfillment for your life. God's Church




Then Peter opened his mouth, and
said, Of a truth I pereeive that God
is no respector of persons. Acts
10:34.
Is it not a comfort to realize that




- .Heaven is imagined differently by
those of different religions and tem-
peraments. The --idoslem believes
heaven is a paradise- of beautiful
women, the Irishman pictures it as a
place of angels and harps, while tbe
procrastinators, ' the overconfident,
lillose Of good intentions and poor
performance, and the born losers see
heaven as the place where their sins




By Dr. H. C.CHILES
Rased ant of.i righted outlines produted u) the Committee on
the Unif nn Series and used b) permissi
Power For Creative Living
Mark 2:23-3:6
By H. C. Chiles
B, the time of the earthly ministry of
our Lord many burdensome
prohibitions and requirements had
been added by the Jews to the divine
law with reference to the observance of
the Sabbatli:,One Sabbath Christ and
the disciples were walking through a
field of grain. The hungry disri les
began to pluck the heads of grain, rub
out the grain, and eat it, which was
permissible (Deuteronomy 22.; 25). _
Ever watchful for something about
which they could find fault, the critical
Pharisees saw a chance to make a point
against Christ, and charged Him with
permitting the disciples to violate the
law with reference to keeping the
Sabbath. These hypocritical and
fanatical faultfinders sought to make it
appear that plucking, shelling, and
masticating the grain were equivalent
to reaping, harvesting, and grinding.
God never intended for His Word to be
covered with such man-made
traditions.
Christ brushed aside their traditions,
and expressed His personal approval
and support of His disciples. In
defending what they did, He referred
these self-appointed and self-righteous
critics to the scriptures which related'
how their hero, David, had eaten the
shewbread when he and his men were
hungry. He also called the attention of
the Pharisees to the work of the priests
on the Sabbath in their making of the
necessary preparation fo-r -- the
sacrifices. Then, Christ emphasized
that He was the Lord of the Sabbath. He
used that day for rest, worship, and
doing good to others. Christians should
use the Lord's Day for the same pur-
pose. It is important that each Christian
heed the admonition in Hebrews 10:25
not to forsake the assembling of our-
selves together in the Lord's house on
the first day of the week. In addition to
our worshiping the Lord on the Lord's
Day, we can call upon those whom we
might persuade to attend the services
at. the house of the Lord, witness to
those who are not saved and try to
persuade them to receive Christ as
their Saviour, and call upon the sick
and the bereaved who need en-
couragement and comfort.
According to Mark 3:1-6, one Sabbath
Christ entered a synagogue in order to
participate In the worship services, as
was His regular custom. In the large
group assembled there was a man with
a withered hand. We are impressed by
two things about this afflicted man —
his disability and his presence at the
house of worship in spite of his physical
condition. Upon His entrance of the
synagogue, Christ's attention was
drawn immediately to this man whose
hand was atrophied. In the eyes of
Christ this laborer, whom no employer




Today is Friday, Feb. 25, the 56th day
of 1977. There are 309 days left in the
year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1913, the 16th Amen-
dment to the U.S. Constitution went into
effect, giving Congress the authority to
levy income taxes.
On this date:
In 1570, Queen Elizabeth I of England
was excommunicated by Pope Pius IV.
In 1783, Denmark recognized the
independence of the United States.
In 1793, the heads of the various US.
government -departments met with
President George Washington at his
home. It was the first recorded Cabinet
meeting. -
In 1919, Oregon became the first state
to tax gasoline.
In 1927, the people . of the American
-Islands were granted U.S.
citizenship.
In 1956, Premier Nikita Khrushchev
went before a Communist Party
congress in Moscow and denounced the
late Soviet dictator, Joseph Stalin.
Ten years ago: Albert De Salvo, who
claimed to be the "Boston Strangler,"
was captured .24 hours after escaping
from a Massachusetts mental in-
stitution.
Five years ago: President Richard
Nixon ended a five-day official visit to
Peking.
One year ago: The United States
vetoed a United Nations resolution
deploring Israel!s annexation of
Jerusalem. '
Today's birthdays: Former Beatle
George Harrison is 34 years old. British
act% Tom Courtenay, now starring in a
play on Broadway, is 40 years old.
Thought for today: The dignity of
work, The value of achievement, the
morality of self-reliance, none of these
going out of style — Richard Nixon, •
appealing figure in that assembly. His
need was his only claim to attention and
consideration.
When this man, who realized his need
and utilized his opportunity, stood in the
presence of Christ, he typified sin. Sin
always impoverishes and weakens. In
dealing with this afflicted man our L9rd
uttered two commando - — "Stand --
forth" and "Stretch forth thine hand."
This first command — "Stand forth" —
was a call to separate himself from the
rest of the crowd and place his trust in
the Great_Physician, rather than in any
of his' associates there present. The
second command — "Stretch forth
thine hand" — was aziAinjunction to
attempt to do the humanly impossible.
Instead of pleading his utter inability
to do so, the man tried to obey Christ.
As he put forth the effort Christ gave
him the ability or power to extend his
withered hand. As a result of his faith in
and obedience to Christ, the man
received a perfect cure. Out of
gratitude to the Lord for healing him,
the man resolved to use his hand to the
best of his ability in the service of the
Master. Through His perfo5mance of
this miracle on the Sabbath our Lord






Krausmeyer came home from his
business trip a day earlier than plan-
ned. When his wife heard the key in the
front 'door, she rushed her caller into
the nearest closet. When Krausmeyer
came in, his little daughter pointed to
the closet. "Daddy," she said, "there's
a monster in there." -No such thing as
a monster," smiled her father, opening
the closet to prove it. The occupant
walked out. "Fine thing!" Krausmeyer
spat at him. "Haven't you got anything
to do all day but go around town
frightening little children?"
Two youths told the farmer they were
hungry, so he made them a proposition.
"Just fill that shack with kindling
wood," he said, "and you'll get the best
meal you ever had." The young tourists
agreed, and the farmer went on about
his chores. About half an hour later, the
farmer returned to see how the
woodchopping was progressing. He
discovered one youth leaning on his
ax-handle, watching with great in-
terest, while the other tourist went
through an amazing series of ballet
steps, somersaults and leaps into the
air., "Well, my gosh!" exclaimed the
farmer. "I didn't know your friend was
an acrobat." -Neither did I," admitted




- The Murray Ledger 8r. Times is
published every afternoon except
Sundays, July 4, Christmas Day,
New Year's Day and Thanksgiving
by Murray Newspapers, Inc., 103 N.
4th St. Murray, Ky., 42071.
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Murray, Ky. 42071.
SUBSCRIPTION RATES: In
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Hardin, MaYfield, Sedalia and Far-
- mingtont Ky.. and Paris, Buchanan
and Puryear, Tenn., $17.50 per year.
By mail to other destinations, $.32.50
per year.
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Murray Ledger & Times Editor
The following column, written by Bill
White, appeared in a recent issue of
Publisher's Auxiliary, a publication of
the Nalional Newspaper Association.
It mai:lens stop and think and we hope,_
it will do the same for others.
"Don't. be such an alarmist. The
English language isn't dooined. Ws just -
in the hands of journalists, which is as
good as being doomed.
"Such irthe message -e'spous-ed;13-y -
one English professor and poet, Reed
Whittemore, of the University of
Maryland. It's an intriguing
assessment, one I find myself reluc-
tantly and sadly agreeing with.
"In the February issue of Harper's
magazine, Whittemore advises his
young colleagues to abdicate, to admit
the war's over, to 'head for the hills.'
"The English language is out of their
hands. They've lost control of the
campaign to. preserve its beauty, in-
tegrity and expressive powers. With
these now as obscure as yesterday's
news, the only model for proper
literacy is journalists. The watchdogs
of the universe have assumed an ad-
ditional duty: custodian of literacy.
Heaven help us all, now.
"He says the 'fundamental' is at the -
core of literacy, and the fundamental
was the most exquisite of our literary
past, when a writer thought and ex-
pressed and was up against a challenge
to all his powers.
"BUT NOW THE fundamental has-
evolved for the worse, Whittemore
contends; it's now something called
'functional literacy.'
"A functional literate is- a happy
modern American who has learned to
cope with income-tax forms,
[LOOM
10 Years Ago
An average of $49.65 has been
reported for the sale of dark fired
tobacco on the Murray Loose Leaf
Floors for the current season.
Deaths reported include Baron G.
Myers, Murray Route One, and Mrs.
Cora Darnell, Route Three, Puryear,
Term.
Larry J. Garland of Murray and M.
A. Perry of Almo are members of the
Drill Team of the Pershing Rifles at
Murray State University who competed
in the drill meet at Purdue University.
Greg Grogan and Greg Gingrass
were named as winners in the
Pinewood Derby held by Cub Scout
Pack 37.
In high school basketball games, the
University School Colts beat Fancy
Farm and the Murray High Tigers lost
to Fulton City.
20 Years Ago
Sergeant First Class Wilton- H.
Jackson is serving with the 287th Field
Artillery Battalion at Dachau, Ger-
many.
Deaths reported include Walter A.
Adams, age 80, Murray, Mrs. Jennie
Bishop, age 82, Almo, and Jim J.
.Taylor, age 79, Paris, Tenn.
Miss Mildred Hatcher has been
selected to be included in the third
edition of the Directory of American
Scholars to be published this spring.
She,is an assistant professor of English
at Austin Peay State College.
Elder J. A. Tucker is now serving as
minister of the Murray Seventh Day
Adventist Church.
The Style Shop will have its third
annual cotton tea on February 27 at
the store on tee east-side of the down-
town court square.
questionnaires, the small print in
contracts. Or, on the writing side, a
functional literate is a happy amateur
grammarian-secretary American
-capable of cleaning the boss's
correspondence errors,' Whittemore
writes.
-When functional literacy supplanted
the old fundamental, the English
language was sent packing along wit4
the future of English professors. -
"THE HUMANITIES are dead, he'
writes, citing as evidence 'a bookstore
humanities shelf with nothing on it but
books by psycologists and doctors on
how to make love.'
"What are left when the English
professors finally wake up and
capitulate are journalists, broadcast
and print newspeople and their sterile
approach to language.
-Of course subject-verb-object is the
best way to communicate quickly.
There's the rub. Imagine Jalnes Joyce
leading a story by staring in the middle
of a sentence, adopting circular con-
struction not inverted pyramid style.
Or how about Marcel Proust composing
foto news story a run-on paragraph
that stretches for 30 or 40 inches. About
all these would produce is the
imaginative use of the vernacular by a
grizzled editor.
"NO. OUR language standards are
now to be set by Barbara Walters and
other conservative purveyors of the
language.
"And in 10 or 20 or 30 years, as the
past standards become more remote,
does the _use of language erode even
more, and does the disciplined writer
fade away like the pages of an old-
newspaper, and do people become more
passive mentally as they exercise their
minds less and less.
"Much of journalism is the mindless
recording of the 'what.' That's as it
should be. Deadlines, competition and a
goal of objectivity and honesty demand
that. But it's nothing to base our literate
future on.
"The salvation may lie in the
recognition pf the language's demise
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P.O. Box 55, Wingo. By. 42011$
Q: Ms J.C. writes that she re-
cently vacationed in Florida and
attempted to get a suntan. In-
stead. she developed irregular
brown spots on the skin of her
neck
When she returned home, she
saw her physician, wtiti-tx-
plained that the spots were
caused by her perfume He said
that they would gradually disap-
pear if she 'Would stop using the
perfunIso and avoid exposure to
sunlight
Ms. J C. has never had such
trouble before and has sorne
question about the diagnosis She
asks whether some tither treat-
ment might clear the spots more
raPKitY
By FJ.L. Blasingame, MD
A: I agree with your physician.
The location of the spots, on an
area on which you have applied
perfume and exposed to sunlight,
implies that it was, indeed, the
perfume that Caused the spots.
You may have only recently ac-
quired a sensitivity
Perfumes and other toilet arti-
cles are known.to contain cheini-
cal'S that are photosensittzers
These increase the usual effect
of ultraviolet light in *litdit on
the skin, causing more 'tanning"
on the area covered by the per-
fume than on the surrounding
skin. These skin changes are
known as herioeque dermatitiis.
Oil hi bergamot, for example.
present in many perfumes and
toilet articles. is%I:ell known as d
phis osensit tier
_ The spots will gradually disap-
pear in a matter of weeks No
other local treatment is effectlx e
or nece.sarv However. you ma',
be able to cover the brown Spnis
with a special masking costneor
Of course, you should '*-itch to
another perfume and avoid un-
due Impasure to sunlight.
'Milk Before Illedtim-e
Q Mrs. R.L wants to know if
there is any' truth to the tale that
drinking a glass of milk po
before bedtime can help in going
to sleep
A: -General experience ap-
pears to support the fact that a
bedtime drink of milk helps to
induce sleep Some persons
prefer warm milk
Food in the digestive tract re-
quires Hood for digestion. This
. shift it part of the blood leavs
less blood for the brain and can
have a quieting effect, such as is
noted after a meal
Milk contains trypotophan. an
amino acid and a natural suts-
tance that is known to aid in
sleep This Could contribute to a
sedative effect
If a person is ohese. the addi-
tional calories in bedtime Milk -
can cause a problem However.
this can be solved by cutting
down on the consumption of
foods at other times of the day
tfrl insit govInfreir.• '
6. 1
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Worship Service 11 00 a m
Evening Worship 6 30 p. m.
EMMANUEL MISSIONARY
Morning Worship 11•00a.m.
Evening Worstup 6.30p. m.
FIRST BAPTIST '
Morning Worship 10.45 a m
•















• • Ell&SON'S CHAPEL
Wor":IupP io nO
.Worship Serkt.ille eM11111 1 a m Maill, stTrunda). 1'0 isio-
m. 3rd Sunday. Sunday School 10 00 a ni
- . 
2nd Ili 4th . ' • • '
MARTINI CNAPEL




Morning Worship 11.00a. m 
_ 
Worstup Service 9 30 a in
.. 
1 Sunday School
Sunday Evening 600 p m ' 
10 304 in
Wednesday Evening 7:00 p. m
SINIONG SPRING ' 
t GOOD SIMPHERD UNITED
Morning Worship 11 • 00 a. m 
Worship Service - -- 11 00 a m
Evening Worship 645 p. m. Nazarene Church of Christ 
Sunday.School ..-40 00 a n.
INDEPENDENCE UNTIED
00a,R1Q141451131 Sunday School 10 ii
Morning Worship 1100a m. 'MURRAY CHURCH 
,
Evening Worship 7:00 p. in Sunday School , 9.45a in 
NEW PROVIDENCE Mortung Worship . 11 00 a in
Mon ing Worship 10.* a m.. 
. Murcia% Worstup II , 00 a m ' K1RKSEY UNITED
- HAZEL BAPTIST • Evening Worship 6.30 p m Sund
ay School 10 00a
N. Vf.11‘. S. Worship
Morning Worship 11 00a m 
$15p m Morning Worship II 00a in
Evening Worship 7 30p m 
Everitt* Worship 600 p m.
Wednesday Worship 7.00p m.
POPLAR SPRINGS ' G() 4
Morning Worship 11:00a. m. LOCUST GROVE CHURCH S-Iilive
UNIVERSITY
Mortung Worship 10 30a m. Evening Worship 7 00p in
EWALT* Worship 6:00p. in
GREEN PLAIN ' ' COLDWATER UNITED
Worship Service 11 00 1st & 2nd Sun-
Evening Worship 6 30 p m. Morning Worship 11.00 a.m.
Morning Worship 10.45 a in am
• Sunday School
. GRACE BAPTIST 1000a.m. • •
Morning Worship .. 10:45am. N.17.11111/714) 
5:30p.m. '
Singing 5 :30 Pm- Wednesday Evening 
5:00p.m.
6:30p.m.




Evening Worship , 6 I VP,Ake.,....,-,,, Pentecostal- -
- ...
:7
The good 'wt.:. is that Cod is alive, and well in the hearts of all those who lwlieve in
'bill. *mural years ago. there v:ere MUM(' h ho wire pruelaieuing the death' of God.
Few could accept this 4 ersiirt. bows.* em. anti belief in God has continued to thrive.
Cod is alive in the world to the extent that vie continue to have faith in Him. His
4. is vsride.we_0( His ' 
Evening Worship ' 700 p ni. day., 10:00 am. 3rd & 4th. Sunday School
WEST muttAY , 10 00 a m 1st & aid Sunday . 11 00 a Ill 3rd
../ Morning Worstup 813.50a m. 411 4th Sunday
EVerung Worship . . GAO p. ru. TEMPLE HILL UNtTED - .
, Morning Worshiplitffi GNVIE 10.50 a. m 
!timing Worship i0 ik) a Hi,.
• Evening Worship . 6:00 p. m. 
Sunday School 11 00 a in
SEVENTH & POPLAR FIRST METHODIST
KRUM BAPTIST
Morning Worship 11:00a. m. ALMO HEIGHTS
,_,E,,,,,ssiRouandup - „_, _ ,..,_ _1,304_13,,, _ _1454-,zung Worstup _.. , , 171 . C31:pa_,..mf,ri:  _ _
_ ',kissing', yitallity,
Keep God's spirit alive. Live -Its- ir•aching; and tipHis Chyeelt healthv and
_____ _-_irrll_41,,...eibramiamfr,imitiamly ..au ,,,ssilscirtilsg tile leivitrido a yolir .-40iier. Ceiiiiiidayenzamtsenact--
ItiazabiaSenli:JE . ILitiLID:- Viefahip-,-.-  -....-  - 1-441.10-.50.a-su-
Evening Worship . 6:00 p. m 
.,
NEW CONCORD RUSSELS CHAPEL UNITED-
Evening Worship
MEMORIAL BAPTIST .- AJNITED, NEW CONCORD
Morning Worship 1050a.
ENenusg Worship • 6 P iii Morning Worship 1 I 00 .i in
m. sunday school 1000a. m.





Morning Worship II . 00 a m , LYNN GROVE
Ev_erinuLVOrshap 6 114 Seri
' HEW MT. CARMEL MISSIONARY - - -CALVARY/FIRM - -
Morsuagyorship . .... I I:00a. m. Sunday School 10:00a. m.
Evening- Worship 7:00 p. rn. Worship Services 11 Warn.. 7:30 p.m.
FLINT BAPTIST FIRST MENU!. ,
Morning Worship 11:00 a. m. Of GOO .
Evening Worship 6,45 pi, m. Sunday School 10:00a. m.
Morning Worspip 11:00a. m.
CHERRY CORNER Sunday Eveni 7.00p.m.
Mailing Worship 1100 a. m. lidTh 7 00 p. m.
Evening Worship 7:00 p. m. UNITED, 310 IRVAN AVE.
ELM GROVE Sunday School 10.00 a. m.
Morning Worship 11:00a. m. Evening Worship 7:00 p. m.
Evening Worship 700p. m. DEWARDS CNAPEl
SALEM BAPTIST Sunday School 10:00a. m. .
Morning Worship 31,00a. m. Worship Service 11:00a. m.
Evening Worship 7,16 p. m. Evening Worship 7,30 p. m.
SUGAR CRIFJI 
FIRST UNITED
Surtday Wcirship 1000 a.m. & 7:00 p.m. •
Morning Worship 11:Wa: ni' Tues . di Thurs . 7:00p. .
Evening Worship 7:15 p. m. 
in
OWENS CHAPEL
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_ _10 pr ., Iftnsing..Viortim me II 00.4 ill...
'• 1:Kono stem And', Schand 10 Elna it
Mornmit Worship 10 45 a in
Evening Wodstup- 6-00p m. . 00111tra MICRODOT
FRIENDSHIP Morning worthip S. • N wes , 9 .10 a in
Sunday School • 10.00a in -I Sunday School 10 40a in
._. Morning Worship 11 00 a , in Evening services 1st . 1rd & 5th SUI0 Li s
HAZEL CHURCH Preaching Secyscef 30 p i:i
Of CHRIST •
Bible Stud) 10.013-- 1 COWS clIAPGROUND
A. M Worship 10- so' Worship Service 10-00 a ni
PM Worship 6.00
Mid-Week •7 :00 DEXTER-HARDIN UNITED
COLDWATER Worship Service
Morning Worship 10 666•61 1st 1.2nd Sundays 11




Sunday Schnol 10.00 a ni 
Worship Service 10 00 a M 1St Sunday &
a ay day School 11 00
Morning Worship 10 50 a m : 
11 00 ni 3rd Sund Sun
F: verang Worship 7-00 p. m. 1,Sunday & Wed- 
samndai Ivst Sunday 10 00 a in 2nd, trd, 8.4th
nesdays i
Evening Worship 5.30 m.
AU110 MI. CAME
p.
. IAOUNT HONK FREEWILL BAPTIST 
- ,i__ __ _L_. _ .
Bible Studs 10 00 a no Worship Service 1000 a in 2nd Sunday
Morhusg_Worstuy U 00a no 11 00 a in 4th Sunday Sunday School in iin
: - 6 : tf0 p. in AU. . 3rit. &AIM . . -lu. . ianSunday School 9:30 a m Chr
• 
St EverungWorshipi 
Worship 1100 a.m. • . Sunday
. . LONE OAX PRIMMVE - - - FIRST CHRISTIA$5- Presbyterian - 
_ WAYMEW CNAPE1
IsliSunday 200p. rn, Worship Services 10 45 a.m . 7 00p.m
3rd Sunday 10,30 a. m. MURRAY minium FELLOWSHIP '
OLD SALEM SAPTEST Worship 10 30a m
Sunday Scnool 10:00a. m. Bible Sc*101 • 9 30a m ,
Worship Service . 1 1 .00 a. m, Evening Service 6 00 p. m








Morning Sur N IC., III .bil III
UNITY CUMSERLAND
Sunday. School 10 00 a m . Worship Service BROOKS CHAPEL UNITED
9 00a. no every other Sunday 1st & 3rd Sunday 
9 :10a M
NORTH PLEASANT GROVE F:vening. 
; 00 p in
Sunday School - 9. 45 a ni bid & 44h Sunday 1 1 00 a ni. No Evening Worship
COLDWATER ,Sunday School 10 45 a. m.
Morning Services 11:00a. m.
Diming Services ".-- 6:00 p. m. ST. LEO CATHOLIC 
,dyr
CHURCH lri
FAITH BAPTIST Sunday Ma,ss 8 a. m., 11 a m 4 30 p. m.
Morning Worship I 5'00 a• m, Saturday Mass 6' 30 p. m
' Evening Worship 6:30p. m. CHRISTIAN
LOCUST GROVE 4 SERVICES
Morning Worship . ii:00 a. in, Farmer Ave and 17th St., Murray, Ky., Sun-
Evening Worship 7,00 p. in. days 11.00 a M. Testimony meeting second
CHESTNUT SITEETGEINTRAL 
. . Wednesday Op . i .(larch
Sunday School 10:00a. m. JE
HOVAH'S WITNESSES
Watchtower 10 30a. m.
- issnoss
I 
lk CigrA I Vet
....- . , -.,..













Worship Service 11 00a m
OAR GROVE RIMEL UNITED
Sunday School 10:00 a m 1st & 3rd Sunday • 11 00 a in
Worship Service, II a m.. 7 p ni 2nd & 4th Sunday 9,30a in
Evening 
, 6 041p in
SOUTN PLEASANt GROVE .
MOUNT PLEASANT Sunday School 10 00a in
Morning Worship
Evenin 44 o rshi p 
11 00a m Morning Worship
7 00 p m f.:venutit 
)1 00 a in
g •Y, p iii
FIRST PRESBYTERIAN STOREY • S CHAPEL UNITED
ip :i 4.., a ihuol 9 30a. , Morning Vi, nSC in
WOrshipService - Iff 45 a. M Sunday tirhuni
Morning Worship 11:00 a. m. Bible Lecture 9: 30a. m.
LEDBETTER MISSIONARY BAPTIST WYMAN'S CHAPEL A.M.E.
'Sunday School 10:00 a. M. worship Se mice, 11 00 a.M.,7:00p.m.
- WeirEthog 1110-a.m. &111011.m. - ST. JOHN'S EPISCOPAL
Wednesday rught 7:00 P- fn. Worship Hour 9:43a. m.
SPRING CREEK ChurchSehool 1100e. m.
SA PTIST CHURCH IMMANUEL LUTHERAN
Morning Worship 11,00a. m. ` Sunday School 9:15a. m.
Evening Worship 7.00 p. m. Morning Worship 10-30a. m. '' Tills
ST. /OHM BAPTIST CHURCH 
SEVENTH DAY ADVENTIST
Sabbath School Sat 10 30a. m.
Morning Worship 1045 a. rn. Worship service Sat. 9.15a. m.



















Your Complete Tire Service Center
"We Service Them All-Large or Small"
Max Keel
E. Main & laileserial Rd. 753-7111
Bogs & 4vij u 1) 0 n s, Beauty
Beads Salon





Murray's Most Complete Department Store
Palace
Five Points Cafe 753-7992
Trenholm's Drive-In




fax chestnet St. Under New Managenient 7$) 2997
Boyd's Auto Repair
Gerrald Boyd-Owner
-Complete Automatic Transmission Service
_Front End Aispentent
-Complete Tune-Up & Repair Service-
2095. 7,9753-1751
Radiator 8, Auto Glass Service
Kentucky fried
"It's Finger Lickin'
Try Oar DeFiciees Beef and Hain










& d CSee o.
Dan Boaz-Owner








Toe Weary Used Can
$06 Coldwater Rd. Phone 7534•44S
PHILLIPS Rudy Lovett
Distributing Co. Inc.
South 2nd66 753-2752 or 753-3571
1
Peoples Bank of Murray, Ky.
, ,BowtIng500 Main Chestnut St.sMo e. 1m2bt he ar FDICstory
753-3231 753-6655 753-1215
Corvette Lanes .
A t Its Best
1415 Main St. Ph. 753-2202
'
 A.B.C. Play School,_,-.,.,,,-...r. -- . -
C't rh' I. -f a
,"', 7.;:,%. 
Worship 6i'45W. inith. OsYs oPt:"C. IS;drie n
A 0' . *Children Are Gods Gift
-1606 Ryan Ave., Murray 753-8807
Carroll Tire Service
Your Uni-Royal Tire Dealer
1 1/2 Block E. of S. 12th
1105 Pogue Phone 753-1489
Murray Auto Parts
Rebuilt Engines-Radiators Repaired
A COMPLETE PARTS DEPARTMENT
605 Maple St. 753-4424
Stokes Tractor &
Implement Co.
MASSEY-FERGUSON SALES AND SERVICE
Industrial Road Phone 753-1319
Dunn Furniture
T.V. & Appliance
"-hi dim"' Soles & Service Quasar
;Litc ,-Fancy • Plants
le---- - ---,, Plant /* Wicket3..--Aafge,,,, Your ..
' -7-  '-1.--- • Headquarters
Dixieland Gnaw- 753-106611 
-.
Uncle Jens Shopping Center 753-3937
I
Freed Cotham Co., Inc.
Heating, Air Conditioning, Sheet Metal




















Hutson Chemical Co. Inc. -





808 Chestnut, Murray -
- 753-2285
.,
Murray Electric System -
401 Olive - 753-5312
Toilers Body Vaughn & Humphrey, Inc.41.4.44-ki..,ti.g__
641 Super Shell
. Freckup &_DeJirery.
Open 6 30. .1,1. OVIIT 1.1:00 p f.
.Sendey Open 8,00 • et -(In.. 10,00 p .i
. South j711, • Phone 753 9131
Shop, Inc.
Co-  To Church Sunday
---.- . __ ._
& Air Copditioning
•Comiaiereiel *Residential .
501 N 4th Repoirs & Installation 7534066
DeVanti's Steak •
& Pizza House
Randy Thornton Service Co.
Air Conditioning Healing Commercial Refrigeration
SERVICE THROUGH KNOWLEDGE
802 Chestnut Phone 753-8181
Big John's
• 'Nome of Quality Economy 11.11
a Selections
Open 7 Days
7 a.m. to 12 Midnight
•
Kentucky LakeUV US INTIOT414 YOU ' . , w
Let us Entertain TOLE
i 1 Murray
TM MUMLAV 1111AllIS Theatres
SHELL
Oil Company
JOBBERS OF SHELL OIL PRODUCT`,
Murray Se r ions Calloway 6, c • - ,





We use plastic 8.
wood treatment for
100 So. 13th St. mold fungus 
753-3 914
Murray Memorial Gardens.
Jerry D. Lents, Donald A. Woes Ind Larry Sadie, owners
Mausoleum-Cemetery Lots
Complete Counseling, Service




403 Maple Phone 753-17-13
...,,Ir  ..\keetclax‘.: 5.14.40:.
Prorcrte  DinnersBreakfast, Luncheons,
Sunday Buffet luncheon 11 to 1.30
S.' oil tl 12th St. 753-5486
Hendon's Service5tation
PHILLIPS CLOSED ON SUNDAY'S
66 PHILLIPS 66 PRODUCTS
No. 4th Street Phone 753 1921
Ewing Tire Service
Your Complete Tire Service Center
For Passenger-Truck IL Farm Tires
808 Coldwater Rd. 753-3164
Shirley's Florist &
Garden Center
FTD Flowers fol All Occasions
House Plotses Landscaping
500 N. 4th 753-3251 - 753-8944












, Sales and Service .
Phone 753-5802 205 N 4rti 5.
en
Grecian Steak House
Tom Andrews - Your Host
We specials Daily, Haw Mtn Thurs.
Murray Warehouse Corp., Inc.
. GRAIN DIVISION
, Highest Cash Prices for Corn.
--- Wheat & Soybeans
Wines Res, Mgr. E. W. Owtland r Sept.
Phone 753-$220
West Ky. Rural Telephone
Glen B. Sears, Gen. Manager






Ky . La li e State Pori Ph. 474-224S
-.
_ .
I ::- -we naming
Fri., SW., Si.. - T-Bane Stoat Special -
Mo. 1 ttli frt. 64) -Cal he Orden to 753-4419
.r
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HEARTL1NE is a service for senior
citizens of all ages. Its purpose is to
answer questions and solve problems -
fast. If you have a question or a
problem not an,swered is these
columns, write HEART-LINE, 114 E.
Dayton St., West Alexandria, Ohio
15384. Senior citizens will receive
prompt replies, but you must include a
,sjamped„ self-addressed envelope. The
most useful replies will be printed in
this column.
ARTLINFT-Will be '72 yearsold
in April of 1977. I have been working
part-time es er since I started to draw
Social Security back in 1970. My em-
ployer tells me that he can find more
work for me if I am interested. I could
use the money, but I do not want to
affect my Social Security payments. I
know that there is some type of law for
people over n, but I am not sure what it
is. Can you help me out with this? E. C.
ANSWER: During 1977 a Social
-SeCurity beneficiary ean earn $250 per
month or $3,000 per year without af-
fecting his Social Security' monthly
check. However, a person who is 72 or
older does not have this earning
limitation placed upon hint A person on
Social Security can start earning
unlimited income the month they
become 72. In your particular case,
your earnings would have to be $250 or
less per month for January, February
and March. Starting with April, you can
earn as much as you are capable of.
• Heartline has developed a book
covering the Social Security program
called "Heartline's Guide to Social
Security." This book was written to
help people better understand the
Social Security program and to let them
loam . what benefits they are eligible to
receive.. This book is in easy-to-
understand, question-and-answer form.
- -To-order;-send tri- Hearth-nes- Guide
to Social Security, Box 4994, Des
Moines, Iowa 50306. The book has a
money-back guarantee. Please allow
six weeks for delivery.
HEARTUNE : I am 67 years old and I
worked part-time last year for a retail
clothing store. My income was $3,300,
and then I have interest income of $475
to give me a total income of $3,775. Do I
have to file a federal income tax
return? H.S.
ANSWER: Yes. A single person Over
age 65 Must file' a federal incothetax
return if his total income is over $3,200
for the year 1976. People over 65 who
have earned Under $3,200 do not need to
file a federal income tax return.
ttowever, if your employer has
withheld federal- income taxes from
your salary and you are due a refund,
you must file a return to receive it. This
is true regardless of income.
HEARTLINE: My husband and I are
thinking of buying a condiaminium. We
are going to retire next year, but we
have always liked to plan in advance.
We know very little about the rules and
regulations of doing this or things that
may be bad about buying one of these.
Can you give us any tips on this? F. A.
. ANSWER: There are many pros and
cons to- buying a condominoum. A
Person who lives in a condominium has
no yard work, nice recreation facilities
and many friends close by, and it is
usually cheaper than a home.
Yet there is another side. Con-
dominium owners have less privacy. It
is not an ideal life for a pet, and you
may not be able to do any outside
decorating of your condominium. You
may not be able to have a garden and
you have to pay a monthly maintenance
fee.
Heartline has developed a free
brochure on buying condominiums. For
your copy, write: - Heartline -
114- E: Dayton St., West
Alexandria, Ohio 45381 Please enclose




By Charles L. Yancy, Pastor
Kirkseyll-CoreitisLampground
United t Churches
If the Church is to fulfill its purpose
and intent m the world today, it must
without reservation be 'a caring
community' - a caring community in
the sense that it recognizes the basic
needs and the basic differences in
persons and sees its role in the meeting
of these persons where they are. The
Christian Church can ill afford, in the
face of the corm-fission given to it by its
Lord, to sit back and expect those who
need tts ministries most to flock in as
they do to the several doctors' offices in
the community. Those who make up the
Church must reach the point in their
commitment to God and to all peoples,
that reaching out, risking the com-
fortable protection of the sanctuary
walls, daring to become involved,
risking the possibility of rejection b)
caring, becomes the natural attitude
and course of discipleship rattier than
some once-a-year or sporadic, half-
hearted effort that at best will only
serve to salve the conscience of the
Church- the conscience that says some
effort must be made to reach outward
into the community.
Persons in the secular community
need to know that the-Christian Church,
regardless of its many labels, is in the
business of reaching persons for Christ.
Reaching persons, not because the
institution must be preserved hut
because there is a caring for them as
individuals. A caring that is deeply
moved by the great variety of needs
that are prevalent in our community.
These needs net only deprive. in-
dividuals of happiness and fulfillment,
but are tharartaratkr5ii iieParaffon
and aloneness: Needs lead persons into
lives that only create more difficulty
for them. We, in the Church, feel that
we have a unique solution for thew
needs. That solution, simply stated, is
love and caring. Everyone needs to love
and be loved, to care and be cared for.
We feel that in the 'family of God. His
Church, that one can have these needs
its.; This is not to say that anyone is
ening to find the -perfect Church. But
what one can find is other- persons
-seeking their fillfillment Of .the -Same
needs. So as long as those already
within the felOwship of the Church will
. keep in mind that they are still seekers
and have not arrived at some safe
hiding place but are continuing a
Journey in the grace of God, they will
find it a part-of their purpose to reach
out to others like themselves. In the act
of reaching out they will find op-
portunity to exercise their ability to
love and care And thus in a small way
move closer to the realization of the
intent of the cothhussionhf our Lord.
In the forefront of this reaching out,
this caring. there must be persons who
are touched deeply by the words of the
Psalmist, "There was no man that
would know me refuge failed me, no
man cared for my soul " The
realization that there are those about us
who feel such desperation and lostness
must become the driving force to bring
about a realignment of the priorities of
the Church There should be no more
important function, program or goal of
the Church than to move with all the
forces at hand to show openly and
without discrimination to any that
caring and loving is the true character
of God's Church. The need for such
effort has probably never been more
pressing than in these present days.
Thus, the mandate for the Church is
to become more loving, more caring.
more inclusive and awn, more aware
and sensitive, to reach out with more
concentrated effort to those who need
its redemptive ministries and to take by
the hand those who are reaching and
searching for some kind of meaning for
their lives.
I love God's Church, the Lord's
Gospel upon which it was founded, and
the people whose lives have been
committed to its service. I love and
need this community of caring, this
supportive fellowship in my life. With
this in my heart. I commend to all, that
you, too can find within the family of
God-the- deepest meaning and
fulfillment for your life. God's Church




Then Peter opened his mouth, and
said, Of a truth I perceive that God
is no respector of persons. Acts
10:34.
Is it not a orp fort to realize that




Heaven is imagined differently by
those of differena religions and tem-
peraments. The Moslem believes
heaven is a paradise of beautiful
women. the Irishman pictures it as a
place of angels and harps, while the
procrastinators, the overconfident.
those of good intentions and poor
performance, and the born losers see
heaven as the place where their sins
can no longer catch up with them
. 1 lluinv School Lesson
By Dr, IL C.CHILES
tiasv.1 ups righted cnothaes produs
If to. or111 SHIM And Wilf$ person
Power For Creative Living
Mark 2:23-3:4
By H. C. Chiles
By the time of the earthly ministry of
our Lord many burdensome
prohibitions and requirements had
been added by the Jews to the divine
law with reference to the observance of
the Sabbath. One Sabbath Christ and
the disciples were walking through a
field of grain. The hungry disciple,
began to pluck the heads of grain, rub
out the ,grain, and eat it, which was
permissible Deuteronomy', 23:Ai
Ever watchful for something about.
which they could find fault, the critical
Pharisees saw a chance to make a point
against Christ, and charged Him with
permitting the disciples to violate the
law with reference to keeping the
Sabbath. These hypocritical and
fanatical faultfinders sought to make it
appear that pluhihng, shelling, aim
masticating the grain were equivalent
to reaping, harvesting, and grinding
God never intended for His Word to be
covered with such man-made
traditions.
Christ brushed aside their traditions.
and expressed His personal approval
and support of His disciples. In
defending what they did. He referred
these self-appointed and_self-righteous
critics to the scriptures, which related
how their hero, David, had eaten the
shew bread when he and his men were
hungry. He also called the attention of
the Phansees to the work of the priests
on the Sabbath in their making of the
necessary preparation for 'the
sacrifices. Then, Christ emphasizell
that He was the Lord of the Sabbath He
used that day for rest, worship, and
doing good to others. Christians shoula
use the Lord's Day for the same pur.
pose. It is Important that each Christian
heed the admonition in Hebrews 10 25
not to forsake the assembling of our
-on
the first day of the week. In addition, to
our worshiping the Lord on the Lord's
Day, we can call upon those whom we
might persuade to attend the services
at the house of the Lord, witness to
those who are not saved and try
persuade them to receive Christ AS
their Saviour, and call upon tne sick
and the bereaved who heed en-
couragement and comfort.
According to Mark 3 1-6, one Sabbath
Christ entered a synagogue in order to
participate in the warship services, as
was His regular custom. In the large
group assembled there was a man with
a withered hand. We are impressed by
two things about this afflicted man -
his disability and his presence at the
house of worship in spite of his physical
condition. Upon His entrance of the
synagogue, Christ's attention was
drawn immediately to this man whose
hand was atrophied. In the eyes of
Christ this laborer, whom no employer
would think of hiring, was the most
Today
In History
By The Associated Press
Today is Friday, Feb. 25. the 56th day
of 1977 There are 309 days left in the
year.
Today's highlight in history
On this date in 1913. the nith Amen-
dment to the U.S. Constitution went into
effect, giving Congress the authority to
levy income taxes.
On this date.
In 1570, Queen Elizabeth I of England
was excommunicated by Pope Pius IV.
In 1783, Denmark recognized the
independence of the United States.
In 1793, the heads of the various U.S.
government departments met with
President George Washington at his
home. It was the first recorded Cabinet
meeting.
In 1919, Oregon becx-,te the first state
to tax gasoline
In 1927, the people of the American
Virgin Islands were granted U.S.
In 1956, Premier Nikita Khrushchev
went before a Communist Party
congress in Moscow and denounced the
late Soviet dictator. Joseph Stalin
Ten years ago: Albert De Salvo, who
claimed -to be the "Boston Strangler."
was captured 24 hours after escaping
- from a Massachusetts mental in-
Five years ago President Richard.
-Nixon ended a five-day official visit to
Peking.
One year ago. The United States
vetoed a United, Nations resolution
deploring Israel's annexation of
Jerusalem.
Today's birthdays Former Beath.
George Harrison is 34 yeat's old. British
actor Tom Courtenay-, now starring in a
play on Broadway, is 40 years,old.
Thought for today The 'Unity of
work, the value of achievement, the
morality Af self,relianCe, none of these
going out of style -- Richard Nixon.
Annuaire an
ippealnig figure in that assembly His
,‘,-ed was his only claim to attention and
onsideration.
When this man, who realized his need
aid utilized his opportunity, stood in the
wesence Christ, he typified sin Sin
ilways impoverishes and weakens In,
Jealutg with this afflicted man our Lord
Iterad two 'commands -
inil"Stietch forth thine hand."
?Ins first command - "Stand forth" -
was a call to separate himself from the
est of the crowd and place his trust in
Great Physician, rather than in any
-- his associates there 'present The
•cond command • 'Stretch forth
-tine hand" - was an injunction to
ittempt to do the humanly Impossible.
Instead of pleading his utter inability
I do so, the man tried to obey Christ
:-a tie put forth the effort Chnst gave
m the ability or power to extend his
tthered hand As a result of his faith in
.of obedience to Christ, the man
• eeived a perfect cure. Out of
stitude to the Lord for healing him,
th• man resolved to use his hand to the
of his ability in the service of the
'• tater Through His performance of
Iris miracle on the Sabbath our Lord
has taught us that deeds of mercy are





7.; raustneyer came home from his
&flyless trip a day earlier than plan-
,. When his wife heard the key in the
t door, she rushed her caller into
tfe nearest closet. When Kraustneyer
tie in, his little daughter pointed to
Ploset. "Daddy," she said, -there's
iTionster in IFe." "Ito such thing as
a 14onster, • smiled her father, opening
the closet to prove it The occupant
..aked out -Fine thing'" Krausmeyer
yogi at him. " Haven't you got anything
ti do all day but go around town
f•i,..htentrig little children?"
1 -.0 youths told the farmer they were
ties , so he made them a proposition
J.- fill that shack with kindling
•-iar he said, • 'and you'll get the best
he you ever had "The young tourists
• hed, and the farmer went on about
ho chores About half an hour later, the
farmer returned to see how the
we a:Whopping was progressing He
ea vered one youth leaning on his
ss iandle, watching with great in-
ter st, while the other tourist went
thr 'ugh an amazing series of ballet
shks. somersaults and leaps into the
air "Well, my gosh- exclaimed the
f- ner I didn't know your friend was
• ,,crobat." 'Neither did I," admitted
tr s her, "till I cracked him on the shin
• h his ax,"
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Murray Ledger & Times Editor
The following column, written by Bill
White, appeared in a recent issue of
Publisher's Auxiliary, a publication of
the National Newspaper Association.
It made us stop and think and we hope
114111 do the same for othefs.
"Don't be such an alarmist. The
Enghsh language isn't doomed. It's just
in the hands of journalists, which is as
good as being doomed.
-Stich is the message-espoused by" 
oneEnglish professor and poet, Reed
Whittemore, of the University of
Maryland. It's an intriguing
assessment, one I find myself reluc-
tantly and sadly agreeing with.
-In the February issue of Harper's
magazine,' Whittemore advises his
young colleagues to abdicate, to admit
the war's over, to 'head for the hills.'
-The English language is out of their
hands. They've lost control of the
campaign to preserve its beauty, in-
tegrity and expressive powers. With
these now as obscure as yesterday's
news, the only model for proper
literacy is journalists. The watchdogs
of the universe have assumed an ad-
ditional duty: custodian of literacy.
Heaven help us all, now.
"He says the 'fundamental' is at the
core of literacy, and the fundamental
was the most exquisite of our literary
past,' when a writer thought and ex-
pressed and was up againht a challenge
to all his powers.
"BUT NOW THE fundamental has
evolved for the worse, Whittemore ,
contends-, it's now something called
'functional literacy.'
"A functional literate: is a happy
modern American who has learned to
cope with-. intbme-taX - forms,
G BACK
10 Years Ago
An average of $49.65 has been
reported for the sale of dark fired
tobacco on the Murray Loose Leaf
Floors for the current season.
Deaths reported include Baron G.
Myers, Murray Route One, and Mrs.
Cora Darnell, Route Three, Puryear,
Tenn.
Larry J. Garland of Murray and M.
A. Perry of Almo are members of the
Drill Team of the Pershing Rifles at
Murray State University who competed
in the drill meet at Purdue University.
Greg Grogan and Greg Gingrass
were named as winners in the
Pinewood Derby held by Cub Scout
Pack 37
In high school basketball games, the
University School Colts beat Fancy
Farm and the Murray High Tigers lost
to Fulton City.
20 Years Ago
Sergeant First Class Wilton H.
Jackson is sehving with the 287th Field
Artillery lilattalian- at .Dachau, Ger-
hh-
many.
Deaths reported include Walter A.
Adams, age 00, Murray, Mrs. Jennie
Bishop, age 82, Almo, and Jim J.
Taylor, age 79, Paris, Tenn.
Miss Mildred Hatcher has been
selected to be included in lhe third
edition of the Directory of American
Scholars to be published AO spring.
She is an assistant professoriat English
at Austin Peay State College.
Elder J. A. Tucker is now serving as
minister of the Murray Seventh Day
Adventist Church.
The Style Shop- will have its third
annual cotton tea on February 27 at
the store on the east side of the down-
town court square.
questionnaires, the small print in
contracts. Or, on the writing side, a
functional literate is a happy 'amateur
grammarian-secretary Amecican
capable of cleaning up the boss's
correspondence errors,' Whittemore
writes.
"Win fiiiietional literiCY'siiPPI-anted' -
the -old fundamental; the English
languags.was sent packing along with
the future ofEngligh-professors.
"'THE HUMANITIES are dead, he
writes, citing as evidence 'a bookstore
humanities shelf with nothing on it but
books by psycologists and doctois on.
how to make Inve"-,
"What are left when the English
professors finally wake up and
capitulate. are journalists, broadcast
and print newspeople and their sterile
approach to language.
"Of course subject-verb-object is the
best way to communicate quickly.
There's the' rub. Imagine James Joyce
leading a story by staring in the middle
of a senterice," adopting circular con-
struction not inverted pyramid style.
Or how about Marcel Proust composing
for a news story a run-on paragraph
that stretches for 30 or 40 inches. About
all these would produce is the
imaginative use of the vernacular by a
grizzled editor.
"NO. OUR language standards are
now to be set by Barbara Walters and
other conservative purveyors of the
language.
"And in 10 or 20 or 30 years, as the
past standards become more remote,
does the use of language erode even
more, and does the disciplined writer
fade away like the pages of an old
newspaper, and do people become more
passive mentally as they exercise their 
minds less inilless.
"Much of journalism is the mindless
recording of the 'what' That's as. it
should be. Deadlines, competition and a
goal of objectivity and honesty demand
that. Btit it's nothing to base our literate
future on.
"The salvation ;may lie in the
recognition of the language's demise
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coney vacalt:-.1 in Florida and
attempted to itet a sultan In
Wei developed irregular
brm" Ilhtlt• on the .kin .4 her
nark
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'ar her physician writ. es
pie aed that Ihe .pro, were
fagot U th her perfume iii' sad
that 1.1.'s woiid irradualts detap
pew •/ de would tiktp lemg the
per' et* and avoid expaaare to
qunite•I
!tm. .1 C hae never had loch
trotri. helm.. and ha, tome
11111.., 41 about-the (bagman.% She
,dlrlher mow other treat
.ner • night clear ttw opts more
-apt
F J L Blasuigafne. M D
--a.
B[agree with inur physician
The local ion ,4 the spots, on an
area inn which SOU have applied
ilertutrior and impaled IT Itaht.
rn•piws hill it was . the
pertome that t
Vinl ma.. 11:1‘,.. I in I% recent rf:-
.sui red iti
l'erturnes, and other toilet arti
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...kb that are phnowertutuers
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.4 ultraviolet light in sunlight sn
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Iln its .ire.i vi erect hi the per
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dun Thew 'fun changes Jr.'
knovma,. herlorgur tterrnatioN
(Kt bergamot Mc example
present. in than% perfurPe% and
toilet articles, is well known as a
photcriensittzer
The spots will gradually disap-
- pear to a matter of weeks \a. 
other local treatment is effective
or necessary However. you may
Iv able to cover the brown spots
with a SPe-ci-al iitaddis2 mallet ic.1 Of course. yon ShOUid switch to
another perfume and avoid un-
due exposure to sunlight
Milk Before Bedtime
*Mrs. ft.L -ants to limow
pa
there is any truth In the tale that
drinking a glass of milk






tO sAipport the fact that a '
bedtime dnrilt of milk helps to
induce sleep. Some persons
prefer warm milk. '
Fond ID the-diasstive tract
quires blood for digestion. This
shin of part of the blood leaves
less blood for the brain and can
have a quietritz effect, such as is
noted after a meal.
Milk contains trypotophan. an -
amino acid and a natural subs-
tance that is known to aid in
sleep. This could contrrbute to a
sedative effect
If a person is obese, the add),
(tonal calories -in bedtime milk
can cause a problem. However,
this can be solved by cutting
down on the consumption of
fonds at other times of the day
Own,* 1977 ITO Snags. hostrar IN
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I. lam.- memorial Rd. 753-7111
Bags & :311 mons, Beauty
Beads Salon
• • "For The Complete Look-
Dixieland Canter 753-7598
Central
Shopping TOSES 7 5 3 7115
Center
Murray's Most Complete Department Store
Palace
five Points ., Cafe 753-7992
Trenholm's Drive-In
thicken - Pizza -Spaghetti
.Lunches -Steaks -Sandwiches
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Hai Chertmit St. 17nder New Managenient 753,2997
Boyd's Auto Repair
Gorski Bod-Ownor
-Consiplato Aosamtic Transmission Smirks
entwekii Fried Citickest COMPLIMENTS Farmers 
Grain Wells Electric
End Airman "It's
Paschall Truck Lines See o.& d C
_Fes.t
- Coaspioto Tinen-Up A Ropoir Soaks-
zots. 7th 753-17S1
Rediator & Auto Glass Service
Finger Lickin' Good"
Try Our Doficioess Boot sad Non Sandwiches










Hemet • Mateder-Grendin- Jeep- Pacer Wagon
Top Quality Used Cars





South 2nd6 6 753-2752 or 753-3571
Peoples Bank of Murray, Ky.
Member FDIC
500 Main So. 12th 8, Story Chestnut St.
753-3231 • 753-6655 753-1215
Corvette Lanes
Bowling At Its Best-
1415 Main St. Ph. 753-2202
',-.•,_ A.B.C. Play School. , r...
Hairs SAS so. to spa. - S Disys
(T-' ./..- • WorshipWith YOU/ Children...,...%  °Children Are Gods GiltA 0
1606 Ryon Ave., Murry 753 8807
Carroll Tire Service Murray Auto Parts Stokes Tractor 8 Dunn Furnit
ure 'D Fancy Plants 4.:*-, c•,\:‘,;,,,,
Your Uni-Royal Tire Dealer
implement Co. T.V. 8 Appliance -4a114'''---.-  s-•,- Your PLint A Ys 14 ker
1/2 Block E. of S. 12th
Rebuilt Engines-Rodiators Repaired
A COMPLETE PARTS DEPARTMENT MASSEY-FERGUSON SALES AND SERVICE ‘‘ hiril"" Sales 8 Service 
Quasar
._..1.,_,____
• -r. r -If:--'• Headquariets
?WO,:
1105 Pogue Phone 753-1489 605 Maple St. 753-4424





Heating, Air Conditioning, Sheet Metal
lith & Chestnut 753-4832
4 ..,:. Murray Cablevision
da Phone 753-5005











Hutson Chemical Co. Inc.
"For All Your Fertilizer Needs" .
103 Maple - 753-1933











-Go To Church Sunday




501 N ilth Repairs I. Installation 753 6168
I
,
641 Super Shell' 
Free Pickup 8. Delivery
Non 6: 30 Grin Close 11.00 p .
Sunday Open 0.00. on Close I 0 PO p n
'South 1716 Phone 753 9131 •
DeVanti's Steak
& Pizza House




Randy Thornton Service Co.
Air Conditioning Necrting-Commereiel Ref rigeration
SERVICE THROUGH KNOWLEDGE
Big John's




Oil Com_ pony  _
- ..- - - .-- -
JOBBERS Of SHELL OIL PRODUCT',010
I11. WNW TM Alin
.
802 Chestnut Phone 753-8181 7 a.m. to 12 Midnight
Murray ServIng Calloway Gra.r.,
753 1323 and Carlisle Castries
Kelley's Termite &
Pest Control
We use plastic I.
Murray Memorial Gardens








.. • Private Brooklest, Lunclmens, Dinner'
- Buffet Imam* 11 to 1:30
Hendon's Service Station
PIIII.Lias CLOSED ON SUNDAY S
66 . PHILLIPS 66 PROD
UCTS
wood treatment for
100 So. 13th St. mold fungus 
753-3914
Complete Counseling
641 North - 753-2654
403 Maple Phone 753-1713
..: -Smiley
.• 'Smith 12th St 753-5986
No. 4th Street Pistine 753 19 21
Ewing Tire Service
Your Complete Tire Service Center
For Passenger-Truck & Farm Tires
-.Shirley's Florist 14
Garden Center
FTD Flowers for All Occasions
House Plants Landscaping












, Sales and Service
BOB CoWwater Rd. ' 7S3-3164
aimnism,....-............. Phone 753-5802 205 N 4th St; ,
• 500 N. 4th 753-3251 - 753-8944 .4
..--• irts
..,_
GreCia. n Steak House • _,,
Tom Andrews - Your Host
We Doily, Mon. Mew Mors.
Murray Warehouse Corp., Inc.
GRAIN DIVISION
Highest Cash Prices for Corn,
West Ky. Rural Telephone
Glen B Sears, Gen. Manager






Fri., Sot, San. - T-Illene Sten& Swint
No. 12,61.3. 61T - Ciel is Orden to 753-4419
Wheat & Soybeans
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• • O ... • • •,College
Cage Scores
/1 -the Associated Press
EAST
Coast Guard 67, Trinity 52
llorstra 96, Siena 88 .
Holy Cross 111, Boston U 89
Manhattan 82, F'ordham 49
Massachusetts 69, Rhode
Island 67
Rutgers 87, Villanova 81
SOUTH
_Cincinnati 74. Biscayne 43
Kentucky St 99: Marion, Ind.
-69
New Orleans 73, Tulane 72
West Virginia 85, Buffalo St
60
Detroit 122, Marshall 86
Im.%a 76, Illinois 64
Minnesota 84, Purchie 78, OT
Northwestern 83,.OhntSt 73
. ---Wtkonsin Gfr, -Indiana-44
SOUTHWEST -
Tulsa 99, S Illinois 91, OT
FAR WEST
Argona 91, Colorado St 86
Arizona St 107, Wyoming 93
California 95, Southern Cal 78
• Long Beaehi.St 110,-,Hawi4i 19-




N Mexico St. 84, W 'Texas St
82, OT
,Pepperdine 91, St. Mary's 89,
OT"
San Diego 73, San Jose St 64
UCLA 114, Stanford 93
Washington 81, Oregon St 69
Washington St 55, Oregon 53
TOURNAMENTS .
Morgan St 78, Md-Eastern
Shore 73
NC Central 66, Delaware St
65
Howard 91, N Carolina A&T
79
Alcorn St 93, Grambling 91
Prairie View 76, Jackson St
74
Southern 82,. Miss Valley St 67














MOOSE PRESENTATION-George Hodge (extreme right, top row) presents a check from the
Murray Moose Lodge to David Gallagher, who is the coach of the Murray Special Olympics'
basketball team. The donation will be used to help pay for the team's expenses at the State
Tournament in Owensboro March 4-6. Members of the team are top row, left to right, Mark
Smith, Timothy Pace, Craig Perry, Walter Payne, Kenny Davis, David Gallagher, coach, and
George Hodge of the Murray Moose. Front row, left to right, Terry Baker, Vincent Walls, Ron
Pace, Stacy Smith, Marcus Cavitt, Gary Walls and Tim Foster. Not present were Joncithail`Crass,
Billy Lee, David Reed, James Covitt, Keith Beene and Charles Caldwell.
011C Tourney Pairings Will
Be Decided Saturday Night
By The Associated Press
Middle Tennessee, Murray
State and Morehead will be
jostling for positions in the
upcoming Ohio Valley Con-
ference basketball tour-
nament when the teams take
to the floor Saturday night.







Save Up To 70%





























For Guys & Gals
Reg. S80.00 Sleepwear




















Austin Peay, with a 12-1
conference record, won the
OVC basketball championship
by defeating last year's
champion, Western Kentucky,
73-59 last Saturday. The
Governors will meet the
league's fourth-place team in
the tournament March 4,
while the No. -2 and No. 3
squads square off.
The two winners will meet
March 5 for the tournament
championship and a bid to the
National Collegiate Athletic
Association playoffs March 13.
Middle Tennessee, 9-4 in the
OVC, meets • Western
Kentucky's Hilitoppers, 5-8,
Saturday and a Raider victory
would guarantee Middle
Tennessee at least a share of
second place in the con-
ference.
It_weuld be theeulmination




coach Jimmy Earle. "We
were' picked to finish fifth in
pre-season"- and L really
thought that was too high
when we first started practice
back in October."
Middle Tennessee allows
only 67.8 points per game, the
best defensive mark in the
OVC, while Western Kentucky
sports. the second weakest
offensive punch and defensive
capability in the league. _
However, Western Ken-
tucky's Aaron Bryant, James
Johnson and Lloyd Terry
could give the Raiders a tough
game on the boards.
"Western has everyone
back and healthy, and they
are playing as well as anyone
in the league right now,"
Earle said. "Their front line
with Bryant, Johnson and
Terry is awesome."
Murray State, 9-4, winds up
its regular season against
Austin Peay Saturday.
A Racer loss, coupled "with a
Middle Tennessee loss and a
Morehead victory over
Eastern Kentucky, would give
all 'three teams identical 9-5
conference marks. However,
Morehead would be awarded
the No. 2 tournament spot as it
was the only squad of the three
teams to defeat Austin Peay
during the regular-sekson.
The Third and fourth place
tournament berths would then
be decided on a fomula based
on how the two teams fared
against other league op-
ponents.
Defeating Austin Peay will
be no easy feat as the
Governors whipped Murray
90-71 earlier in the season.
Austin Peay also floors three
of the OVC's top 20 scorers in
ra MD. Garrett, Pete Hrustardt,
and Ralph Garner. -
Morehead, 8-5 in the con-
ference, - hosts Eastern
Kentucky, 3-10, Saturday.
Morehead will, be. paced by
Herbie• Staniper, who leads
the league in scoring, with 21.5
points per game, and free
throw percentage.
Eastern Kentucky will be
looking to Dave Bootcheck,s
who tops the OVC in
rebounding with an average of
11 per contest
Tennessee Tech journeys to
East Tennessee to round out
the OVC season finale
Saturday. East Tennessee, 5-
8, is the league's second
strongest defensive club, but
scores fewer points than any
other OVC opponent.
Tennessee Tech, 1-12,
finishes the season in the
conference cellar.
Finley Drops Another
Bomb, To Sign Allen
By HERSCHEL NISSENSON
AP Sports Writer
And now to further enthrall
you, baseball fans, comes the
latest shocker courtesy of
Charles 0. Finley.
Reportedly galloping from
his Perkasie, Pa., farm to join
up with the mule-loving
maverick owner of 'the
Oakland A's lis noneother than
the noted Pennsylvania horse-
Local Riding Club
Makes Season Plans
The New Providence Riding
Club had its first- business
meeting of the year, Thur-
'sday,' February 24, at 6:30 ift.
m. at De Vanti's. -
-TrardEnt "Bob. ' ATIC1113
presided. The financial report
was given by Kay Bazzell.
The club elected new of-
ficers who are: president, Bob
Atkins, vice president, Billy
Joe Kingins, treasurer, Kay
Bazzell, and secretary, Sylvia
Puckett. Committeemen
selected were Bob Spiceland,
A. F. Myers, Billy Joe
ICingins, ahd Noel Smith.
New items of business were
discussed by the membership.
The club will have threl horse
shows for the year with the
main attraction being the
Annual BIG MONEY show,
always scheduled for the
Saturday' before Labor Day.,
Judge-Robert 0. Miller and
-son, Chris,., were presents---the first round of the $250,000
Judge Miller is a charter--
member. 
Jackie Gleason-Inverrars
• - ' Classic.
fancier Richard 'Anthony
"Call Me Dick" Allen.
How do you like them ap-
ples, Bowie Kuhn?
The report comes from
Finley, who disclosed Thur-
sday that he expected to reach
agreement "any minute" with
the veteran slugger, who'll 'be
35 next month and Who was cut
adrift by the Philadelphia
Phillies following another
antic-filled 1976 season.
If Allen indeed makes it to
Oakland, the A's will be the
controversial first baseman's
fifth major league club,
including two tours with the
Phillies, who had it up to here
with him both times.
Allen was up for grabs in a
special free agent draft last
year an4-the-14's-, elutt •
sti-7:4•3 after most cf their own
free agent stars fled Finley's
clutches, were the only ones to
reach out for him.
In 85' games with the Phillies
last season,. Allen batted .268
with 15 home runs and 49 runs
batted in, giving him 346






Perry fired a five-under-par 67
to take the first round lead in
the $40.000.Victorian Open. •
-FORT LAUbERDALE, Fla.
- Gary Player of South Africa
fashioned a four-under-par 68








The policy 04ficieris a to neve every
advertised Ram in stock 4 tor some
iscadates.easson Pis Amt
dandies not in saici,. sell
moue Snin chola OM can
be used to purchase lase merchandise
el So eels price when the merclundas
a enelsOlie. or oorriparlible
~dies wS be offered at • corn
wady reduced pnce N a the honest
intention of RoeSs lo beick-ijo our
policy of "Satisfaction Guaranteed
Airways
ROSE'S STORES, INC
41.0 • •• • •• • • .. • . • •
You'll always find what you're looking for at















for kitchen or bath . .
CHARMIN®





Nothing like it. Ab-
sorbs like _magic
Bounty Towels with
100. 2-ply sheets.. 20:1
TISSUE
200, 2-ply Roses 3 F 112
Facial Tissues
0Available in white or
pink.
1
Quality without the price. . Polyester and Rayon. . .
ROSES PRODUCTS TIER & VALANCE SET
Select Baby Shampoo, Special
Skin Lotion. Protein Shampoo, Egg
Shampoo, Herbal Shampoo
Balsam Conditioner, or Creme Rin-

























8 Solid color dnp dry braodcloth Tier
iz and Valance Sets of Polyester and
Rayon Tier measures 58"x36",
valance measures 60"x10" Each









Sporty polyester knits Pee-
led for pant suits, slacks,
skirts, tunic tops and
more. A variety of
marvelous patterns











































Boxes of 10 cards. All










AikkStr'etch panty hose with re-
infamed panty and nude
heel are carefully sculp-
B. Available in Suntan,
100% nylon. Size A 8
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GOING UNDER—Tammy Boone (32) of the Tigers drives tin-
der the bucket while leolo Greer of Tilghman defends. Behind
Boone is All-Region guard Louro Lynn (32) who fired in,19 poin-
ts.




"I'm really happy for
George Raveling," UCLA
Coach Gene Bartow said
Thursday night after learning
that -Raveling's Washington
State team had knocked off
Oregon.
Chances are, though, he was
even happier for Gene Bar-
tow.
mat's because UCLA'S 114-
83 'tout of Stanford, coupled
with Washington State's 55-53
defeat of 17th-ranked Ore-
gon, restored Bartow's fifth-
ranked Bruins to what they
consider their rightful spot —
namely, undisputed
possession of first place in the
Pacific-8 Conference. Oregon
trails by a game and both
teams have two contests
remaining.
Four other members of The
Associated Press' Top 20 were
in action and all were winners.
Sam Smith scored 24 of his
30 points in the second hart to
lead fourth-ranked Nevada-
Las Vegas past Denver 99-
82; Ray Williams and Kevin
McHale combined ,..for 52
points, including nine of
Minnesota's 10 in overtime, as
the 13th-ranked Gophers
shaded Purdue 84-78; Cin-
cinnati, No. 14, spanked
Biscayne 74-43 and Terry
Duerod scored 21 points as No.
16 Detroit thrashed Marshall
122-86.
Locked in an unaccustomed
tie for the Pac-8 lead after
bowing to Oregon's deliberate
attack last weekend, UCLA
came out running and gunning
with its most explosive per-
formance of the campaign.
Marques Johnson led the Way
with 30 points and 14 rebounds
while David Greenwood added
26 points.
Meanwhile. Oregon went
down to-defeat despite Greg
Ballard's 22 points When
Washington State's Marty
Giovacchini scored his only
basket of the game on a
driving bank shot with 15
seconds left and added a free
throw 12 seconds later.
Nevada-Las Vegas "led
Denver. by only 37-35 at
halftime but polled away with
a 12-2 'spurt at the start of the
second half, including three
straight baskets by Smith.
Eddie Owens added 20 points
1urtheftettels7
William's scored 29 points,
grabbed 16 rebounds and
handed out seven assists for
Minnesota while McHale had
23 points. The Gophers had to
play the last 352 without
conference scoring leader
Michael Thompson, whose 13
points made him the first
player ever to score 1,000
points in Big Ten competition




Have plans to attend the usseil
Murray State-Austin Peay
Withwns
basketball game Saturday,. Totals
night at the MSU Sports
Arena?
You may be better off to
think twice about it.
MSU athletic director Cal
Luther said the game "will be
a complete sellout."
Fans may still purchase a
limited number of tickets until
4:30 p.m. today from James
Rogers in the ticket office at
MSU.
Doors will open at 5 p.m.
Saturday at the Sports Arena
and Luther said fans should be
there early U they hope to get
in because there will be few, if
any, tickets left.
Austin Peay is expected to
bring a large contingent of






Ledger & Times Sports Editor
A Tornado and a Purple
Flash raged through the
Murray State Sports Arena
Thursday night.
The effects were
devastating to the Murray
High and Calloway County
girls' basketball teams.
Paducah Tilghman's Blue
Tornado, ranked first in the
Region, showed why they
deserve that rating as they
blitzed fourth-rated Murray
High 57-44.
Calloway County, which was
ranked ninth, fell 40-38 to
sixth-rated Lone Oak.
MURRAY GAME
In the second game of the
doubleheader, Tilghman
raced to an early lead and had
no trouble at all in romping
over Murray High.
The Tigers came into the
contest with an 11-3 record and
had not been beaten by worse
than four points all season.
Tilghman, which came into
the game with a 20-3 record,
completely dominated every
aspect of the game.
Over the final four minutes
of the first period, the Tigers
were held scoreless while
Tilghman put six points on the
board and led 12-6 at the end of
the first period.
Three minutes into the
second frame, Tilghman led
18-10. Over the next five
minutes, Murray could
manage only a free throw by
Krista Russell and at in-
termission, Tilghman •held a
commanding 25-11 lead.
Unable to contain Tilghman
from the outside or the inside,
the Tiger girls almost
hopelessly watched the score
mount. With four minutes left
in Ttigtanarr
held an overwhelming 35-13
lead.
Senior forward Tammy
Boone broke loose for six




























0 0 1 0
0 -0
22 13 17 57
fg ft pi tp
Boone 7 0 5 14
Littleton 0 0 5 0
&unpins .  7 0 4 14
Farrell 3 2 5 8
Washer 1 1 2 3
1 1 3 3
00 1 0
1 0 0 2
00 1 0
20 4 26 44
12 13 16 16-57

































































9 16 8 7-40
4 15 8 11-38
1.°
Dr. Bryan L. Thacker
Is pleas,ed to announce the association of
Dr. Ronald L Wuest











_ -Tuesday- 9-12& 2-6
Wednesday - 9-9
Thursday - 9-12 & 2-6
Friday - 9-9
Y' - Saturday - 9-12 -Dr. Ronald Wuest
Tilghman lead to 16 at 35-19
.but the Tigers could get no
closer and trailed 41-23 going
into the last period.
The final 13-point margin
was as close as Murray was
able to get in the game.
"We didn't shoot well from
outside," Tiger coach Jane
Fitch said.
"That allowed Tilghman to
concentrate on our inside
game more and as a result, we
just couldn't get our offense
going.
"I hadn't seen them play
since Christmas but I knew
they were going to be a good
club. They are quick and have
good size," Fitch added.
Boone and Bumphis each
scored 14 points to pace the
Tiger offense. For Tilghman,
All-Region guard Laura Lynn
led a quartet of twin figure
scorers as she tossed in a
game-high 19 points.
Murray will end its regular
season play tonight in the
Sports Arena as they host the
Fulton County girls in a
twinbill with the varsity boys.
The girls' contest will begin
at 6:30 p. m.
CALLOWAY GAME
In an earlier meeting at
Lone Oak, Calloway County
dropped a 74-71 contest to the
'Flash.
But since that time, the
Laker girls have not played up
to par because of injuries to
several players.
But Thursday, the Laker
girls began to 'show signs of
playing like they are capable.
Lone Oak, a tall and
aggressive club, trailed only
once in the game, that coming
in the opening minute when
Susie Imes hit a 10-footer for
the first bucket of the game.
An extremely ragged first
pened enëW with Lone DMlartheUM
holding a 9-4 lead.. •
Calloway got its offense
untracked somewhat in the
second quarter. Critter
McKenzie burned the nets
twice from 20 feet as did Mimi
Winchester and the Laker
girls began showing some of
their best outside shooting of
the season.
Of the seven Laker field
goals in the second period,
only a tipin on the left side by
Mina Todd was all the Lakers
could manage inside.
At halftime, Lone Oak led
25-19: • •-
• Crittv -McKenzie hit a 20-
footer to open .the second half,
Rose Ross followed with a
fastbreak basket and Felicia
Pinner hit from under • and
with 4 - 45 left in the third
frame, the game was
deadhkked at 25 apiece.
Calloway got only a field
goal by Renee Overbey in the
final four minutes and trailed
33-27 going into the last
quarter.
There were ties at 34, 36 and
38 before Kathy Herndon gave
Lone Oak the lead at 40-38 with
1:16 left in the game as she hit
from 10 feet.
Twice Lone Oak missed two
shots from the free throw line
to keep the Lakers in the
game.
With 18 seconds left and
still down by two, the Lakers
took a timeout.
Mimi Winchester fired up a
15-footer . with eight seconds
left but the ball came off the
left side. Pinner rebounded
and threw the ball in the
corner to Imes who put up a
15-footer that bounced high in
the air and fell off as the horn
sounded.
"I thought we played a real
good game," Laker coach
ON THE HOOK—Denise Bumphis (40) of the Tigers got two
of her points off this Wei shot. Ilmespisis &dialed with 14 poin-
ts but the Tiger girls were blasted 57-44 by powerful Tilghman.
(Shelf Photos by Mho Brandon)
/
IRE
ONE OF THOSE NIGHTS—Terri Burton (20) of Lone Oak •is
surrounded by Laker: hut she still hits this short jumper. That
was the kind of night the later girls ma! into Thursday as they
lost 48-38 to the Purple Flash Laker: in the picture include
Critter McKenzie (20), Susie Imes (11 y end Stephanie Wyatt
(32).
41.
"I think we are back to what
we were at the beginning. We
had a lot of tough breaks, the
ball just didn't seem to want to
fall in for us.
"Everyone who played for
us played well. We had to play
a lot of people to contend with
their quickness. I though t
Pinner, Stephanie Wyatt and
Mina Todd all had good games
on the boards and I was im-
pressed with the outside
shooting of Winchester,
Critter McKenzie and Renee
Overbey,Y Davis added.
Kfin Moore scored 17 points '
to-pace the Lone -Oak scoring :-
while Kathy Herndon added
12.
For the Lakers, nobody hit'
in double figures. Pinner and
Winchester each had seven
while Todd and Critter
McKenzie had six apiece.
Lone Oak improves its mark
to 10-8 with the victory while
Calloway County concludes its
regular season with an 11-9
record.
The Laker girls will meet
Marshall County at 6:30 p. m.
next Thursday in the opening
game of the Fourth District
Tournament.
THERE'S TWO—Felicia Pinner (10) of the !Akers played a
fine game on both ends of the floor. Here, she puts up two of
her seven points while Terri Burton (20) of Lone Oak defends.
Kentucky, Alabama To Meet
In Televised Game Saturday
By The Associated Press
Second-ranked Kentucky
and No. 8 Alabama collide
Saturday in a regionally
televised Southeastern
Conference basketball game
that the Crimson Tide must
win to retain any hope of a
third straight NCAA tour-
nament appearance.
Kentucky needs the victory
to stay on the heels of No. 7
Tennessee in a torrid SEC title
chase that suddenly became a
two-team affair when the Vols
won at Alabama last Satur-
day.
With only two weekends
remaining in the season.
Tennessee has a 14-1 con-
ference mark, Kentucky 13-1
and Alabama 11-3.
Tennessee visits Georgia in
its final road game before
returning home to close the
season with a televised
showdown against Kentucky
next Saturday and a battle
with archrival Vanderbilt the
following Monday night.
The schedule favors
Tennessee at this point since
only Kentucky figures to
challenge the Vols in the
remaining games. Meanwhile,
Kentucky -had two straight
dangerous. foes this
weekend—Alabama Saturday
at 4 p.m. EST and Mississippi
State Monday night. State
blew a seven-point lead in the
closing minutes of last year's
match with the Wildcats in.
Lexington.
Other SEC action Saturday
has Lciuisiana State at Auburn
in an afternoon game,
Mississippi at Florida and
Mississippi State at Van-
derbilt,,
"Right now I think Ken-
tucky has the toughest
schedule," says Wildcat
Coach Joe Hall.
His Wildcats are undefeated
on the road this year, with
both losses in a 21-2 campaign
having come at home in the
23,000-seat Rupp Arena.
.-We will go at these games
!Alabama and State like they
are on the road," Hall Said.
Concerning what previous4'
appeared to be a showdown
battle with the Crimson Tide,
winners of the last four SEC
titles, Hall said, "Alabama is
a solid team capable of
beating anybody."
--Kentucky is seeking its 30th
SEC crown this year and
Tennessee hopes to nail down
its sixth, having last won in
1972 when the Vols tied
Kentucky for the title.
re-seasoN
srecia
Get acquainted with the four-season versatility and
big-tractor toughness of our Case Compact Tractors


















When you're in the mood to buy,
we re in the mood to bargain,
McKeel Equipment rms]
Co., Inc. b
503 Walnut, Murray, Ky. 753-3062






















1.Mile E. of Murray on Hwr,94
Next to D6rnell Marine
(Staff Mattel by Mho Drandoo)
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Sex Discrimination
Charged On State Police
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) -
Two wcimen have charged that
a State Police reqtgrement
that troopers be at least 5 feet
6 is sexually discriminatory.
The women, Marta Pearson
and Lupe Cota, allege they
were denied employment as
state troopers because they
did not meet the height
requirement& They_ _ contend_
that the requirement
discriminates against women




-said' Thursday that state
troopers' physical Stature Is a
-key element in their ef-
fectiveness.
Brandenburgh's prede-
cessoe, Truett Ricks, lowered
the height requirement from
5-9 to 5-6.
"I'm not sure but what 5-9
was a better requirement than
5-6,"; Braindenburgh told a
reporter. ̂
He made his comment
during a day-long hearing by
the state Human Rights
Commission on the women's
complaints.
Miss Cota, a former
Savannah, Ga., police officer
and a graduate student at
Eastern Kentucky Univer-
sity's College of Law Enfor-
cement, testified she stands
just a quarter of an inch short
of the required 5-6.
After she was measured and
told .she was too short, she
• said, "the way I felt,
somebody could have hit me
on the head with a baseball bat




officer for the state Probation
and Parole Office, testified
she stands 5-5L4.
Two - Louisville police-
women, both -Tinder
testified that their height had
not impeded effectiveness in
their work. The Louisville
Division of Police requires
officers to be at least 5-142.
Former State Police
Commissioner Ron Johnson
testified that he ordered the 5-
9. height requirement and
certain physical agility
requirements eliminated,
pending a study to establish
the need for such
requirements.
The height requirement was
reduced to 5-6 and reinstated
by his successor, Ricks.
Brandenburgh saw a
"continuous study" is being
done on the physical
requirements for the job.
However, he - testified-that-- -
"physical requirements are
critically necessary because
of the nature of the job." -
He said an imposing
pnysicai sT.ature is important
for '-.`psychological reasons,"
and because it helps in ap-
prehending and restraining an
unwilling suspect.
He cited an opinion poll
conducted by the department
which indicates the general
public thinks state troopers
should be large.
Brandenburgh also said
state troopers are assigned to
their posts at random when WASHINGTON ( AP ) -
they graduate from the police Daylight Saving Time doesn't
academy, and that exceptions start until late April this year,
should not be made to place but Congress is already trying
anyone in a safer job. to fiddle around with it again.
"I would neAr consider the Six bills have been in-
assignment of a female troduced in the House to alter
trooper on any other basis," the current system -of six-
he said. months of Daylight Saving
He said that after the Time. One would make it a
taxpayers pay for training and permanent, . year -round f ix-
equipping state troopers, "we ture, another would cut it to
ought to use them as police," three months.
leaving desk, radio and Benjamin Franklin' is
research jobs for civilians, credited with first proposing
Brandenburgh also said Daylight Saving Time 190
about 180 applicants for the years ago to save candles. It
State Police have been cer- first started in this century to
titled, including a few women, save energy during wartime.
He said there were less than 10 Daylight time starts on
women in the group. April 24 and runs until Oct. 30
There are currently no this year.
tr_o_ows,lie said. The extra hour of daylight in
Galen Martin, executive the evening - slolenTforrilh-e-
director of the Human Rights early morning hours - has
Commission, said the panel made Daylight 'Saving Time
would study the record of the popular with many, but not
day-long hearing and come to with farmers who must wait periodically.
a decision sometime next an extra hour to begin their
month chores
LIGHT BRIGADE—The Murray Tiger "Light Brigade," formed at the close of the foot-
ball season last year, will perfonzi_at the Murray-State-Austin Peay basketball- game
tomorrow night at the MSU fieldhouse. Members of the "Tiger Light Brigade," are
Kathy Fenton, captain, Danna Shipley, captain, Lynda Perrin, captain, Laura Shinners`
Angela Rickman; Carol Montgomery, Susan Perrin, Delores Honchul, Deana Seigler,
Sherri Requarth, Alison Weaver, Leah Hill, Carolyn Boyden, andKaren Bailey. •••
Congress Already Trying
To Alter Daylight Savings Time
• •
One bill being offered to
Congress this year would stall
Daylight Saving Time on the
last Sunday in February and
extend it to the first Sunday
after the first Monday in
November. Its sponsor, Rep.
Gerry E. _Studa„ D-Mass.,
says it would make
Halloween, Oct. 31, safer for
children trick or treating.
An aide to Studds pointed
out it also would retain
daylight time past election
day - the first Tuesday after
the first Monday of November
- and might encourage
people to vote in The evening.
In 1973, because of the Arab
oil embargo, emergency
legislation put daylight saving
on a year-round basis to save
energy. The system lasted
Through -the last Sunday- • m
October 1974. . , -
Efforts to shorten or abolish
daylight time are made
tune to less than 5_ months -
from the last Sunday of April
though Labor Day, the first
Monday in September.
Rep. Keith G. Sebelius, R-
Kan., proposes to have
Daylight Saving Time start on
Memorial Day and end on
Labor Day, a three-month
period.
Rep. Carlos Moorhead, R-
Calif., wants eight months of
daylight time, from the last
Sunday in February to the last
Sundrly in October.
Two Democrats, Reps.
Jerry M. Patterson and Mark
W. Hannaford, want to make
daylight saving permanent.
They are from southern
California, where the extra
daylight would benefit the
-recreation industry.
All six-hillahave-been-sent-
to the House Committee on
Interstate and Foreign
Commerce, but no hearings
have been held yet. No
Rep. John J. Flynt Jr., D- daylight saving bills are
Ga., wants to-reduce daylight pending in the Senate.
Consumer Comment
Consumers Should Collect
Information On Car Repairs
By Robert F. Stephens
Attorney General
Consumers should collect a
lot of information before they
spend their money on car
reapirs. This would help
reduce the recurrent
problems encountered by
people who negotiate repai;
agreements with businesses
they do not know and about
problems they do not un-
derstand.
Before you take your car in
for any reapirs, check the
reliability of the garage. Ask
family and friends. about its
business reputation. Ask them
also about the kind of service
they have received, the at-
titudes of the people who did
the work, the reasonableness
of the charges, and the
willingness of the business to
stand behind or guarantee its
work.
Call ahead to find out
_ whether an appointment is
necessary and whether labor
costs are lower on weekdays
than on Saturdays. You may
be able to arrange your
schedule to benefit from this
savings.
When you take your car to
the repair shop, describe your
car's problems in detail to the
service manager. Do not
suggest what you think is
wrong with the car; just list
the symptoms. Be sure to stay
with the service manager
while he examines the car,
and, if possible, talk with the
mechanic and discuss the
car's problems. Don't be
talked into having - repairs
done that you don't want or
didn't plan. If othAr repairs
-are suggested, you May want
to confirm the need for them
elsewhere.
After the car has been
examined, have the needed'
repairs specifically described
--by-the---repairman. n at-
'cent vague, work-order terms
such as "repair brakes" or
"fix transmission." Get an
estimated cost for repairs in
writing, and ,makv sure that
the cost (if all parts ihci labor
is included. If a need for a
major repair job is indicated,
it may be advisable to, obtain
serveral estimates before
'having the work done. Every
repair shop has a flat-rate
book that gives the average
time and the number of parts
required to complete the job.
Ask the service manager for a
price quotation based on this
book.
Read the work order before
signing it. This paper should
state that any repairs
required beyond those
desCirbed In the work order
must be authorized by you. If
this is not printed on the
authorization, write it in
yourself. Obtain a copy of the
repair order for your. records.
"and to review if further
repairs are suggested.
When the repair work is
done and you go to pick up the
car, test-drive it to be sure






Baby Boy Rudd (mother
Alyce), Rt. 3, Benton.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Margaret Cloys, Rt. 1,
Murray, Miss Shirley F.
Brandon, Rt. 7, Murray, Mrs.
Dorothy E. Chaney, Rt. 6,
Murray, Mrs. Delores E.
Horwood, 1710 Miller, Murray,
Mrs. Ladonna F. Drake, Rt. 5,
Mayfield, Miss Liddie C.
Turley, Rt. 8, Murray, Mrs.
Edna M. Arteberry, 506 S.
9th., Murray, Luke D. Oas, Rt.
5, Murray, Mrs. Agnes 0.
Cothran, Rt. 3, Murray, Mrs.
Waltraud Murphy, Rt. 1,
Almo, Mrs. Reba F. Wyatt,
Rt-l'Hardil"aY"tn6r PHONERt. 8, Murray, Edley V.J4lance, Rt. .1, Farrnington,
Mn, Virginia I. Green, Rt. 2,
Buchanan, Tn., Robert M.
Boyle (Expired), 101 N. 17th.,
Murray.
properly. If it has not, return
the car and insist that the
work be done correctly and at
no extra cost.
Before paying the bill, make
sure the computations are
accurate and that all costs are
itemized. Kentucky sales tax
should be applied only to
parts-not to labor. Make sure
that any guarantees are put in
writing, and keep copies of
work orders, bills, and
guarantees.
If you have a complaint
about the repairs done to your
car, yon should first contact "
the management_of the repair
shop directly. If you can't get
the problem resolved in that
-manner, write the Office of the
Attorney General, Division of
Consumer Protection, Frank-
fort, Ky., 40601. The-office has
found that it can most ef-
fectively deal with written
complaints and _encourages
you to rrite when you have a
complaint. However, if you
have an emergency situation,
call the Consumer Hotline.





































Anniversary. You can bet
organization has helped
and providing wholesome
We salute an outstanding
Corporation
A m











:',/ "7... A SCOUT IS CHEERFUL
• A Scout looks foe oho bright side of things.
il 0. - N.44.  V) He chiserfulty does tasks that come his
,f way. He tries to make ethers happy.
At
• A SCOUT IS TRUSTWORTHY
• - ..,
. ̀IN A Scout tells the truth. Ile keeps his prom-
a '
WIC Henesty is port of his code of conduct.
People inn depend on him.
‘11 Aivfj,1-A
•N c'"' A SCOUT IS COURTEOUS
716 "I l'  A Scout is polite to everyone regardless
41111V4 ...-- .., _ of ago or position. Good mermen make it









• J A Scout Is true to his family, Scout lead-




II . - ;
t brilliL
Alla/ 1 - "FM
A SCOUT IS KIND
• A Scout understands there is strengthii
in being gentle. He treats others as he
wants to bo.tr.at.d.—. - -
A SCOUT IS THRIFTY
A Scout works to pay his way and to help
r
others. He saves for unforeseen needs.
- Ks protects & conserves natcrraFrissevrres7 --`
.,.,...---,..„..., ..
A SCOUT IS HELPFUL
,---
',.,?, A SCOUT IS REVERENT,.. ,„„, .,
- 4. *"‘mvs ,.- A SCOUT IS BRAVE
A Scout can face dentin even if he is a-
6 ••N .
I rroid. He has the courage to stand for
.. 




4... • . . A Scout is concerned about other people.
- 
I No Mt ' He does things willingly for others
.. • without pay or reword.
/;.•_..4
VP .e...•' ' A Scout is reverent toward God. Hit is
r• / faithful in his religious duties. Ho respects
 the beliefs ef others.
e
411 ..1411 _
A SCOUT IS FRIENDLY
doss ,.„




...„. A SCOUT IS OBEDIENT-.... .- - A Scout follows the rules of his family,
ktik school, and troop. H. obeys the laws of
1,, W. his community and country.
- 1
- ..
S. lb A Scout is a friend to all. He is a brother
"" i'_".. ,
1147to 
to ether Scouts. He seeks to understand
ethers.
' A Scout keeps his body and mind fit and
•••=... clean. He goes around with these whe - -
,i• 1 iiii(1, laltol believe in these same ideals.
:114























































"To be clean, considerate and
conservation-minded in the out-
doors. . . Boy Scouts are taught






his Duty to .11inerica
Tomorr-ow's leaders are pledging
allegiance to the U.S. today. They're







[10 1406 West Main — 753-5315
"No.ruicy I. hrr liwt()"'
icouting Develops Ins
Thirst For Knowledge
He's eager to learn all he can. And
as a scout, he has the opportunity
to channel his interests into a far-
reaching, exciting_world of discov-
ery. Let's support his efforts.
Murray Datsun, Inc.
604 S. 12th Phone 753-7114
"Be prepared" is their motto, and in their Scout work, boys
are preparing for a Is or-thy, hile future as outstanding men.
Scouts learn how to deyelop strong (haracter, Ipadership.
loyalty- and, most important, respect fl)r others,. Qualities
they'll use all through life. We're proud to support them.
Ile's .tlwavs There To
14C 1141:1 Helping Hand!
Because he's a Scout. He's learned that
there are great personal rewards in
helping others. He's just one of the boys




104 N. 4th St. 753-9935
We Salute The






Dried Flowers 40% Off
Good Selection
















"We Salute The Scouts & Their Leaders"
Friendship Plays .1k Itig
Role In Scouting!
Working, sharing, experiencing together.
That's how Scouts are taught to be
productive achievers, compassionate
friends and good citizens. We're behind
them 100 percent.
Murray Electric System






Scouting Teaches .1 by
To Be Self-Sufficient!
A scout's taught to think for himself.
He learns through doing, and uses












Eat At The Rib Shack
Specializing in Ribs - liart,eque - I /Hu kit1 .
901 Coldwater Rd. 753-4171tomplete Family Department Store ./..!





5vs KOPPERUD 7531 222 Clinic Pharmacy rw..----- - 516 Main
Jr irt E DeS _









, - BeL_Air_Center _
Freed Cotham Co.
tality Work Since 1937
ours , t-rule, ), and tair6






C lettille 's 4 wimen' t tlair_Sty fru_. _ .. _ 11) _!I
900 Coldwater Rd. 753-0511arr's•terdn'I
N
Hours- 111 1 7012 Lt M •pl•




OD i x i e Cre a m









Carroll Volkswagen - Audi ivvi
N f































RPOTIR ROY HARMON'S CARPENTER -HOP-,.:-...;
.s, 
lin TIll• f the ()I ioriti,
,
National Store _ .
Headquarters For All Your Scouting Needs
408 Main 753-3614
'' 
Prone, Ire•lifest lencheoes Dinneis
--.. Woes, 3344.1et lencheen II to I 30
South 12th St 75:S-5910.
Murray Supply's Ewing Tire Service
Passenger, Truck and Farm Tires
Lawn & Garden Center In The Field Service"
200 E. Main 808 Coldwater 
Rd. 753-3164
. Roberson's Hih-Burger
S. 4th St. 753-9151
P. N. Hirsch & Co. Department Store
Olympic Plaza Hours: 9:30-8:00 Mon.-Sat.
753-9779 .1 1-5 Sunday
Town & Country
Yamaha .
. Good Scouts Ride A Yamaha
Hwy. 94 E. 753-8078
Murray Appliance Co. St
Howard Coy i John Simmons, owners


































































'AGE 10 THE MURRAY, Ky., LEDGER & TIMES, Friday, February 25, 1977
Schedules For The Week Of Feb. 26 - March 4
TV GUIDE FOR SATURDAY
WNGE-2
630--Gospel New








9'30- lrott's SupersIsinv iv 30_ Krofts upers00.
10.30 - Soul Train
10:30- Seperfrieeds
11'30 Bandse.nd - 11:0d- AK Short Story
1
12:30- Worid of Sports , :30_ 10600000 
1:30-- Am. Sportsmen '
12:30-The lacers
2:30-Pro Bowlers I :00- Sportsmen friewl
4:00-World of Sports I:30-Am Life Style
5.30-News 2:00 -Chempiees '
6:00-Musk "all An"rics 2:30-Pre Bowlers Tow
7'00 - 1290,611111 4:00-World of Sports
7:30 -Fish 5:30-News





2:00 - PTI. Club
4:00-Hews
4:15 - Mews •
6:00 -Lawrence Welk














20:30-hg lobo, Little John
11:00-Land of the Lest
11:30- Meggsy











0: 30 -Serterday Night
2:00-Charlie Chan
10:30 -Sainasy & Company
WTWF-S
11 30 -Sunrise Semester "




9: 30 - Steteeillsis
10:30 - Ark II
11 AN- fat Albert
11:30-Way Out Gannet
12:00 - Film Festival
1:00-fun CIN-5
1:30 -Spotlight on School
2:00-News Conference
2:30-Lone Beeper
3:00 - Jecitie Gleason
Inverrery Classic
4:00 - Sports Specteceler

















9:30 - Monster Second
10:00-Spec' Ghost
10:30 - lig John, Little John














10:30 - Saterday Night
12:00 -Drognet
KINS-12
6:00 - Smerisst Semester
6:30 - Nem







11:30 - Ark II
12:00- Way Oirt Genies
I2:)3-fln Festival
1:00 - Peblic Poky
2:00 - Peblic Afteus
3:00 rJeckle Cl 
  Classic

















COO - Utile Rascals
1:30-area Stooges
9:00-Rex Ifirmitord


















7:00 - Shoe Ridge Wade





















6:50 - Fenn Digest
7:00-Dennis the Menace
7:30-Jeff's Collie
B:00 - Nashville Gospel
1:30-Day of Discovery
9:00-Dimensions in Faith
















6:03 - Sunda; Semester
7:00-Your Churcli
7:30- Carl Tipton




10:00 -Tony & Susan





















9:30 - Gospel Hoer
101100 - Changed Lives
















7:00 - Human Dimension
7:30- Nereid of Truth
COO-Ranh Dazzle Show
I:30-Space Nuts
9:0C- 1st Apt. Church
10:00-Camera Three
10:30-Face the Nation
11:00-This is the Life
11:30- Lamp Unto My Feet
12:00-Challenge of the Sexes
12:45 -Basketball
3:00-Jackie Cl '










DAYTIME TV SCHEDULE MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY
WNGE-2







10:30 - }happy Days
11:00 - News Center 2
11:30 -All My Child.
12:00 - Rvon's Hope
12:30 -Family Feud
1:00-S20,000 Pyramid






5:00 - ABC News













3:00 -Ides of tight
3:30-Lassie
4:00 FA -11i MGM Thee.
4:00 F - Welly' Workshop
4:30 f -Quartet





6:00 - Ralph Emery
7:00-Today




-94213-Theeld- - - -
10:00 - Wheelef Fortune
10:30-Shoot the Stars
11:00- Heine That Tune
11:30-The Noon Show









 6:00-Scene at 6
WTVF-5 WPSD-6
5:30-Country Journal 6:23-Arthur Smith
5:45 -Carl Tipton I 6:54-Pastor Speaks
6:15-Morning News











10:30--Sheet For the Stars
11:00-Name that Tune
1216- i`goiN-Aol Beltlell -T1 i 30- -Theers 61frbiede--












12:30 - Days of our Lives































5:00 - Tel the Truth
5:30-News
6:00-New,
WASHINGTON (AP) — If
you think the $89 you spent on
your Citizens Band radio is all
you'll spend on your new
hobby, you may be in for a
shock. Many find CBing can
be expensive.
After becoming familiar
with their first mobile unit and
car antenna, many CBers
start looking for 'accessories
such as power mikes and SWR
meters.
Then comes a' second or
even a third radio, including
one that can be used for
sideband transmission.
But if you want to set up a
base station in your home to
"cachet jaw" during your
spare time, don't try cutting
costs when buying your new
antenna. It's possibly the most
,Unportant piece of equipment
you can buy.
CB radios do not differ much
m transmitting power since
they are limited by the
" Federal Communications
Commission to no more than
four watts of power. The price






mobile radio can be tran-
sformed into a base unit
simply by attaching it to a $25
regulated power supply
plugged into any household
electrical outlet.
But the antenna, together
with its location, often.,
determines just how far a CB
signal will get out.
There are two basic types of
antennas.
The omnidirectional an-
tennas — which usually come
in one-fourth, one-half and
five-eighths wave lengths —
send radio signals
equidistantly in all directions.
The five-eighths wave antenna
usually ivorks best, but will
cost more.










5:30 - Mary Hermann
WSIL-3
5:30-Cactus Pete
























































7100 - lloPPY De"'
7:30- 'Aver" l' Shirley















COO- M• A •S' H
































TV GUIDE FOR WEDNESDAY
i
WNGE-2
6:30 - Hollywood Squares
7:00 - Dorothy Handl
0:00-Jibe Denver
9:06 - ga,ry huma,,,,,
10:00 - Hews
10 ::*J— leery 14ertmon







1' ° - Joh" 
Denver - 
,
9:00 -Berry Manila w




7:00 - Grit tby Adams




— . _ - -----127307-L-
WTVF-5










7:00 - Grittly Adams
SAW -CPO Sharkey
3:30- McLean  Stevenson
9:00 -DoessMartin Roast
10:00 --Hews
10:30 - Theight Show






7:30 - Jack SIM





TV GUIDE FOR THURSDAY
-
WNGE-2
6:30 - Nemo That Tone
7:00 - Litter '
7:30 - What's Noppening
8:00- Sammy Miller
8:30-Tony Randall
9:00- Sts. of Sun free.
10:00-News
10:30-Mary Hartman
I1:00 - ABC Speciel
12:30 -PTL ChPit
2:30 - Mews- --imminweem
WSIL-3





11:00 - Barney Miller
3:30-Tony Randall
9: 00 -Sts. of San Frim.
10:00- Hews .




































TV GUIDE FOR FRIDAY..,
WNGE-2
6 30 - Nashville
7A0 - Donny & Marie
3:00-- f Were Cop
9:00-ABC Closiwp
10:00-News •
10:30 - Mary Iliortmen
11:00-S. W. AT,
12:00- Peter Mershell





7 :Op- Donny & Mario
0:00-Brady Mundt
9:00,- ADC Chump
I 0:00 - Hews
10:30- ?IN Chtb Telethon
1:00 -News
WSM-4
7:03-- Sanford & Son




12:00 - Midnight Spec.
WTVF-5
6:30 - Tell the Truth
7:00 -- Code It

























For even greater distance,
and to eliminate some un-
wanted_chatter,-SCIMe_fi3ers
install even more expensive
directional beam antennas.
These beam the radio signal
farther in a particular
direction but lose signal
strength coming from the
sides and the rear of the an-
tenna. Thus you might be able
to talk to a CBer 25 miles away
in the direction of the beam,
but not hear another calling
you five miles away on the
side of the antenna.
A lot of CBers have both, the
"omni" to monitor incoming
calls and to talk losally and
the beam to make long-
distance calls.
Whatever antenna you




can greatly affect your
transmission.
Your base antenna can be
installed on top of your house,
on a steel pipe anchored to the
side of your house, a tower or
even on top of a nearby tree.
The higher you are able to
place it, within FCC
constraints, the better.
FCC regulations require
that no part of a directional
antenna may be more than 20
feet above the ground,
building or tree on which it is
mounted. Omnidirectional
antennas may be no higher
than 60 feet above ground, or
20 feet above the building or
tree on which it is mounted.
Ashland WKAS 25
Bowling Growl. VVKGB 53
Covington . . INC V.N 54
E I izabethrovvn . CV K Z T 23
Hazard . . , . o INK HA 35
Lexington-Richmond . WK L E 46
Louisville  W KIVU 68
MadtsonwIle INKMA 36
Morehead . ..... WKMR 38












Lorelei is the name of a rock
n the Rhine river with a re-
narkable echo. According to
he myth;'1,1-ie Lorelei was a
naiden Who, in despair 'over a
aithless lover, threw herself
THURSDAY, FE . 24
Eastern/Central Time 





5: 30/4 :30 ELECTRIC COM-
PANY
6:00/5:00 ZOOM (Captioned)
6:30/5:30 ONCE UPON A
CLASSIC "David Copperfield"
David and Dora are having a
difficult time of marriage. (cap-
tioned) (R. from Sat.)
7:00/6:00 GED SERIES "Social
Studies Anthropology"
7:30/6:30 CROCKETT'S VIC-
TORY GARDEN IR. from Sat)
8:00/7:00 THE PALL1SERS
On their European tour, the
Pallisers are becoming more
aware of each other's best qual-
ities but Glencora still finds




MA "Edward II" Ian McKellen
portrays Edward in Chnstopes


















humanists discuss issues of im-






SHOWCASE "To Expect to
Die: A Film About Living"
Journalist Robert Hardgrove's
last feW months of life are doc-




and Heart Attacks" Dr. Harriet
Dustan and Dr. Nanette Wenger
discuss women's vulnerability to























1:3042:30' PBS MOVIE THE-
ATER: RUSSIAN CLASSICS
"Ivan the Terrible" a 16th Cen-
tury Russian ruler, Ivan IV, is
crowned amid traditional pomp
and pageantry. (First Of two




TIVE ON THE NEWS
4:30/3:30 COMMENT ON
KENTUCKY (Signed) IR. from
Fri.)
5:00/4:00 NOVA "Incident At
Brown's Ferry" The story of
America's worst nuclear reactor
accident, and a study of the
entire nuclear power dilemma.
(Captioned) (R. from Wed.)






7:30/6:30 ONCE UPON A
CLASSIC- "David Copperfield"
Mr. Micawber denounces Uriah




IN SPACE ;'What Price Pro-
gress- First in a series of, six
specials that look closely at the








Doug Kershaw, jazz-rock virtu-
oso Jean Luc-Ponty and master
classicist Itzak Perlman perform







2:00/1:00 p.m. CLASSIC THE-
ATRE: HUMANITIES IN DRA-
MA "Edward II" Ian McKellan
poways Edward in Christopher
Marlovve's drama of violence
and homosexual passion. (R.
from Thurs.)
.4:00/3:00 THIS FAR BY FAITH
Story of the black church's role
as the safe-keeper of African
heritage and the major source
of American artistic and human-
istic -leadership. (R from Tues.)
5:00/4:00 DISTINGUItHED











• yeir-old Dewey Thomps-Ort,-who -
does everything by hand, includ-
ing cfiopping down trees for his
raw material_ -
/3:00/7:00 PREV1N AND THE
PITTSBURGH "Mozart as Com-
poser and Conductor" Andre
Previn talks about the musical
genius of Mozart in the premiere
of this eight-week series.
9:00/8:00 MASTERPIECE
THEATRE "Upstairs, Down-
stairs" Hudson is seen in the





3:30/2:30 p.m. GED SERIES
"Grammar IV pronouets-










MEN "A Germ Is Life" Rivals
Louis Pasteur and Robert Koch
begin scientific etsperimerstatacn 
to prove that germs cause dis-
eases
9:00/8:00 COMMONWEALTH
CALL-IN "The National Cancer
Institute"
10:00/9:00 CONSUMER SUR-
VIVAL KIT "Tentjng Tonig1,1"
10:30/9:30 B00143EAT














7:00/6:00 GED SERIES -Sci-






9:00/8:00 THREE ARTISTS IN
THE NORTHWEST The" link
between art and nature ifirough
the works of three artists
9:30/8:30 PBS MOVIE THE-
ATER: RUSSIAN CLASSICS-
'Ivan the Terrible, Part II'
The lonely and meienenely-
Russian ruler resists efforts
to dethrone him. Filmed on
location in the Soviet. Union.
WEDNESDAY, MARCH 2
Eastern/Central Time 








6:30/5:30 LILIAS, YCGA &
YOU




WOOTRX NOVA- "-By e7 -BOY
Elfackbircr A partty t- JrnorduS,
partly tragic story of OVia-f




er Tells Such Dreadful Lies"
by Barbara Waring
10:00/9:00 oocumENtARY
SHOWCASE "To Expect to
Die A Film About Living-
Journalist Robert Hvogrove's
last few months of are doc-
umented as he dies D' cancer.
IR from Fri.)
KENTUCKY EDUCATIONAL TV•600 COOPER.DR.oLEXINGTON, KY. 40502
Record Review
Roots
Now that you have seen the
twelve hour version of the TV
epoch of Alex Haley's
"Roots," we now have the
album version done by Quincy
Jones and his orchestra. This
album has been such a
phenomena in that it has sold
over 500,000 copies during its
first week of release thereby
making it a gold album.
Jazz artist, Quincy Jones, is
assisted by the Wattsline
Chorus and Lettu Mbulu. The
album is divided into two
parts — the African side and
the American side. In-
terspersed with the music and
bongo drums is the dialogue of
C)1c1 Fiddler as well as some
tO the Ittanq where she -be--
ame a siren, luring inen to chants and a slave auction.
heir death on the rocks.
The best cut on the album is
Lyndon Johnson was the first
resident to bring his dog to an
inaugural parade
A turkey. buzzard is aldark-
colored vulture with a bald
head foundp the southwestern
part of the Unitentates and in
South America.
MISS YOUR PAPER?
Subscribers who have net
received their home-delivered
copy of The Murray Ledger &
Times by 5:30 p. m. Monday-
Friday or by 3:30 p. m. ea Satyr-
days are urged to cell 753-1916
between 5:30 p. ni. aid 6 p. m.,
Monday-Friday, or 3:30 p.
end 4 p. tn. %morays, to insure
delivery of the newspaper. Calls
must be pieced by 6 p. m. week-
days or 4 p. m. Saturdnys to
guarentee delivery.
the "Roots Mural Theme"
which has the best or-
chestration I've heard done by
Quincy Jones. The African
side was fair if you like Jungle
music: however, "Oluwa
(Many Rains Ago)" is
.beautifully sung by Lettu
Mbulu.
The American side reflects
the roots of our spiritual and
gospel music through such
songs as "Oh, Lord, Come By
here" and "What Can I Do?"
Also, there is a little bit of
countrified fiddling on the
album as well. '
Basically the album is
pretty good except on side I.
On that side, you feel like you
have been, shortchanged
because the entire album is
not used.
Dr. Buzzard
Shades of Xavier Cugat and
the big band sound! It looks
like a new trend in music. This
is my reaction to the album
entitled "Dr. Buzzard's
Original 'Savannah' Band."
The group consists of six
members of which three are
the singers. The group is very
similar to the big band sound
of Xavier Cugat of the thirties
and forties. The Savannah
band makes use of drums in a
salsa beat with the famous
Cugat sounding band.
The retult of these efforts
has been a very successful
single entitled -Whispering;
Cher Chez La Femme; Se Si
Bon." Believe me, it is a
mouthful tO pronounce, but it
is a great sounding cut.
Other great cuts are "I'll •
Play the Fool" and -Sour and
Sweet." The album is not your
typical dance music but it is
fun to listen to.
Capsule Reviews
TRAMPS — the great disco
group has a real hot one out
called "Disco Inferno.'• Y'riere
are great dance cuts that
could really burn the floor but
it is hot burning the charts.
DE VORZON AND BOTKIN
— Barry De Vorzon and Perry
Botkin, Jr. have a great easy
listening album entitled
"Nadia's Themt " It is great
music to sleep by and great
cuts such as the title cut,
"Feelings" and "Bless The
Beasts And The Children"




LARGE VOLUME - LOW PROFIT
"Service Built Our Business'
IT WILL PAY YOU TO SEE US ( )N A
NEW OR USED CAR
b--dr*** **************************






The Lo' gest Selection of i apes and 
Albums m oh,s area'-
Special Discount To
All Students Each Week 
TV Service Center
* Central Shopping Center 71 5,55
1************************* • **It*
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Replace those old loose lining windows with the famous
Rusco Replacement
WINDOWS
ith the written 20-tear guarantee
Of
Add our famous Storm Windows and doors











































Baby Boy Peoples (mother
Peggy), Likins Tr. Ct.,
Mayfield.
DISMISSALS
.seven L. Rogers., Rt 1,
Murray, James F. Rogers, It
1, Puryear, In., Mn.
Rosemary_ Spiceland, Rt 
Murray, Glen F. Venable, Rt.
1, Murray, Mrs. Donna R.
Odom and Baby Boy, Rt. 3,
Paris, Tn., Brian D. Conner,
. , on, omAis— R.
Porker, Rt. 3, Murray, Wilson
II. Charlton, Rt. 7, Mayfield,
Kersey W.-Blackwood, Rt. 5,
Paris, Tn., Sanders J. Colson,
Rt. 9, Paducah, Mrs. Virginia
A. Smith, Rt. 8, Murray, Jesse
E. Bailey, Rt. 3, Murray, Fred
W. Rose; Rt..-1, Bentpn Onyx









Master Anthony M. Evans,.
416 N. 8th St., Murray, Mrs.
Carolyn G. Dutton, R.R. 5,
Benton, Mrs. Freda B.
Headings, R.R. 5, Murray,
















































































R.R. 2, Hue!, Mrs. Jean
Robertson, R.R. 2, Box 25,
Murray, Mrs. Wivian L. Kent,
422 West 12th St.,,Benton, Mrs.
Mary Ann Perry, 515 Blair,
Clinton, Ms. Debbie L.
Ramsey, R.R. 1, Almo, Mrs.
Glenda . S. Brandon, 809
Guthrie, Murray, Mrs.
Martha S. Belcher, R.R. 1,
Murray, Mrs.' Margie C.
-Dowdy -108-111:- 18th -St;
Murray, Jerry D. Carron,
R.R. 6, Murray, Mrs. Faye D.
FOrbus, 1704 " ReenlanW
Murray, Bertisl...._Dayle,ILR..
6, Box 292, Murray, Mrs. Ola
Morris, 740 Nash, Murray,
Mrs. Donna M. Brown,
Murray Manor Apts. D-7,
Murray, Festus L. Story, R.R.
1 Box 33, Murray, Homer E.
Cohoon, 806 N. 18th St.,
Murray, Mrs. Vera D. Hut-.
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PAGEANT OF THE BLUEGRASS — This is a real honor
for me-lo-introduce -Kentuckians to the reflections of All
the pretty things we have in our state," s-kaAkir
Carroll, as she cut the ribbon anclotficiallymaerrd
Kentucky -Historical Society's art exhibit—"Pag
the, Bluegrass." From Feb. 7 to March 6, the Old Capitol
will be open from 9 a. m. lb 6 p. m. Monday through
Thursday. The exhibit features paintings from public and
private collections that have never been availablecfor
public viewing before. Rembrandt, Reynolds and
Reubens are`featifred along with Kentucky's three major






What kind of day will
tumor IA\ be To find out what
the •:.11111.41). read the forecast
gun I,.ir siiur birth Sign .
ARIES 
•elfirtMar 211., Apr. 20
Y..ou Inas face Some
rcsi silice blockades to
progress +..ktiich 'you did not
- anticipate 1/0 not he dismayed
With suit deep perceptlop and
N ill piiv. cr. OU can find ways t.
skirt Oen,
TA till's
tio - ii`Apr 21 1,,y 21 , -
You shoald- delight in the
ii 1,015 ,pportUnities to better
ui - knowledge and un-
derstato ting now, Kith will_ help.
3ou_11. „04;tkini plitry for the ,




.ry 22-1-o June 21.
There are tendencies (IOW
toward impulsiveness and
annecessary bickering Don't




June 22 to Juls 23 , 'w/wirt-0
Avoid a tendencs to overtax
yourself. You iiiio_encounter
some hitches in everyday
matters but slearl. KNOWING
effort can help !,014 call the
plays correctly
LED n
(July 24 to Aug 23 -
Indicated now several
revitalizing hours which you
can use to excellent advantage,
Impressive developments t..%
which can profitv•mG
ug. 24 to Sept 23
;A day wheal you cab sit back
and rest on your laurels with
warm satisfaction_ Hours after
noon splendid for social in-
terests.
LIBRA
f Sept. 24 to Oct. 23 t
What is significant to you may
not be to others, so be careful
how you offer your views Pull
up to goals inch by inch_ in-
suring real security
SCORPIO
I Oct. 24 to Nov 22; met'
In expressing opinions and
trying to put over new ideas. use
FEBRUARY 21. 1977
tact and ill tenon You could
arouse antagun if too force-
ful or aggressi‘e
SA(HTFARIL S 
Nov. 23 to liec 21! elit
Tentatively reject un-
Certainties until you have .
more facts and a better
guarantee ill success Monday 's
influences it ill be more
generous along this line
'A PR ICOR Are-
Des 22 to .Ian 20 , V( -
Stress lair judgments.
equanimity and good humouron
'this day 'of mixed planetary
influences Meet with those who




- - -Dttferent -people see -things--
differently Auu to understand
Pthen. N14"S- thriLlUgh THEIR --
e)ts Greater attreement
importantareas will thus be
ar, Ines ed
PISCES
Feb 20 to Mar IND )(;l:
Sum( situations may not be I,
your liking He up it snuft




and have the sort of magneto
personality that others follow
almost without question Thus,
it is extreniely- important that
you determine early in life just
where you shall lead In fact,
this is a responsibility which
you cannot duck if you would
aoiti disaster in your own life
-and in the lives of others
Properly iteseloped and master
ots ourself. however, you can be
a shining light- especially in
the worlds of music, literature.
politics or the stage. Since you
are possessed of strong
humanitarian impulses, you
wult also do sell in social
st.17.1i t• there is a strong
my sib streak in sour natuzi
too, and lu may he unusualls
intere•sted Hi the oceult Birth
date 01 Varto.r Hugo, Fr.
author. Win F I oils -Buffalo
Bill 1., early Amer scout Tony




1 legal Notice 1. legal Noticc
qa Commissioner's Sale
The Commonwealth Of Kentucky, Calloway Circuit
Court Mildred Dodd, Adrninistratrix of The Estate
OLRonald Dale Dodd, Plaintiff, Deceased VePia16-
Nora Dodd, ET AL Defendant.
Notice Of Sete
By virtue of a judgment and order of sale of the-
Calloway Circuit CAuct renderectat the February ln 
Term thereof 1977,- in the above cause, for the
Division Of Property and its cost therein I shall
proceed to offer for sale at the Court House door in
the City of Murray Kentucky, to the highest bidder,-e
.at public auction on the 28th day of February 1977,
, I; 011 (Veto& PIL,or thereabout, upoita-creditoCr, --
sit months, the following described property, to-
wk..k1/41690.118 narthwest,conlgr_of C..
Dodd's portion of this land which is 210 poles west of
the northeast corner of the Northeast Quarter of
Sectiolt 18 and is about 110 poles east of the nor-
thwest corner of the Northeast Quarter of Section 13
at a fence; thence west to the northwest corner of
said Northeast Quarter of Section 13,110 poles more 
or less; -th-e—ncesoiith-with the west line of said Quar-
ter to the southwest corner of said Quarter; thence
east with the Quarter Section line-110 poles, more or
less, to the west line of said B. C. Dodd's portion;
thence north with the fence 160 poles to the point of
beginning, containing 110 acres, more-or less.
A. L. Dodd derived title to the above described
tract of land by Deed from B. E. Dodd and B. C.
Dodd dated the 16th day of November, 1918, which is
of record in the office of the Clerk of the Calloway
County Court in Deed Book 40, Page 432.,
-ALSO: Ten acres to be taken out of the southeast
corner of the following described land, viz: The
west one-half of the following described land,  VIZ;
Being a part of the Northwest Quarter of Section 24,
Township I, Range 4 East and being all that part
remaining on the north side of said Quarter, sup-
posed to contain ,1111' acres, more or less, after
deeding off 50 acres on the south side to Hester Alton
-ood also 30 acres more to W. W. Linn,. the land just
described being 10 acres. .
A I SO:' east half of the north half of the Nor-
tthwest Quarter.of Section 24, Township 1, Range 4, -
East, containing 40 acres, more or less.
A. L. Dodd derived title-to the above described
tract of land by Deed from W. F. Spiceland, et us,
dated the 18th day of May, 1929, which is.of record in
the office of the Clerk of the Calloway County _Court
in Deed Book 54, Page 506. .
For the purchase price, the purchaser must-
execute bond, with approved securities, bearing •
legal _iuterestIrom-tbaciayof--saler-until-paid,and-
-- havIngthe-fOrt# and effect of a judgtherii. Biddets
will be prepared to comply promptly with these ter-
ms. '
Frank H. Ryan







requested to check the





ANY ERROR SHOUlD 81
REPORTED lAA.ME DlA if
. Y SO Pt E ASE CHECK
YOUR AD C AWL)/ t Y
AND NOTIFY us PROM














Delicious food served in a
beautiful dining room with a
beautiful view overlooking,
-the lake and _soft organ




experience when you visit
the dining rooms of Kenlake
State Resort Park. /1 regular
menu is served during the
week.
BUFFET: 5:30-8 PM, SATURDAY•12-3 and 5-8 PM SUNDAY
Kenlake State Resort Park
HWY 94-E, AURORA
2. Notice
We will be closed Feb























Poison Control 153 7581
'Amor Cinteris /53 0919
lifetime 153/iffD










..• ris Si(, toy on•J
Ivor Is • /5 19 E8
Retail Display od
verfi.Sraq 753 19 19
ClassofEecl Display.
Cassified CiFcr.r/ofi
on and the BusineCS
Offrr'e troy be-









































Aid Sales. Free service
on all makes. Open 9-1
daily, Monday-Friday.
Beltone of Benton, 1200
Poplar St., Benton, Ky.
Phone 527-8463.
ol'LD LIKE TO start
car pool - with pers
going to Mayfield at
WM. Monday through




tor to bring your
'--Pot St 
or Audi in for prompt
',Old courteous service.










DO YOU blieve the Holy
Bible is God's inspired
word? Would you like to
learn more about God's
plan for you? Call 753-
0984. It is not a recor-







!a proud to announce Fin
nouGror is associated with
University Barber Shop along
with ocir maim. For hair
styling, razor cut, layer cut or
regular hair cut, they invite
.you to corne by.
No Appointment Nocessery




.weekend at Ky. Lake
'Music Barn. Come join
the fun and be a winner.
For information call 502-
436-8806.













ilolman Jones, 217 South
13th, phone 753-3128.






Sinking Spring Baptist Church








says on the radio during
his show 5 a.m.-10 a.m.
Unfortunately, Jay
sometimes gets carried
away and says things he
shouldn't. The fact that
the country music
association in Nashville
last year voted him
America's leading
count,ey disc -jockey is no
reason for him to think
he can expound on
_anything, but he does
anyway. Two good
features about his show
are Howard Cosell at
7:25 a.m. and Paul
Harvey at 7:30 a.m.
WKYQ-FM93. The
station Murray has been
waiting for (except
maybe not Jay
Diamond, but you have
to take the bad with the
good).
NOTICE
In order to do our
part the members










3. Card Of Thanks
WE WOULD like to ex-
press our deep and
sincere appreciation to
everyone who helpeld us
after our house burned.
Your many acts of
kindness will not be
forgotten by us. Thank
you all and may God
bless each of you.





Mr. and Mrs. Raymond
McCuiston would like to
thank all their friends,
relatives and neighbors
in Calloway County for
the many acts of kind-
ness shown during the
death of their brother
and husband, Warren
Jewell. We would like to
thank everyone for the
7donations, flowers, and





Purdom and Thurman Real I ',tat.
Home Selling Quiz
. you are thinking -of
selling your home and haee
not decided whether to Use
'the services ast a RFAITOR,
answer these questions.
Do you hasr sufficient,
data to price your properly




tingencies? Do you have
complete understanding of
real estate marketing and
are you able to disseminate
your property through the
widest channels? Do sou
has e expert knowledge of
the current mortgage
Situation .. FHA VA ...
assumptions _ second mor-
tgages! Are you wiling to
have sour wife and children'
exposed to any and all
Strangers who knock? Can
sou handle the natural con-
flict of interest with "thr • ,
direct buyer trying to
protect your own interest
versus your desire to ac-
commodate his?
If your answer to any ONT
of these questions is O.
then I suggest you drrfp into
our office_ YoulFend up with
the best possible price plus
peace of mind.
()mulling with peopic
about their real eVaafe needs
-is Itirt Tel rally Drop by Pur-
(him 6, Thurman on the
court square or tall Pat
Mobley -.3-44;1 or -; l•
89;6. We re here to help'
5. lost And Found
LOST IA" SAFETY rim, 8
ply tire with 8 lug holes.
Reward offered. Call
753-5949.
LOST TWO year old black
Doberman Pinscher off
Highway 732. Chain






night the .180._ Please _




person to sell Jim
Walter Honit.s in the
urray area. This is
your opportunity to
make good money as a
sales person. If in-




day car hostess and part
time night car hostess.
Apply in person at K and
N Rootbeer.
BABYSITTER wanted in







envelope to Box 1824,
Cleveland, Ohio 44106.
WANT RELIABLE
woman . f or
housekeeping and bring
partialltresponsible. for
care of 5-year old and




men or women for sales
and service. $175 per
week plus commission,
plus fringe benefits. Call
753-0359.
LADIES - Would you like
a private home fashion
showing and receive
free fashions or a part
time job with high
earnings? Call 1-247-




Wanted - women looking
for exciting and
rewarding career in the
decorating field. No
experience necessary.
We train high school
graduates. Part time or












en% elope to Edwards


























Building and six room
brick home on 1/2 acre of
ground. In Southeast





°COME 0.0-1 HERE WITH ME UNTIL
PAPIN SEES HIS FUEL BILL."
10 Business Opportunity
BUSINESS FOR SALE.
The Blueberry Patch in
Dixieland Shopping
Center is a real op-
portunity to sell name















14. W.tnt To Rey
COINS AMERICAN ano
foreign. Also -old - gold.
Call 753-9232. •
GOOD USED swing set,
also air conditioner,
8,000 BTU or higher.
Call 474-2757.
WILL BUY Standing
timber. Large or small
tracks. Top prices paid.
Up to $400 per thousand
b.f. for clear white oak
20" and above. Pay cash
or work on shares. Will





Call 527-1315 or 474-8854.
15. Articles For Sale
BE GENTLE, be kind, to
that expensive carpet,
clean with Blue Lustre.
Rent electric sham-
pooer. Big K, Bel Aire
hopping Center. .
TOBACCO STICKS for




solid colors can be in-
stalled by amateur.









green gas range, self
cleaning oven, used only
3 months. $200. Medium
size gas heater, new
parts inside. $35. Call
753-3277.
HIGH AND LOW Band
FM Tuner with antenna
and pole. Also 1 CB






Ky. and Tenn. for new
Nautilus Super detec-
tors. Call Bob Mills. 436-
2415.
15 Articles For Sale
AVAILABLE NOW.
Urethane foam. All
sizes, all densities. ,Cut
to your specs. West Ky.
Cabinet Co., 1203 Story
Avenue, 753-6767.
10 SPEED boy's bike, $45.
Old walnut radio-player
cabinet, $5. Tarpaulin
for 15-17 ft. boat, $30.
Good year Custom
power cushion polyglas
belted D78-14 tire, $10.
Call 753-4769
FABRIC SALE at 504
South 8th Extended.





CLOTHING, sizes 64 to
young miss size. Phone




tables with all equip-
ment delivered and set
up, $650. Six models on
display. Many other
available. Quick
delivery. Call for ap-
pointment 901-686-1177.
FOR SALE: Oak and
Hickory wood, $12.50
rick delivered. Call 437-
4731 or 437-4346. 
r.
REFRIGERATOR, 30"
and 39" electric, stove,
30" and 36" gas stove,
large and small gas
heater, 17' freezer, 15"
radial tires, ceramic
tile, small wood barrel,
milk can, tire chain,
hearing aid, hip boot,
stereo, radio, bell rack,
electric motor, kitchen
sink, camper min-or,
wheel barrow. Call 753-
4661.
SALE - CHAINSAW
chains, 3/4" or 404 pitch.
Enough for 12" bar,




TWO END TABLES, 1
coffee table and air
condition. Call 753-3371.
BROWN AND BEIGE




niture. Buy and sells.
Call 489-2752.
TWO REFRIGERATORS
AND STOVE, air con-
ditioner for sale. Call








old. $140. Can 753-9829.
17. Vacuum Cleaners
ELECTROLUX , SALES




500 Maple Street. Free
hose attachment with
fhe purchase of every
'upright. Rebuilt
xacU urns starting at
545 00 We rebuild your





lift type, perfect con-
dition. Call 436-5870.
FOR ALL YOUR fencing









tires. In need of minor
repairs. Priced for quick
sale. Ca114t53-0463 after 6
p.m.
FISHING BOAT,Irnotor,
trailer and ail ac-
cessories. Call 489-2394.
NEED GRAIN BINS, a
grain dryer, a new steel
building, grain cleaner
or new spray equipment
for spring. Agri-




engine, 10 speed road
ranger transmission,
new paint. $3500 or best
offer. Call 436-5353.
D-6 DOZER, good engine,
• good under-carriage.
Looks good. $3500 or
best offer. Call 436-5353.
660 CASE COMBINE,
corn header, four 14"
Pittsburgh plow. Gueber
electric seeder. Call 489-
2180.
TWO 2" Water pumps.





345-2633 for Farm Fan










The Famous Green Box.
Like new. Call 753-6148
after 3:30 p.m.
1,2 H. P. Johnson for sail
boat, practically new.
Heavy duty trolling
motor. 35h. p. Evinrude.
Call 753-8127.
16' SWISS Six ski boat. 90
h. p. Johnson, trailer,
skis and all gear. $1100.
Call 753-2248 after 6 p.
m.
FOR SALE 23" 10 speed
Azuki bicicle. Can be




motor, and 15' cam-
per-sleeps four. To. be
sold together-51650 or
best offer. Contact




organs. Rent to pur-
chase plan. Lorrardo
Piano Company, across

















& Pest Control100 South 13th
24. Miscellaneous
CUSTOM MATTRESS
made any size for an-
tique beds or campers.




1136 South 3rd, Paducah,
Phone 1-443-7323.
PEOPLE GIVE YOU
CASH, when you use Joe
Bailey and Linda Dill's
Flea Market to sell
items for you ... tables
are now being rented. If
you have old, precious,
antiques, relics, etc
items, call 615-232-6566.
The FLEA MARKET is
locaied 3 miles west of
Dover, Tenn. on high-
way 79 across from
Uncle Joe's Discount
Store. Hundreds of
items now turning into
thousands. The IN-
DOOR Flea Market
open six days a week
and Sunday afternoons.
135 TRACTOR, looks like
new. Kenmore sewing
machine, and cabinet
with all the at-
tachments. Wheaton
light with hard hat, coon
hunters special. Call 753-
6040.














buy, sell or horsetrade,
607 South 4th. Call 753-
9647.
26. TV-Radio
TV SALE. Drive to cuba
and save. We have the





tt" QUASAR color T.V.
Console, Excellent
condition. $175. Call 753-
6097.
ROBYN 23 CHANNEL CB
radio and PA system.
Call 753-1842.
27. Mobile Home Sales
1973 TOWNHOUSE, 12
x 72, 2 bedrooms, 1 bath,
living room, den with
bar, all electric, fully
carpeted. Call '436-5455.
EIGHT ACRES. 12 x 70 3
bedroom mobile home,
electric heat and central-
air. 28 x 32 heaYed
workshop. New .4" deep
well. Water pipe to all 8
acres. All within 2 years
old. Beautiful location.
Call after 6 prin. 901-247-
5457, Puryear, Tenn.
Manager Needed
Salaried position, B.lnus Plan, Company Paid In-
surance.
Apply In Person Only To
Niirfra
See Richard Parker
27. Mobile Home Sales




with utility room, ser-
vice and underpinning.
Call for appointment, R.
C. Clark, Benton, 527-
1208.
1971 HOWARD JOHNSON
12 x 70. Two bedroopi




hookups. All - electric
except gas furnace.
Underpinning included.
Call 753-1493 after 5 p.m.
10 x 50 TWO BEDROOM,
set up. Furnished, with
air and underpinned.
$2500. Call 753-3847.







trade or help on
financing. Call 753-3672.
1973 ATLANTIC mobile.

















1974 NEW MOON _mobile
home, 12 x 70, all
electric, 13,4 bath. Call'
753-4548 after 5 p.m.
27. Mobile Home Sales
MOBILE HOMES and
mobile homepspaces for
rent, at Riviera Courts.
Call 753-3280.
30. Business Rentals
FOR RENT Beauty Shop
booth. Call 753-9809.
1. Want To Rent
WANT TO LEASE air
cured tobacco base. Call
436-2149.
32 Apartments For Rent
TWO BEDROOM fur-
nished brick. $150 a
month. Near campus.





garbage disposal, lots of














$90 per month. Call 489-
2595.
NICE FURNISHED
apartment for four. Call
-753-0669 or 7575.







on a lake front lot in
Pine Bluff Shores. No
-children or pets.
References required.




ONE TRAILER, 54x 10. FIVE ROOM house for 2
On private lot on Blood people. No pets. Good
River lake. $60 month. references. Call 753-
Call 436-2427. 7449.
FARMS AND LAND FOR SALE
Calloway County
62 Acres on Unity Church Rd. Lots of road fron-
tage and tendable land. Stream. Asking $400 per
acre and owner will split.
Purchase 20 or 30 acres 'ready to go' of excellent
farmland. Also would make ideal Mobile Park.
$800 per acre.
121-2 acres on blacktop near Pacer Point Public
Use area. A good buy for $11,000.
Marshall County - Aurora Area
122 Acres in area of high development. Frontage
on both sides of road. 40 to 45 acres cleared,
balance in mature woods. $750 per acre and ad-
ditional acreage available if needed.
34 beautiful rolling acres on Union Ridge Rd.
Walk it, you'll buy it. $22,900.
Ruth Ryan, REALTOR in Aurora
354-8500 Res. 8538 or Call June
Res, 8606 Nelson 474-2783 Jean 924-5479
Write for brochures. Rt. 5, Benton, Ky. 42025
1976 Cadillac Coupe DeVille, txtra nice, new car
,trade in.
1975 Cadillac Eldorado Coupe, new car trade in.
1975 Calif* Sedan DeVille, new car trade in.
197.3 Ford Grand Torino, extra nice.
1973 V.W.
1967 Pontiac Tempest, extra nice.
1967 Ford Mustang
SPECIAL
1977 Grand Prix, 2,00 miles, loaded.
1977 Cutlass Salpn, T-Top, loaded
1977 Pontiac Lemans Coupe
173
PURDOM
OW • Poetic - Ceram
"%Afford tersiorno, Are Ow
to.w.t.e- •
1406 West Mein - 7515315
• -
to









































34. Houses For Rent
THREE ROOMS ana
bath, near Taylor Store.
Call 7,53-7673 or 753-1559.
36 For Rent Or Lease
FOR LEASE - Building,
20 x 60 on 305 N. 4th. Call
753-5881.
FOR RENT OR LEASE,
retail store building on
south side court square
Mayfield, 2500 sq. ft.





• old female. Wormed.
Championship blood
line. $175. Call 753-6299.
AKC REGISTERED
Boxer puppies. One




puppies, 8 weeks old.
Also 2 white German
Shepards, 5 months and
1 year old. Call 753-6412
or 753-0957 after 4 p.m.
41. Public Sales
YARD SALE at 905 N.
16th, Friday and
Saturday, 8-? T.V., and
miscellaneous items.
25 CENTS RUMMAGE
SALE. Men, women and
children's coats, pants,
shirts, dresses, shoes.
Some items 10 Cents.




• attractive large house
With apartment; near
schools; appraised
$55 AOC. 'Owner leaving
town. Will consider best
offer before March 7.
Call 753-9710 after 3 p.m.
LOOK FORWARD to
warm weather and
spending the summer in
your own pool. You will
have plenty of room with
4 bedrooms, living room
and dining area and 2
baths. This L-shaped





duplexes.... Let us be of
service to you. Loretta





FOR SALE OR LEASE
by owner. 1200 to 1400 sq.
ft. of space on well
traveled street in
Murray. Available on
short or long term basis.
Suitable for professional





South 12th at Sycamore
TELEPHONE 7534651
31E-• .4 111h. SS IP X 310
43. Real Estate
1631 OLIVE EXTENDED
- Well designed 3





storage. In good location
near University. Call
753-8080 or come by 105
N. 12th, Boyd Majors
Real Estate.
NICE OLDER two
bedroom frame home in
central part of town.
Has been recently
redecorated inside and
painted oh the outside.
Ideal for a retired
couple or young couple -
just starting
housekeeping. Priced
under $10,000.00. John C.
Neubauer, Realtor, 505




Danny Kay; near water.






202 Sew* 4* Street
Mame 753-320
LOTS,-"LOTS - LOTS -
We jstill have several
desirable lots left in
Westwood Subdivisfan.
Paving, city water and
sewer included in price
of lots. Prices start at








-- Wei in Sherwood
Forest has 2 14;Lv el y
baths, dining room with
beautiful chandelier,
family room with
fireplace, wall to wall
carpet in all rooms,
built-in kitchen with one
wall brick. Central heat
and air, attached
garage, large utility
room which could be
used as study. Priced in
30's. Kopperud Realty,
753-1222.
BARGAIN PRICED on a
good home on a quiet
residential street. Home
is well constructed and
insulated. 2 bedrooms,
bath, living room and
kitchen. Also outside
storage building. Priced
at only $12,750.00. Don't
delay. Call us today on
this excellent buy. call
753-1222, Kopperud
Realty.
TWO ACRES OF land
east of Almo on blacktop
road. Call 753-4418.
44. Lots For Sale
FOIL SALE BY OWNER.
Only 3tt miles from
court square. Three
acre lots for sale for
residential develop-
ment. Lots located east
of Murray on Squire








$423.00 op, Wired, ready te vie. Also prove, see build, as
-VW $4 004o,k...ble lo 24s 60 standard, but w61 precut
any site needed. guy the best for 1si - - - -
CUSTOM BUILT PORTABLE BUILDINGS 713-09v
Zoned 8-2: Ideal for any Professional Medical
practice, Insurance or Real Estate office. Over
2,000 sq. ft. of usable space, newly redecorated.
Call David King - 753-8355
44 Lots For Sale
LOT FOR SALE in
Gatesborough Call 753-
8448.
45 Farms For Sale
IDEAL 80 ACRE farm for
sale by owner. A-p- --
proximately 60 acres
tillable, road frontage,
priced less than $700 per
acre. Call David King,
753-8355.
10 ACRE FARM for sale.
Four miles South on 121.
Three bedroom_ stucco
house, stock barn, hog
parlor, all under hog
'fence. Call* 753-0978 tf
interested.




out. 1702 College Farm
Road. Call 753-5287.
BUY DIRECT from
owner and save. Cir-
carama Subdivision,
large 3 bedroom, 2 bath,
living-dining room,















BY OWNER -3 bedroom,
attached garage, garden
spot, apple trees, shade
Irees on 641 South. Will
,accept offers. Call 753-
1154.
49 Used Cars & Trucks
1961 PLYMOUTH
VALIANT. Six cylinder,
25 mpg. Very good













-power steering. Call 489-
2307.
1909 FORD TORINO GT,






Four door, 34,000 actual




factory 426 herni engine.
Four speed tran-
smission, 411 Daina
Super 60 rear end power
disc brakes, AM-FM
radio, factory mags. Car
has just been rebuilt but
still needs some work.




extra clean. Has air and
automatic transmission
and mag wheels. If
interested call 753-6564.
1970 PONTIAC Catalina




bath, brick--home. 1312 CLASSIC A N
Kirkwood Dr. Call 753- COLLECTOR CARS.
7504.
OWNER MOVING out of
state: Three bedroom
home, good location.




Price. 3 Bedroom Brick,
approximately 2000 sq.




bike. Ride all day for
pennies. Charge
overnight. Ideal for
commuting to town or to




Only 1500 miles. Call
after 4 p. m. 7534143.
1973 YAMAHA 750, good
. condition. New engine,
new pipes, new front








1957 Cadillac El Dorado
Brougham, one of 400







12,000 miles, like new,
$700. 1958 Corvette
Roadster, both tops, like
new, 4 speed,.$6,700. 1960
Cadillac, 4 door, 54,000
miles, all original, $1500.
All prices firm. No
phone calls. See Bob




gas mileage. Phone 753-
5447 after 5 p.m.
1969 PONTIAC Ventura, 4
door, air, all power.
52,000 actual miles.
Excellent look and
condition. $700. Call 753-
0891.
1975 CORVETTE. Call




dition. $600. Call 753-
8649. Call anytime.
ONE SET of mags, tires,
adaptors and steering
1974 CHEVROLET 4wheel to dress up V.W.
wheel drive. 1967 Ford
All for $75. Call 75432060-SL_
pickup truck. Call 753-
3047.
49 Used Cars & Trucks
1963 FORD pickup, V8
straight shift. Has 54,000






Car is a little rough will
sell for $550.00. Phone
354-6217.
1976 GMC 14 ton. Heavy
Duty springs Lend tires.
Must sell. ' Best offer.
Call 753-4716.
1972 DATSUN truck
$1395. Call 753-3704 or
753-2212.
1974 C-35 Renegade jeep
for sale. In good con-
dition. Call after 5, 753--
8674.
1975 CHEVROLET




1965 V W. wttb square





and air. Good condition.
$695. Call 7534504 after 5
p.m.
1976 FORD 150, 4 wheel
drive, red with power
steering and brakes.
Call 492-8269 after 6 p.m.
49 Used Cars & Trucks
1972 CHEVROLET, 2
door, air, and power,
good mechanical con-
dition. Good tires. $1100r
Call 753-7508.
1973 PONTIAC Grand
Prix, beige with beige
vinyl top. Bueket seats,
factory tape, automatic
floor shift. 400 cu. in





$1,450 or best offer. Call
753-6148 after 3 p.m
1965 CHEVROLET, 6
cylinder automatic, 4








veo. Call 753-8216 after
5 p.m.
TOPPER . FOR LONG
wheel base Chevrolet
pickup. Call 753-2521.
1972 K-5 BLAZER 4 wheel
drive. $2900. Call 489-
2570.
1969 FORD pickup. F-100.





dition. $1250. Call 489-






and- gocmi  tire.
$950.00. Phttne 354-6217'
1963 FORD customized
van, mag wheels, 8





tape. Rocket wheels, low
mileage fiNcellent
condition. r 'a ll 753-7853.
1957 FORD PICKUP with










1973 BUICK I,E SABRE
Custom. One owner,





1969 DATSUN. 4 door, 4
speed. $575 Call 489-
2595.
1966 RAISIBI.ER. Runs
like new N1,aa sell. Call
767-2357.
50 Campers




Sleeps six. C;11 753-4904.
1972 FAIRWAY Travel




they last, Mach I - $367.
Mach II -$403 Mach III -
$426. This price includes
taxes and inStallation.
Open 6 days a week and
Sunday afternoon.
Murphy's Camper























bank gravel. Call 436-
2306.
LAWS DRUG*PRESCRIPTIONSiAt SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SAtDiNC, BRANDS Of COSM1 S
DRIVEWAYS WHITE
rocked and graded. Free
estimates. _Call Clifford
Garrison 753-5429 after 4
p.flU
EXPERT BUILDING
and remodeling - one
cabinet to complete





TRICIAN and gas in-
stallation • will do
f)lumbing, heating and





firient set y ice. NO, job
too small. Call Ernest
White, 753-0605.
FOR A FREE estimate
„ 0_ all stump removal.





and service. Call Tony
Montgomery, 753-6760,
day or night.
CARPET LAID at $1.25
-r yard. Expert work-
Guaranteed, 6
monthll Ray 436-
2124 or Bob -430-2415.
WILL TEAR DOWN- did

















WILL DO inside or out-
side painting and small
carpentry work. Phone
527-9959.
TILE - TILE - TILE.
Complete patio and
porches, brick and tile,
showers, entrance,
kitchens: Call J. R.
Hamilton, 753-8500.
FENCE SALES AT
SEARS now. Call Doug
Taylor at 753-2310 for















replacement for homes -




- Center. Phone 753-0180.
ELECTRICAL WIRING
















by Sears save on these
high heat and cooling
bills. Call Doug Taylor







struction Co., Route 2,
Box 409 A Paducah, Ky.
42001. Phone day or
night 442-7026.
SpeCial






10..m. - 2 p.m-
William West










rocked. Sand and lime
hauled. Call Mark Bucy.
753-8381. •
ELECTRICAL REPAIR
of electric heat, air
condition, appliances,
water pumps, water

















carpenter work or light
hauling. Call 753-4707.
SALE! KIRBY Carpet
Care Steam clean one
room at 8 cents per sq.
ft and ti C will clean the
hallway free, limit 4 x
10 A 10' x 10' room




work needs call John
Lane. Phone 753-8669 or
436-2586.
53 Feed And Seed
1,000 LB. ;OLLS of Jap
Hay. $15. roll Call 436-
2149.
54 Free Column




FREE - HALF grown
persian cat. Black and
_ _Female. Sweet
and loving. Cal/ 753-3535
after 5:00.
Make Money By Saving!
1. How can you make money?
Ans. You -can make money by gathering up all those unwanted and unneeded items rhat are
gathering dust in your basement, attic and garage and putting them up for sale.
2. How can you save money?
Ans. You can save money by taking advantage of the gigantic classified ad sale that the classified
ad department of the Ledger 8. Times is haying during the month of March to sell all those items
you have gathered together.
3. How good a business person are you?
Ans. You can prose that you are good in business by running your business advertising on the
Classified Pages of the -ledger 8. Times during the month of March. Evers fourth day your
classified ad will run FREE regardless of site. This means that you save the entire cost of your ad
every fourth day. Prices remain the same as usual and you receive all the usual discounts. It you
are a regular customer of the classified section and your advertising is already sc heduled for Mar-
ch you will automatically receive the benefits from this sale.
4. What are the details of this sale?
Ans. The sale is open to everyone
The Sale is open to everyone, for every
section On the classified page, small
reader ads or classified display ads as long
as they meet the following requirements:
Ads must run three consecutive days.
No changes will be made in copy.
Paid days will run first.
v- No rebate will be given if ad is cancelled before ex-
piration.
All standard rates on classified display and classified ̀ ads

















5. What do you gain from this sale? 1
Ans. Y91,i SAN,' MONEY There is no way vot/ can lose if you sell the item you advertise. You save
monev.on4pur business advertising and gain the advantage of advertising in the most well read
section of the newspaper. The amount rif money you can save is determined only by triamourit
of advertising you decide to do.
TAKE ADVANTAGE OF THIS SALE AND SAVE: \
Call 753-1916 or 753-1917 to place your ad.
































Funeral services for Lonnie
1Buster l Elkins are being held
today at two p. m. at the
chapel of the Max Churchill
Funeral Home with Bro. John
L. Hicks officiating. The song
service is by the Singers from
the Dexter Church of Christ.
Serving as pallbearers are
Charles Boren, Johnny
Garland, Don Boren, Sonny
Young, Mike Smith, and
Clarence Pritchett. Burial will
be in the Stewart Cemetery.
Mr. Elkins; age. 60, died
Wednesday at 3:45 p. m. He
was pronounced dead on
arrival at the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital
afterkbeing stricken ill while
employed by a contractor on a
. construction job at the Murray
Division of the Tappan
Company.
The Dexter man is survived
by his wife, Mrs. Edith
Pritchett Elkins; two
daughters,. Mrs. Homer
(Betty) Ahart, Alrno Route
One, and Mrs. Mike (Glenda)
Davenport, Hardin Route
One; one sister, Mrs. Murrell
'White, Buena Vista, Tn.; three
brothers, Dallas and Darrell
Elkins,"'Derrter, and Andy





James C. Lankford, Sr., age
54, a resident of Henry, Tn.,
died Thursday at 3:10 a.m. at
the Henry County General
Hospital, Paris, Tn. He had
been in ill health for several
years.
The deceased was a retired
truck driver and was a native
of Carroll County, Tn. Born
December 12, 1922, he was the
son of Bessie Bennett Lank-
ford, who survives and the late
Walter C. Lankford. He was a
veteran of World War II.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Shirley B. Gooch Lankford, to4
whom he was married in 1948;
his mother, Mrs. Bessie B.
Lankford, Bruceton, Tn.;
seven daughters, Sherry,
Janice, Debbie, and Paula
Lankford, all at horde, Mrs.
Walter,. (Linda) Flowers, Jr.,
Route Two, Springville, Tn.,
Mrs: Stephen R. (Barbart)
Sturdivant, Route One,
Puryear, Tn., and ,Mrs. Dale
(Judy) Johnson, Gleason, Tn.;
one son, James Carl Lankford,
Jr., Gleason, Tn.; one sister,
Mrs*: Ruth Seiber, Chicago,
Ill.; three brothers, Wallace
and Madison, Florida, and
Walter, Chicago, Ill.; five
grandchildren.
The funeral will be held
Saturday at ten a.m. at the
Henry Baptist Church with the
Rev. Paul Conquest of-
ficiating. Burial will be in the
Rites Tod* Henry Cemetery.
'- -.,Friends may call at the
For Mrs. Jones M?Evo.y Funeral Home,
Final rites for Mrs. Ruby
Mae Jones are being held
today at two p. m. at the
chapel of the Byrn Funeral
Home, Mayfield, with the Rev.
Gary Frizzell officiating.
Kelvin Morris, Kenneth
Morris, Donald Jones, Roger
Jones, Gene Scholes, and Karl
Hardy are serving as
pallbearers and burial will be
in the Beech Grove Cemetery
near Lynn Grove.
Mrs. Jones, '.widow bf
Charlie A. Jones, died Wed-
nesday at 12:30 p. m. at the
Haws Nursing Home, Fulton.
She was the daughter of the
late Frank and Janet Jetton
Sims.
She is survived by one
daughter, Mrs. Gilbert Smith,
Mayfield; four sons, Hoyt,
Mayfield, Elmo and Dwight,
Mayfield Route One, and






Federal State Market News Service
February 25, 1977
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 8 Buying Stations
Receipts: Act: 307 Est. 1600 Barrows &
Gilts 1.00 lower SOW3 steady - .50 lower
US 1-2200-230 lbs. 139.50-4000
US 1-3 204240 lbs. . ,, 139.25-39.50
US 2-4 240-260 lbs $38.50-39.25
US 3-4200-226 lbs. ... 137.50-38.50
Sows
US 1.2 270-350 lbs 833.60-3350
US 1-3 300-450 lbs. 633.00-33.50
US 1-3 450-&'O lbs......  833.50-34.50






The funeral for Marvin
Boyle of 101 North 17th Street,
Murray, will be held Saturday
at two p. m. at the chapel of
the Mat „Churchill. Funeral ....
Home with Bro. John Dale and
Bro. Henry Hargis officiating.
Pallbearers will be John
Newberry, J. B. Poyner, Gary
Boyle, Robert Garner, Milford
Hicks, and- David Newberry.
Burial will be in the Murray
City Cemetery.
Friends may call at the
funeral home.
Mr. Boyle, age 71, died
Wednesday at 10:45 p. m. at
the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. He was a member of
the Seventh and Poplar
Church of Christ.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Verta Newberry Boyle; one
daughter, Mrs. Gerald
(Jewell) Garner; Murray
Route Eight; one son, Keith
Boyle, at home; two sisters,
'Mrs. Ethel Bailey, Benton,
and Mrs. Ocie Pautala,
Portland, Oregon; half sister,
Mrs. Clemie Newberry,
Sandwich, Ill.; three half
brothers, Carmel Boyle,
Wilmington, Ill., Herbert
Boyle, Murray Route Seven,
and James Boyle, Paducah
Route Eight; four grand-
children, Terry, Darren,




This is the last weekend for the fantastic
beef & fish sale at Mr. L's.
120!: T-Rnna
$298
With All The Trimmings
All the
Catfish You Can Eat $2"
With Cole Slaw, White
Beans, French Fries,
Golden Brown Hushpuppies
Thanks for making this the
greatest restaurant food sale in
the history of Murray.
Mr and Mrs. Hilman Lyons
-Williams: •
Mr. Williams is survived by
two sisters, Mrs. Bryan
(Fausteen) Elkins, 1504
Sycamore Street, Murray, and
Mrs. Hafford (Evelyn) Key,
Lavonia, Mich.; two brothers,
J. D. Williams, Murray Route
Five, and Carl Williams,
Route Two, Buchanan, Tn.
The funeral will be held
Saturday at 1:a0 p. m. at the
chapel of the Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home with the Rev.
Harold Smotherman of-
ficiating and Mrs. Otto Erwin
playing the organ. Burial will
be in the. Point Pleasant
Cemetery in Henry County,
Tn.







Thursdaw,.at 7:25 p. m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. He was 74 years of
age. - .
The Murray man was a
retired electrician and for-
merly owned and operated the
West Kentucky Electric
Company on North Fourth
Street, Murray. Born March 9,
1902, in Calloway County, he
was the son of the late Joseph
Brooks Farmer-and Martha
Miranda Lewis Farmer.
Mr. Farmer is survived by
his wife, Mrs. Zeta Steele
Farmer, 309 North Fourth
Street, Murray; Meson, Mike
Farmer knd his wife, Ann, and
three granddaughters, Jackie
Michelle, and Ashley Farmer,
Kuttawa; one brother,
Raymond Farmer.
Graveside rites will be
conducted at the Murray City
Cemetery at ten a. m.
Saturday with the Rev. Dr.
James A. Fisher-, Sr., of-
fitiating.
The Max Churchill Funeral
Home is in charge of the
arrangements and. friends
may call there after six p. m.
today (Friday).
Eulon Williams Is
Dead At Age 62;
Services Saturday
. Eulon Williams of Route
Two, Buchanan, Tn., died
Thursday at 4:55 p.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. He was 62 years of
age.
The deceased was an Army
veteran of World War II and a
farmer. Born May,,,8, 1914, in
Calloway County, he-was the
son of the late Vander
TWO WEATHER RADIOS are demonstrated by J. Paul
Warnecke, coordinator of tire Kentucky Emergency
Warning System (KEWS) for the Department of Finance
and Administration. The one on the left is an in-
stitutional model intended for schools, factories, etc.
The one on the right is intended for homes. Both sound
an emergency alarm when set ere weather is predicted.
Number Of Weather Radios
In Use Increasing Daily
Most people during the
recent numbing weather
frantically switched channels
on their radios, listening for
the most recent weather
forecast so they could adjust
their moods to dismay or
despair and dress ac-
cordingly. -
A small but growing number
of people,- hoyiever, simply
switched on their weather
radios.
These radios picked up
National Weather Service
(NWS) forecasts about four to
six minutes long from the
National Oceanic and At-
mospheric Administration
(NOAA) Weather Radio
System. The forecasts are
broadcast continuously, 24
hours a day, seven days a
week, and can ,be received
either on the "weather band"
of certain 'conventional radios
or on special weather radios.
- Thera are two types *these -
radios, according to J. Paul
Warnecke, coordinator of the
Kentucky Emergency War-
ning System (KEWS) for the
Republicans Facing Challenge From
Organized Conservative Coalition
WASHINGTON AP) - The
already weakened Republican
party is facing an organized
rival, a conservative coalition
determined to take over the
role of spokesman for the out-
of-power party.
But despite the formation of




party hierarchy is exhibiting
little concern.
"It's a free country,"
shrugged GOP chairman Bill
Brock after the conservatives
unveiled their - "shadow
Williams and Ida Wainscoll cabinet" Thursday to criticize
'aitid Offer— -alt-6rnatives to
Cartel-, administration
policies. -
"Everyone-has the right to
criticize the President and the
Democratic CongreSs,if he or
she . wants to. I have rio ob-
jection to that," said Brock,
"The Republican party will
continue to offer constructive,
responsible programs to solve





although it includes some
Democrats. Each "cabinet"
member will concentrate on
his counterpart's actions in
the real Cabinet.
State Rep. Louis Jenkins, a
Baptist Churches
To Hear Dr. Chiu
Baptist 4 Churches in
Calloway and Marshall
Counties will have as a guest
speaker during a special
emphasis on Home Missions,
Dr. James Chiu, who works in
the Language Missions
Department as pastor of






Williamson will speak at the
worship services on Sunday,
February 27, at eleven a.m. at
the Sinking Spring Baptist
Church. Ronnie Walker,
deacon of the week, will assist
-in--the services.-- -----
Tommy Scott will direct the
Adult Choir as they sing "To
Me It's So Wonderful" and
"He Touched Me" with Mrs.
Scott as pianist and Mrs. Jim
Neale as organist.
Following the morning
worship service the church
will host a luncheon for the
students at Murray sSt*e--
University at noon in the
church fellowship hall.
The ordinance of The Lord's
Supper will be observed at the
evening -service at 6:45 p.m,
Sunday School will be at ten
a.m, and Church- Training at
six p.m. The youth will meet
at 5:30 Oki. for choir practice
and the deacons will also meet
at six p.m.
Volunteer nursery workers
will be) Mrs. Ann Lovett, Mrs.
Arie Wttkinson, and Mrs.
Mildred Crawford.
Dr. Chiu was born 40 years
ago in Swatow, Kwong-Tung,
China. He received his
education in Hong Kong and
the United States. He is now
pastor of the Chinese Baptist
Church of Orange ,County.
The guest Preacher will be
speaking in the following
churches at the times in-
dicated:
-Sunday, March 6 - 9:40
a.m. - Memorial, Murray,
11:00 a.m. - Hazel, 6:00 p.m.
- New Harmony, 7:00 p.m. -
Zion's Cause.
Monday, March 7 - 10:00
a.m. - Bethel, 1:30 p.m. -
Elm Grove, 7:00 p.m. -
Calvert City.
Tuesday, March 8 10:00
a.m. - Sinking Spring, .1,:00
p.m. - Cherry Corner, 7:00
p.m. - Salem.
__Wednesday, March 
10:00 a.m. - First
Missionary, Benton, 1:00 p.m.
- Gilbertsville, 7:00 p.m. -
Altona.
Thursday, March 10 - 9:30
a.m. - First, Murray, 1:30
p.m.-Memorial, 7:00 p.m.
New Zion.
The Baptist Home Mission
Iloard works in 14 programs
and has over 2,200
missionaries. The budget for
1977 is $24,600,000. Work is
done in all states, according to
the Rey. Earl Warford,
superintendent of missions for
the Blood River Baptist
Association.
The Gadsden Purchase- is a
tract of land lying within the
states of New Mexico arrt4-40-
Iona which the United States
purchased from Mexico.in 1853.
Louisiana Democrat who will
be secretary of the shadow
cabinet, said the' group will
hold news conferences, issue
position papers and even try to
make televised responses to
Carter's State of the Union
messages.
"We anticipate the
involvement of the citizens
cabinet in foreign affairs and
we think that we'll send
delegations abroad to meet
with foreign leaders and with
members of the opposition




Republican who is the shadow
secretary of state, said he
plans to lead a delegation to
Panama to express con-
sepOative concern over the
Panama Canal negotiations.
The chairman and "at-
torney general" of the shadow
cabinet is William Rusher,
publisher of the National
Review. Rusher is a
Republican, but an ardent
advocate of forming a• new
conservative party.
Howard Phillips, director of
the Conservative Caucus and
a prime organizer of the new
coalition, said "not everybody
on the cabinet shares"
Rusher's desire to bolt the
GOP.
Other shadow cabinet
members are: Ron Paul, a
former GOP congressman
from Texas, labor; economist
Hans Sennholz, treasury;
Rep. Larry McDonald, D-Ga.,
defense; former California Lt.
Gov. John Harmer, corn-
merce,-,_ Rep. Steve Symms, R-
Idaho, agriculture; former
U.S. welfare commissioner






H. Husbands Jr., tran-
sportation; and economist
Henry Hazlitt, chairman of
the council of economic
advisers. •
Stock Market
Prices of stock of local int.0r0d atnoon-
-P.Di, today, furnished to the Ledger &
ThBeS By First 31 Ittinigin, -Corp. ,
Murray. are as follows
lieublein Inc 28% -1.4
McDonilds Corp. ....... 44's -%
Ponderosa Systaria 6 unc
Kimberly Clark 423/4 uric
Union Carbide 58% -%
W.R. Grace ....  18%
Texaco 22~ -As
General Elec. ....... 50% +
GAYCorp  unc
Georgia Pacific ..... . .33% +
Pfizer 27 -LB
Jim Walters 345
Kirsch  14% -%
Disney 37% • %
Franklin Mint 23% -%
Prices of Stocks - of foril -intereit. at
noon today furnished to the Ledger &
Times by I. M. SO7100 CO. are as follows
Airco 2914 -%
Am. Motors  unc
Ashland Oil 33%
AT&T -63%
Ford Motor 56% uric
Gen. Dynamics 55-%
Gen. Motors  69% unc
Gen. Tire V -%
Goodrich . . 224 +1.4
Gulf Oil  28%
Pennwalt 32 -%
Quaker Oats 23% -%
Republic Steel. '$3°s uric
Singer Mfg. ...... . 21%
Tappan 104 -5s
Western Union . 18% uric
Zenith Radio  24% unc
Department of Finance and
Administration.
The first type sells for as
little as $8.50 and functions
like a conventional radio
except it only picks up
weather stations.
. The seconcity-Pe sounds an
alarm It& louci_as_a_tPIPphone,
Warnecke said, whenever
there is a weather warning or
emergency in the area. It runs
on electricity, but has a
battery which provides six to
ten hours of emergency
power. The radio is always
"on" but is silent until an
emergency alarm is sounded.
It uses about as much elec-
tricity as a 71/2 watt night light
Warnecke said, and sells for
$80 to $50.
Warnecke warned that "if
. you require an outdoor an-
tenna to get television and
regular radio broadcasts, you
may -require an antenna to
-'receive the special emergency
broadcasts," especially with
the cheaper radios.
The version of the warning
radio that is recommended for
institutions such as schools
also has a battery recharger,
external antenna leads,
greater sensitivity, a warning
light and other sophisticated
features. It sells for around
, 
$170.
Some school systems such
as Fayette and Daviess
counties, have one in every
public school.
Kentucky is the first state to
have the weather broadcast
statewide. The first station
went into operation May 1,
1975. While recent weather has
stimulated sales of the
weather radios and some
stores report that they have
been sold out at times, use of
the radios still is not
widespread..




according . to Robert S.
Roberts, director of Disaster
wdithe:nedi,w,tisono9s:i
Owensboro-Daviess Couiy.
But, he noted, "The real test
will be in the spring. The
tornado season is fast ap-
proaching."
Jim Mathews, director of
Disaster and Emergency
Services for the state, 'said,
"We are hoping that more
people will own the sets by
spring" so they can be alerted
to dangerous weather con-
-Couple Proves Doctor
Wrong For Third Time
MANSFIELD, Ohio AP) -
O.P. Simpson, 74, and his 40-
year-old wife, Kathleen, have
proved their doctor wrong for
the third time.
Mrs. Simpson gave birth
Feb. 16 to the couple's third
child in four years. The latest
addition to their family is
Tyanne Marie, who weighed 8
pounds and 5 ounces.
Waiting to welcome her at
home are her 4-year-old sister,
Thonie, and a 2-year-old
brother, Tonto.
"Notice their names?
They're Indian. I'm half
Cherokee, half Irish.
"They come from good
stock,' '..boasted Simpson, who
says he is a retired con-
straetion worker-and-disabled-
29-year Army veteran.
was one of 25 children'
born to the same two parents.
I had to drop out of school) to
help support the family," he
claims,
Simpson said he had his eye
on his wife for 15 years before
he married her. •.,
"I spotted this pretty young
blonde when I crashed the
Mansfield :senior High'School
prom in 1954. She spurned me,
telling me shit already had an
escort.
"When she rarfld, I sat in
the car across the Street from
the church, praying she'd
change her mind. I pined
away next door to their
honeymoon hotel. And when
she finally got divorcecy was
the first one inline."
Two weeks later, the couple
married.
•Mrs. Simpson has four
grown children in Kentucky.
She said she doesn't worry
about having to rear the three
youngsters herself, should her
husband's health fail. "I love
them enough to do that," she
said.
Simpson said the couple
never planned to have
children because a doctor told 1
them it was impossible.
"We believed him. Three
times we believed him,"
Simpson recalled..
Simpson has been married
twice before. He was
widowed, then divorced. He
corresponds with his 12 living











requested to check. the





ANY ERROR SHOULD BE
REPORTED IMMEDIATE-
tY SO PLEASE CHECK
YOUR AD CAREFULLY
AND NOTIFY US PROM-




system is a cooperative
arrangement between the
state and the NWS. The NWS
provides information, tran-
smitters; lines, antennas,





operate the NWS tran-
smitters.
The NWS sounds the alert
for any weather-based
phenomena that could prove
damaging, Warnecke says. In
addition, the state can sound
the alert forauch things as gas
leaks, derailed trains, 'forest
fires and other disasters.
The weather is transmitted
by one Evansville, Ind.,.




Covington and Ashlattd. '
Warnecke said that the NWS
had initial!, proposed' a
system that would have
covered only 80 per cent of the
state but he told them, "We
have no second-class citizens
in Kentucky," and held out for
the current system which
reaches all parts of the state.
The system will be per-
fected by Jan. 1, 1979, when
K&WS will complete
microwave towers which will
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DISTRIBUTIVE EDUCATION CLASSES PREPARE NEWSPAPER SUPPLEMENT
With the aid of the staff of The Murray Ledger & Times, the Distributive Education DE II Class at the Murray Area Vocational
Education Center assisted in the preparation and layout of this supplement. This activil was conducted at the conclusion of a unit
covering advertising.
• We wish to thank all local sponsors
and
The Murray Ledger & Times
Supplement To The Murray Ledger and Times
PAGE 2
Initiation & Installation Of New Officers
And Members Held By DECA Chapter
The Murray Area
Vocational Educational
Center DECA Chapter had
its initationtind installation
of new officers and
members for the 1976-77
school year in the D.E. I




ceremony was opened by
RicheleTowery, 1976-77
Murray DECA president.
The new DECA officers
were given the pledge of
membership and installed




Hutson, . treasurer; Cindy
Rudolph, secretary




The installing team 'for
the new officers was








team led by Richela
Towery gave an in-
terpretation of the DECA
Creed.
The new DECA mem-
bers initiated by the DECA
officers are as follows:
Donna Adams, Tim,








What is DE? Distributive
Education identifies a




What is DECA? DECA
identifies the Program of
Student Activity relating to
DEA/Distributive Education
Clubs of America-and is
designed to develop future
leaders for marketing and
distribution. DECA is the
only national student
organization operating
within the nation's schools




DECA and the student —
DE students have common
objectives and interests in
that each is studying for a
specific career objective.
DECA activities have a
tremendous psychological
-,effect upon the attityes of
students, and many
students have no other
opportunity to participate
in social activities of the
school or to develop
responsibilities of
citizenship. DECA
members learn to serve as
leaders and followers and
• they have the opportunity,
for state and national
recognition that they would
not have otherwise.









teacher as a teaching tool
by creating interest in all




talent. The Chapter is the
7§-how
achievement and progress
and is the public relations
arm of the DE instructional
program. It attracts
students to the DE




assists in subject matter
presentation.
DECA and the Com-
munity — DECA members
have made numerous
studies and surveys to aid
the economic development
of their own community.
Individual and group
marketing projects con-
tinue to encourage this type
of contribution. Many
businesses favor hiring DE
students because of their
interest in training and
their related school study
of that particular business.
Many leaders in business
and government have
praised DECA for its civic-
related activities.
DECA and the Nation —
DE instruction and DECA
activity constantly em-
phasize America's system
of competition and private
enterprise. Self-help
among students is the rule
rather than the exception
and DECA leaders give
constantencouragement to
continued education.
History has proven that
whenever a nation's
channels of distribution fade,
to function, that nation is
shortlived. As DECA at-
tracts more of our nation's
youth to study marketing
and distribution, Ilhe total
DE program becomes a








Haley, Christi Hall, Pam


























Walls, Rick West, Jerrilyn
White, Lois Wilkins, Carol
Winchester, and Sonia
Wooten.
The guest speaker, Marc
Hays, introduced by Cindy
Rudolph, urged all
members to set a goal and
try to achieve that goal.
After the ceremony.
members and their guests
were invited to attend an








The national emblem for
DECA is a diamond centered
with a wrapped package. It
reflects the four primary goals
of DECA. The wrappekackage
symbolizes a well-rounded


























Officers of the DECA
Chapter of Murray Area
Vocational Center are left
to right, front row, Cindy
Rudolph, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Joe E. Rudolph,
senior, Calloway High,
•secretary, Diane Choate
daughter of Mrs. Dora Mae
Choate, senior, Calloway
High historian, Cheryl
Sexton, daughter of Mr.








of Mr. and Mrs. Richard '
Towery, senior, Calloway
High, President. Donna
Hughes, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Brent Hughes,
senior, Murray High, Vice-
President. Sixty four
students are enrolled in the
DE program. Not shown
are the two club advisors,
Beverly McKinley and Joy
Waldrop, and Tim Hutson,
son of Mr. and Mrs..
































































for, the Bronze ,and Silver
—Writ Awards program.





tl.e guiding principle being










formation with the guiding












and public relations, and
marketing.
Completing require-
ments for the awards were
as falOWS:
Morning DE I students:









Janet Rowland, and Jerry
Runyon.
Afternoon DE I students:
Donna Adams, Rita
'Barrow, Regina Bean,
Clara Cole, Betsy Easley,
Fenny —Moody, Cathy
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Seminar held at Western
Kentucky University in




placed on- how the DECA
events support and corn-
pliinent classroom in-
struction and how they
assist teachers - in
motivating students and
increasing their ap-
preciation of DECA as it is
related to the local course
of study. Dr. Clayton Riley
and his Distributive
Education staff coor-
dinated the seminar. Phil
Hayes, Director, Public
Information, DECA,
presented a workshop on
DECA publicity and the
DECA Related Materials

















Boy—Student of the Year




















































On November 18, 1976,
four members of the
Murray DECA Chapter
participated on the break-
fast show at the Murray
Radio station. Those
students participating are
pictured left to right; Janet
Smith, Region I Historian,




Show; and Diane Sliger,
















What Is Distributive Education?
It is the purpose of this
special edition of the
Ledger & Times of Murray
to inform the citizens in









a program of vocational
education designed to meet
the needs of persons who
desire to enter, progress,
upgrade, and improve their
-skills, attitudes,
knowledges, and ability in
.occupations involving one






and grading as performed
by proprietors, managers
and employees in retail,
whole-sale, and serv•iee





serves people regardless of
ability in all areas of
distribution, in all
geographical areas and for
all levels of employment.
Those people served can be
categorized into the
following groups:
(1) high school students,
(2) people who have
completed or discontinued
their formal education and
are preparing to enter the
labor market, (3) people
already in the labor market
who wish to upgrade their
skills or learn new ones, or
(4) people with special
educational handicaps.
The program of in-
struction for people in any
of these groups involves






to the student's career
objective. Each student
enrolled has a career ob-
jective which is a matter of
record. (4) related ex-
periences involving the
marketing functions, (5)
supervised on the job
training, and (6) an active
youth organization such as
DECA.
The number of em-
ployees in distributive
businesses is indicative of
the importance of
distribution to the national
economy. Although
statistics change as the
population grows and
businesses expand, the
basic principle remains the
same; it takes people —
great numbers of people of
various ages and a wide
variety of abilities — to
make the mass distribution
system work.
According to the 1970
Statistical Abstract of the
United States, there were
9,381,000 individuals em-
ployed in retail stores;
3,519,000 in wholesale




distributive education is to







Over 40 Years In
The Automobile Business
753-5173
Murray Vocational Education Center Distributive Education classes elected
class officers. Elected for the morning class, top photo were President - Janet
Rowland, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Norris Rowlanct vice-president - Tina Mdan-
ney, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Fred McKinney; secretary-treasurer - Tammy
Haley, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Charles Haley; historian - Melissa Thorn,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. William Thorn. Afternoon D. E officers, bottom photo,
are President - Ilitsy Easley; daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Hollis Easier vice-president
- Donna Adams, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Bill G. Adams; secretary-treasurer -
Jane Buchanan, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. A. J. Buchanan; and historian - Rita
Barrow, daughter of Mr.a nd Mrs. Leon Barrow. These students will be working
closely with the DECA Chapter officers throughout the 1976 school_ veal on AB
the clubs activities
entry-level occupation and




managers and trainees in
stores all over the country.
Large and small retailers
look to distributive
education to supply them
with trainable employees
who have basic knowledge
and a desire to succeed.
The field of marketing
and distribution is growing
rapidly. There will be
many successful graduates
















have been guest speakers
at the classes for the
Distributive Education




Waldrop spoke to the
classes on the process a
person goes through in
order to get a job. Points
including filling out ap-
plications, job interview,
and the traits of a good
employee.
Cleo Sykes from the U. S




presented the students with
a brochure entitled
"Packaging" as he ex-
plained the proper process
of mail wrapping and
labeling.
David Smotherman.
manager of Jim Adams
IGA Northside, and Gar









Building To Serve You Better
North Office -12th & Chestnut


















































of Mr: and-- Mrs. it: -L.
Rowland, was crowned as
DECA Sweetheart of the
Murray Area Vocational
Educational Center DECA
Chapter for the 1976-77
school year. She was
crowned by last years
Sweetheart Miss Diana
Sliger, secretary for the
Kentucky Association of
DECA. Judges were Miss
Bobbie Smith, daughter of
Mr. al,d Mrs. Billy Smith,
Reginn."A.
and Janet Smith, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. Thomas W.
Smith, Region 1 Historian.
Other contestants were
Donna Adams and Cindy
Rudolph. The sweetheart
will be a member of the
- Courtesy Corps at the State
DECA Conference at
Louisville and will be in-
volved with many ac-





National DECA-  Week
National DECA Week is
being observed this week in
more than 5,500 Chapters
where Distributive
Education is taught in the
public school system.
In Murray, as elsewhere,
the local Chapter of the
Distributive Education
Clubs of America, or
DECA, is closely
associated with the in-
structional program. This
student-directed activity is








events, the activities of the
local DECA Chapter bring
into sharper focus the
various instructional parts
of the DE program taught
in our local vocational
school.
Many of our business
-leaders-are





which the student tests,
observes, applies concepts
and skills learned in the DE
-..class in school. Second,
through supervised
training, the student gains
experience in the oc-
cupation which frequently
is the first step toward his
career goal. Third, DE
studAts learn right from
the start the basics of
business in our free en-
terprise _system- -This in
itself is highly com-
mendable because
nowhere in our educational
system is free enterprise
demonstrated so









prepares our youth for
better citizenship. We
csingrat libq P. and_ salute_
both school administrators




On November 30, the
Murray Area Vocational
Center DECA Chapter held
their first alumni meeting
at 7:00 in the D.E.
classroom.
Plans were discussed for
the following years ac-
tivities in the alumni
division. Everyone really
enjoyed seeing all their old
friends again at this
meeting.
One activity planned for
the future is a Christmas
sparty for the children of the
Comprehensive Day Care












-Service With The Speed Of Sound"
N ON ;IL _ lC A _ CENTER
D.E. Presents Special Show
The Distributive
Education Classes at the
Murray Vocational
Education Center will
present a 30 minute T.V.
shqw on Channel 6,
Saturday, November 20 at
3:00 p.m. The show is
entitled Fashions and Fun
with D.E. and DECA.
The purpose of the
program will be to inform
r the public in this .area
about distributive
education, its future, its
purpopes, and plans for the
future.
In conjunction, the
classes will present a
rat-htori show. -Harolde's____
Fashions for Jrs. provided




the program are: Tim















This program is being
presented as part of
National DECA Week. Ms.
Beverly McKinley and Ms.






• Ms. McKinely said, "The
students worked hard
preparing for this
program. We hope the
people in this area will tune
in to Channel 6 at 3:00
Saturday and watch our
show."
PAGE 6 DECA Section
DECA IS FOR EVERYBODY!
The Murray Area
Vocational Educational
Center DECA Chapter Is
having DECA Im-
provement Week around
Murray on October the 11-
15. This program of work is
under the civic related
projects headed by Miss
Cheryl Sexton, Chapter
Parlimentarian.
There was 100 per cent
participation and the
prrtiects- done were as _
follows: The medians on
4th and Sycamore and 12th
and Sycamore streets were
selected as .the spring
project to be landscaped
with rocks and flowers.
This beautification project
was greatly appreciated by




medical forms to the
twenty-blocks going north
from Sycamore • Street in
Murray. These forms were
given out by the March of"
Dimes headed by Mrs.
Palormo.
These forms are to be
kept in the home and used
in cases of emergency
when medical records need
--to- be known. Such-sis. vzhen
an emergency happens
when a baby-sitter is with
children and certain
medication allergies
need to be known about.
This project was a great
help to the community and
hopefully some lives can be
saved by the use of these
forms.
CHAPTER ACTIVITIES
Setting up offites -
_ Murray physicians., clinic
employes and volunteers
have been very busy set-
ting up new offices for the
doctors displaced by the
fire, which destroyed the
Houston-McDevitt Clinic
here Monday. At upper left,
members Q the
Distributive Education
class at the Murray
Vocational School are
salvaging and refiling








April 27 - May 2, 1977
, Stokes Tractor
Implement Co.




A Once in a
Lifetime Opportunity




Diana Sliger Of Vocational School
Attends Kentucky Youth Conference
Diana Sliger, Kentucky
State DECA Secretary, 510
South 6th Street, Murray,
was a participant at the
Annual Kentucky
Foodarama Youth Con-
ference held at Stouffer's
Louisville Inn, Louisville.
The three-day con-






Diana, whose parents are
Hulon and Vivian Sliger,
represented the
Distributive Education
Clubs of America and was
selected to attend for
having an ' outstanding
leadership record and
interest in the food industry
of Kentuc':y.
Sponsored by the food
industries of Kentucky,
with Farm Bureau and
state agencies cooperating,
the conference objectives
are to dramatize statewide
concern about teenage
eating habits and the
cultural, social and
economic values of food; to
develop cooperation bet-
ween youth groups; to
increase understanding of
the farm-to-table story; to
improve teenage nutrition;
and to acquaint teenagers




with the responsibility to
tell the "food story" in
their -home communities,
through radio, television',
newspaper articles and by
speaking to civic clubs,
school assemblies, P. T.
A. 's, youth groups and
Farm Bureaus.
Diana will be available to
tell the food story to your
group upon request. Send
your program request to
Diana or call the Murray
Vocational School office at
753-1870.
















community in an effort to
raise funds to support their
many activities and
projects of the Center.
DECA members will be
taking orders for in-
dividually wrapped sour
balls available in a one
pound bag or a ten ounce
decorative glass decanter
in their house to house
calls. The candy will be
ideal for Halloween candy
and may be paid for when
delivered, a chapter
spokesman said.
Any persons not con-
tacted in the house calls
may call 753-1870 to place






A' directory sale of all the
students at both Murray
and Calloway Cotnt5, High
Schools. This Directory
consists of names, ad-
dresses, and telephone
numbers of all students
enrolled at both these high
schools:— -
Money made from this
sales project will be
towards all DECA projects
done throughout the 1976
school year.-
KING'S DEN
"The" Store For Men









H.O. Train and Supplies
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Enthusiasm
Diana Sliger At Banquet
Diana Sliger, Kentucky





at Mayfield DECA Chapter
to help host the program.




Clubs of .America or DECA.
Miss Sliger commended
the __Mayfield, _VESA
Chapter for their fine ef-
forts this year and also
wished them the best of












Your One-Stop Sewing Center"
MURRAY
SEWING CENTER

















School on October 30.
This was a workshop for
the Chapter reporters
around Kentucky to enable
them to be able to
correspond with the news
media throughout the.
school year.
Miss Sliger is the










Kansas. They are, Jennie
Burkeen, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. James Hugh
Burkeen, giana Sliger,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Hulon Sliger, and Diane
Choate, daughter of Mrs.
Cormae and Clifford
Choate. Miss Sliger is. state
secretary for the Kentucky
Association of DECA. The
girls attended special
workshops at the con-
ference with members







participated in the 1976
Christmas parade on






of Mr. and Mrs. Norris
Rowland was-in the parade
along with Miss Diana
Sliger, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Hulon Sliger, the Ky.
State Secretary. Miss
Sliger was also last year's
DECA Sweetheart.
DECA Alumni And Chapter Are
Hostesses For Day Care Children
The Murra) Area
Vocational Education
Center DECA Alumni and
the Murray Area
Vocational Education
Center DECA High School
Chapter co-sponsored a
party during the holidays
at the Murray-Calloway
Comprehensive Day Care
Center for the children and
adults attending classes
there.
Stories were read and
songs sung before the
arrival of Mr. and Mrs.
Santa Claus. Stockings
filled with candy and treats






Two students from the
Murray Area Vocational
Education Center DECA







Ms. McKinley will in-
troduce Diana Sliger and
Tim Hutson as two of the
Chapter's outstanding
students for this year.
Diana Sliger will deliver
the opening remarks
concerning what is in-
volved as a State Officer
and the events she will be
involved in at the Regional
Conference.
Tim Hutson will talk
about his main duties as
the treasurer of the DECA
Chapter, and the contests







regular meeting of the
Murray City Board of
Education held on Thift:
sday, January 13, at the
office of Supt. Fred
Schultz.
served by four DECA
members: Tammy Haley,
Cheri Carson, Diana Sliger,
and Tim Hutson. Tina
McKinney and Tim Alton










pictured right, attended the
Regional and State DECA
Officers meeting held at
Bardstown. They are from
the Murray DECA
Chapter. Also attending




new Regional officers met
during the three days
period to plan prOgrains for
the following year. This
year the seven regions,
were divided into seven-
teen regions. Regional
-competition is the format







Center DECA Chapter had
its 16th professional
meeting. The main activity
was a slide presentation to
provide the_DECA students
with facts on how to recruit
students from the local
high schools into the
Distributive Education
program at the Vocational
Center.
The slides were to help
the Murray students
become more encouraged
about the present program
and enlighten the program
to fellow students. The
presentation will be used as
an introduction in the
spring of the year for
recruiting students from
Murray High and Calloway
County High School.
Diana Sliger was in




Program at the Vocational
Center. -
Refreshments were














8 SELLERS SINCE 1931
"SHIPPERS OF KENTUCKY'S FINEST
YFILOW HYBRID POPCORN
THE BEST TO BE HAD"






Center DECA Chapter has
selected the participants to




This is the first year the
Murray Area Vocational
Educational Center DECA
Chapter has had 33
students placed in a
working station. The D.E.
II classes were so suc-
cessful, they had to be
divided into two sessions.
The students are listed
below and their working




Harrell; Max Parker -
Felicia Hoiisden; Ledger
and Times, Cindy Optland;_
The Show Case - Bobby
Smith; Jack di Jill - Janice
Shelton; Educational
Learning Center - Joni
Shelton; Sonic Drive-In -
-Shen Prancer; -Harold's -
...
Cindy Brandon; T. V.
Service Center - Lagena
James; Scotts Drugs -
Diana Sliger, Kathy Treas,
Sonia Hendon; McDonalds
- Janet Smith, Georgia
Elkins, Francie Elkins.
Cheryl Sexton; Big John's-
Lois Wilkins, Pam Dick,





Grocery - Cindy Rudolph;
Almo Truck Stop - Mary
Ann Conner; Jo Jack
Hamburger Island - Jennie
Burkeen; Jones' Farm -
Diana Choate; Uncle
Willie's Trading - Tim
Hutson; Bazzells Market -
Laura Trembley; Fashion
220 - Jerrilyn White; and






They are as follows:
Service - Donna Adams,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Bill Adams; Tim Hutson -
son of Mr. and Mrs.
William G. Hutson;
Department Store - Randy
McMillen - son of Mr. and
Mrs. Bill McMillen;
Variety Store - Jennie
Burkeen, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. James Hugh
Burkeen; Specialty Store -
Diana Sliger, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Hulon Sliger;
Janet Smith - daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas W.
Smith; Food Industry -
Sonia Henaon, daughter of
Mrs. Dorsey Hendon;
Home Furnishings - Betsy
Easly, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Hollis Easly; Rita
Barrow, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Leon Barrow;
Jewelry Industry - Dana
Miller, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Dan Miller; and Auto
and Petroleum - Tim Alton,
son of Mrs. Carolyn Alton
and Danny Rogers, son_ of




Two student a from the
Murray Area Vocational
Educational Center DECA
Chapter helped bring a bit
of their Halloween Spirit to
special children in the
month of October. These
two students are Diana
Sliger, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Hulon Sliger,
Secretary of the Ky.
Association of DECA and
Bobbie Smith, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Billy Smith,
Chapter Reporter and Vice
President of Region I
DECA.
The Murray High School
Teens Who Care Club held
this party for special
children to help them
celebrate Halloween. Miss
Sliger and Miss Smith are
both active members of the











DECA Winners In Regional Competition
Recently, the Murray
Area Vocational Education
Center DECA Chapter held
local competition to




Murray State University in
February.
The winners are:
Diane Choate, senior at
Calloway, daughter of Mrs.
Dora Maye Choate -
Chapter of the Year. Diana
Sliger, senior at Murray,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Hulon Sliger - Girl Student
of the Year. Tim Hutson,
senior at Calloway, son of
Mr. and Mrs. William G.
Hutson. Cheryl Sexton,
senior at Calloway,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.




daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Richard Towery-Area of
Distributive Manual. Rusty
Spinet-, senior -at Calloway,








Marketing Project and Gift
Wrapping.
Trisha Phillips, junior at
Calloway, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. James E. Phillips
- DECA Phillips Petroleum
Individual Project and Job
Interview. Donna Adams,
senior at Calloway,
,daughter of Mr. and Mrs.




Calloway, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Henry Blakely -
Advertising. Cindy
Brandon, senior at
Calloway, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Junior Brandon-
Display. Teresa Garland,
senior at Calloway,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Fred Garland - Display.
Bobbie Smith, senior at
Murray, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Billy Smith -
Public Speaking, Apparel
and Accessory - Owner
Manager Manual - Bicep
Essay • and Chapter
Newsletter.
Tim Alton, junior at
Calloway, son of Mr. and
Mrs. E. G. Alton - Sales
Demonstration and
Automotive & Petroleum
Manual.  'Carole Win-
chester, junior at
Calloway, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Hal Winchester -
Store Layout and Cashier
Checker. Melisa Thorn,
senior at Calloway,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
William Thorn - Gift
Wrapping. Jane Buchanan,
senior at Murray, daughter
of Mr. and Mrs. A. J.
Buchanan - Visual Display.
Tori Lawrence, junior at
Calloway, daughter of Mrs.
Dorthy Lawrence - Show
Card Lettering. Tina
McKinney, junior at
Calloway, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Fred McKinney -
Show Card Lettering.
Becky Walls, junior at
Calloway, daughter of Mr.




daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Jerry Vance - DECA Quiz.
Janet Rowland, junior at
Murray, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Norris Rowland -
DECA Sweetheart.
Georgia Elkins and
Francie Elkins, seniors at
Murray, daughters of Mr.
and Mrs. Edwin Elkins -
Petroleum Series Event
and Food Marketing Series
Eyent.
Donna Hughes, senior at
Murray, daughter of Mrs.
Glenda Hughes - Food
Service Series Event.
Regina Bean, junior at
Calloway, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Truman Bean -
Apparel & Accessory
Series Event. Penny
Moody, senior at Calloway,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Brooks Moody - General
Merchandising Series
Event. Sonia Hendon,
senior at ,Cal loway
daughter of Mrs. Dorsey
Hendon - Owner Manager,
Food Service Series Event.
The Parliamentary
Procedure Team consists
of: Cheryl Sexton, a senior
at Calloway, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Kermit
Sexton. Jennie Btu-keen, a
senior at Calloway,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
James Hugh Burkeen.
Janet Smith, a senior at
Murray, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Thomas W.
Smith, Betsy Easly, a
junior at Calloway,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Hollis Easly. Richela
Towery, - a senior at
Calloway, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Richard Towery.
Sheila Walker, a senior at
Murray, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. J. P. Walker.
Clara Cole, a junior at
Calloway, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Denple Cole.





Call one of our operators for appointment




























































Shortly before the close
of the '76 school year, the
Murray D. E. students held
their annual Employer-
Eniployee Banquet at the
Murray High School
Cafeteria.
The guests were met at
the door with nametags in
the shape of diamonds.
The theme of the banquet
was "Forward in the Spirit
of '76." Chuck, Higgin-
bottham gave the in-
vocation for the meal that
was potluck style. After
dinner Marc Hayes
welcomed all guests. The
entertainment for, the
evening was provided by a
Jazz Band from the;
Murray High SchooLlband.
Francie Elkins presented
gifts for employers, and
Beverly McKinley
presented awards to the
advisory committee. Diane
Choate gave the awards to
the students who par-
ticipated in Regionals and
Bobbie Smith gave out the
Merit awards project




The Murray Chapter of
DECA Alumni is active
again this year. There are
now eight members in the
alumni division and they
are active in all DECA
activities.







Several of the alumni
members have presented
special workshops for the
D. E. students as well as























qualified in different levels
of achievements.
The highlight of the
banquet was the presen-
tation of the outstanding
DECA member, made by
Vickie Shell. The person
chosen as one who had
given the best and longest
work to the Murray
DECA Chapter was Marc
Hayes.
Together, Miss McKinley
and Mrs. Shell presented
Presidential Awards to all
members for their work in
the clean-up campaign.
Bobbie Smith and Donna
Tabers won special awards
for their work.
The employers and their
employees are as follows:
Ted Hale - Jack Benton;
Twin Lakes Office
Products, Dean Lamkins -
Max Brandon - Peoples
Bank; Ann Ross - Max
Beale - Bank of Murray;
Chuck Higginbottam - Jack
Stanley - Burger Chef;
Debbie McClure- Mr. and
Mrs. Bill Elkins - The
Lamplighter; Karen
Causey - William A.
Wearrer - Burger Queen;
Gail Sheridan - Wiley
Trenholm - Trenholm's;
Cindy Bennett - Andy
Camfield - Sonic Drive In;
Greg Story - George
Stockton, Paul Dailey -
Seven Seas; Risa Lowe -
Richard Vanover - P. N.
Hirsch; Gale Ahart -
Morris and Jewell Dunn -
Thorobred; Cindy Johnson
- Elizabeth Riley ;-
Educational Learning --
Center; Marc Hayes -
Larry McCarty - \Jerry's;
and Joan Spradling - Kaye
Doran - ABC Play School.

















Acres of Free Parking
Shop Big K for all your
spring & Summer needs;
Clothing for men, women
and children of all types
Jewelry-Cosmetics Gift Sets
Large Toy Dept. For
The Children





























It's Smart To Use
Food Sayers by Copco
'clear plastic to see food
'dishwasher sale for fast clean-up
lard, break-resistent plastic
'air tight tops to keep food fresh longer
'decorator colors
'perfect design for refrigerator or
cabinet storage







Mu.: ay Area Vocational
School were among 18 from
Kentucky who attended a
workshop entitled
"Competency-Based Com-
petitive Events" at Murray







education in the Division of
Vocational Education of
the Kentucky Department
of Education, was the
consultant for the one-day'




at Murray State. -
Dr. Alberta Chapman,
professor of business
education at Murray State
and the workshop director,
said the purpose was to
familiarize teachers with




petit"- g so they can better
prepare students and be
more involved in the actual








R recent radio Breakfast
Show.
The show included
discussion topics such as:
What is DE and DECA,
Officers of the Murray



















(Next Door To Wallace's Book Store)
Students To Be










— Is * * *
Some of the Murray Area
Vocational Educational
DECA students will meet
with the South Pleasant
Grove United Methodist
Chtirch Circle "et--the -joint
meeting in January.
This program will be to
acquaint the circle




from the Vocational Center
will present the program
who are Trisha Phillips,
Diana Sliger, and Tim
Hutson. They will be ac-
companied by Miss
Beverly McKinley, D. E.
adviser.
DECA —What It Is
—What It Does—
Advancement from being
enrolled in a program like
Distributive Education.
Those participating in








a job training program in
marketing & distribution
developed as a partnership
between participating
employers in Murray and
Calloway County and
Murray High School,




DE was authorized by
Congress in 1937 and
Kentucky has been a
pioneer .from the begin-
ning. DE is now being
taught in over 110 high
schools in the state.
Statistics tell us that over
half of all high school
graduates work in various
fields of distribution. To
meet the needs of ex-
panding' businesses,
gaining in this line of work
was begun at Murray High
School in the early '60's. In
1972, the Murray Area
Vocational Education




The object of DE is to
help young workers to do
better the job at which they
are employed, and to help
the employer to obtain
qualified employees who






them a practical, working
knowledge' of business
which they cannot get in
school. These student's
become better prepared
upon graduation either to
take up their careers as
permanent employees, or
to continue their education
in college. Either way, they




on-the-job training, 'and the
school gives job related
instruction and a corn-,
petent teacher who coor-
dinates the training ac-





marketable skills; they get
an early start in business
for which they receive
school credit -and they




in Class (related) for one
hour and then are released
for their job training.
Students enrolled in this
class take classes at their
respective high schools
from 8:30 to 11:30, and then
come to the Vocational
Center for the related one-
hour class. The DE Coop
student works a minimum
of 15 hours each week and
is responsible to his or her
job as would be any regular
employee. In' addition to
the DE students respon-
sibilities, they Are bringing




For joining hands with
the Murray Vocational
Center in developing future
leaders and in the name of
these students, we
welcome this opportunity






Tim Hutson and Diana
Sliger, Distributive









America, the only national
student organization
operating thiough public
and private schools to
attract young, people to
careers in marketing and
distribution.
Hutson and Sliger said
the purposes of the ob-
servance are to point out
the many and varied
careers available within
the field of merchandise
distribution. Special
programs will be con-
ducted during the week by
members of the Murray
DECA Chapter at schools






students. Its 65 members
study a half day in school




_5,500.-DECA Chapters-  with
than 170,000 mem-
bers. s. The national
organization is supported
by leading American
business firms. It conducts
a scholarship program,





DECA members are leading the way to make the nes'? 200 years even better than before.
Richela Towery - President
Cindy Rudolph - Secretary d
Diane Choate - Historian
Kentucky Lake Oil Company





Jobbers Shell Oil Products
Tires, Batterys




On January 28, and 29,
Diana Sliger, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Hulon Sliger,
Secretary of the Kentucky
Association of DECA. and
Ms. Beverly McKinley,
advisor of the Murray Area
Vocational Educational
Center DECA Chapter
attended the StateOfficers 
Interviews—at Barren
Rivers State  Park near
Glasgow Kentucky. Miss
Sliger interviewed par-
ticipants for _ State
Secretary, and Ms.
McKinley interviewed
those students running for
State President.
Final decisions will be





Chapter of the Murray
Area Vocational Education
Center has elected seven
officers for the 1976-1977.
school year. They are as
follows: Richela Towery,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Richard Towery,
President; Donna Hughes,
lianghtPr of Ms_ Glenda_
Hughes, Vice-President;
Cindy Rudolph, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Joe E.
Rudolph, Secretary; Tim
,Hutson, son of Mr. and
Mrs. William G. Hutson,
Treasurer', Bobbie Smith,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Billy Smith, Reporter;
Diane Choate, daughter of
Mrs. Dora Mae Choatc,
Historian.; and Cheryl
Sexton daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Kermit Sexton.
These students will be
working throughout the







Donna Hughes - Vice-President
Tim Hutson - Treasurer

















Bobbie Smith-Region 1 Vice-President
Okir,5 ) n'unt ) CL/14 akr6
















Diana Sliger - Ky. State Secretary
Janet Smith - Region 1Historian
Regional And State Officers
The Murray Area
Vocational Center DECA
Chapter is happy to an-
nounce that for the second
year in a row they have two
regional officers. They are
Janet Smith, daughter of
Mr.. and Mrs-. Thomas—kV:—
Smith holding the office of
Region I Historian, and
Bobbie Smith, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Billy Smith,
holding the office of Vice-
President.
Also, this year the
Murray DECA Chapter has
a Ky. State DECA officer,
Diana Sliget, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Hulort Sliger,
holding the office of State
Secretary.
Bobbie and Diana both
held offices last year in the
Murray DECA Chapter.
Bobbie has held the office...
reporter for the past two
years, and Diana was last
year's chapter secretary.
In September of this year
all three of these girls
attended an officers
meeting in Bardstown, Ky.
to learn the techniqkies of -
conducting a proper
meeting.
• • • •
I Believe in the future which I am plan-
ning forTysself in the field of diyribution, and
in the opportunities which my voCation offers.
I Believe in fulfilling the highest measure
of service to my vocation, my fellow beings, my
country and my God — that by so doing. I will
be rewarded with personal satisfaction and
material wealth.
-11-11elieve-.7ithe__derpoircitic philosophies
of Private enterprise and competition, and in
the freedoms of this nation — that these
philsophies allow for the fullest development
of my individual abilities.
I Believe that by doing my best to live ac-
cording to these high principles. I will be of






$200 per stem' 
The ShoWcase
121 By Pass






Antiques, Arts & Crafts, Gifts
Dried Flowers, Jewelry, Plants
Original Painting & Portraits
804 Coldwater Rd.





- DIXIELAND CENTER -
GRAHAM *t JACKSON
- DOWNTOWN -
